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This thesis examines the musical underground as a social history of a male rock 

c u i ~ r e  and provides an anaiysis of multiple levels of p t - 6 8  Czechoslovak politics as they 

apply to the underground. The most important goal of this research was to provide a better 

understanding of the dynamic and the dimensions of the Czechoslovak musical 

underground, through interviews wi th sevenl individuais affiliated wi th the underground. 

Underground musicians were not defined in a singular rnanner in that country, and hence 

the views of vanous underground musicians, people affiliated with the underground, and 

Czech and Western thinkers are presented, to give readers an idea of the multiple 

dimensions of the term. A discussion of the requalification exams as a social mechanism 

for suppressing independent music-making provides a starting point for delineating who 

was or was not an underground musician. It is argued that the underground can be 

consti tuted as a manifestation of civil society, and as such, helped speed up the collapse of 

the Czechoslovak authori tarian communist regime. The domestic and international 

distribution of samizdat on  music and magnizdat is discussed as an integral part of 

underground musical activity, and details about these distribution networks and the people 

mosi involved in them are provided. Lastl y, to emphasize the lifestyle differences of official 

and unofficial musicians, and to put into perspective the difficulties of making rock music 

independently in the former Czechoslovakia, the relationship between underground 

musicians and the StB (Czech Secret Police) is discussed. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction & Background 

My research in Czech underground rock music began in Toronto with a paper for a 

a research and methodology course in the music programme at York University . At that 

time, I examined Vaclav Havel's influence on the underground rock scene in 

Czechoslovakia during the time period from 1%8 to 1989. Repression against rock n' roll 

c m  be traced back to 1957 in Czechoslovakia, although the 1960s brought a gradua1 

loosening of the cultural and political rigidity of the regime and the development of the 

mass media in Czechoslovakia began to make the iron curtain more transparent.1 1968 

marked the dramatic conclusion of the Prague Spring with the August invasion of Warsaw 

Pact troops.2 The subsequent p e n d  of norindization resulted in a clampdown on many of 

the newly found freedoms gained in the preceding years by the Reform Communists 

headed by Alexander DuWek. After the invasion, the newly installeci govemment, under 

the direction of Gustav Husak, began the process of "nomalization" in the country, which 

translated to repression in al1 areas of culture. This repression continued, to a greater or 

lesser extent, until the Velvet Revolution in 1989. Sorne musicians went underground, 

some stayed on the border b e ~ e e n  official and unofficial activity, some emigrated, and 

some found their livelihood in commercial pop music? 

Ald Opekar. The Influence of Czech FoLkiore on Czecb Rock Music: in Popular Mirric: Style and 
Identity. WU Straw et al., eds. Montreal: Center for Research on Canadian Industries and Institutions. 
1995. p.229. 
? For a detailed political and historical analysis of this evcnt. pleasc refer to H. Gordon Skiiiing's 
Czechoslovakia's Intenupted Revulution. Rinceton: Princeton University Press. 1976. 

Opekar. The infiunice of Crccb FoMore on Czecb Rock Music.' p.230. 



Through various readings about the main organizations fighting for human rights in 

that country, 1 m e  to realize that one group of rock musicians, the Plastic People of the 

Universe (PPU), was central to the formation of the preeminent dissident group Charter 

77. This realization for me also had a personal dimension. It brought back memones of 

when 1 was six years old, at which time a PPU album had been released by a family 

relative. My aunt, Helena Wilson, was a Czechoslovak citizen mmied to a Canadian, Paul 

Wilson, who had Sung with the Plastic People in the early 1970s. He had corne to 

Czechoslovakia in 1967 as an English teacher, and later worked as a translater. In 1977 he 

was expelled from the country (H. Wilson emigrated shortly thereafter) as a result of his 

association with the PPU and other dissidents. Following the arrest and detention of 

severai band members and other rock musicians, there occured a series of trials that 

motivated the foundation of Charter 77. At the time of his expulsion, Wilson smuggled out 

a recording done by the PPU, without the knowledge of the band, and had this album 

released a couple of years later by the French label Liberation, along with a 100-page 

booklet which included various writings and artwork by underground artists. This 

recording, along with Charter 77 wntings about their persecution, won the PPU 

international fame. 

Although the Plastic People seemed like a fascinating study in and of themselves, 1 

was also curious about other Czech rock bands from this period, al1 of whom remained 

virtually unknown in North Amena. 1 also wondered what the tenn 'underground" 

actually rneant in the context of communist Czechoslovakia. When 1 studied in h g u e  at 

the Academy of Music in 1990191, although 1 heard about various underground activities in 

the 1970s and 1980s, these culturaI phenornena were only marginally interesting to me. 

Later I came to think that an exploration of rock music in the Czech Republic would help 

me to better comprehend the Czech culture that 1 had struggled very hard to understand 



when 1 was living there at  the age of 19. While, at that time, 1 had studied at a traditional 

classical music institution, 1 now wanted to understand a completely different part of the 

culture. As my research continued, 1 came to realize just how small the body of literature on 

Czech magnizdat really was - in fact there were virtually no English sources on the 

subject? In addition, there had been no shidy done on the social organization of m k  music 

in communist Czechoslovakia dunng the 1970s and 1980s.5 The closest such study is thai 

by ~ e t e r  Wicke and John Shepherd, in their examination of the organization of rock music 

in East Gennany under communism.6 This made me even more interested in and excited 

about my work. 

My study of the underground also f o m s  the basis of a Iarger study of the culture 

itself, while at the same time it has contributed to a deeper understanding for me of the 

issues related to communisrn in that country. 1 was brought up in what 1 believe could be 

classifieci as a typical Czech immigmt family with a bourgeois cornmitment to European 

'high culture' and classical music; the study helped me place my immediate family in a 

b roder  context. Through my research, 1 gained a better undentanding of rny immediate 

famil y's cri tiques of communism. They hated the regime enough to make a decision to 

leave it, which then made them part of the rninonty of exiles, emigrés, immigrants -- 
whatever terrn is presentl y applied by Czechs to those who left in lm. As my research 

Aaording to H. Gordon S W g  in SmLzdBt Md an ln<pendent Sociery in Central Md Eastern Europe. 
samizdat is "the distribution of uncensoreci writings of one's own, without the medium of a publishing 
house and without permission of the authonties ... in the modern form of samizdat [and its equivalent in 
musical recordings. mapnizdat] . i t is a new medium of communication, emerging on a large scale in Soviet 
Russia in the mid-196ûs and in Polaad, Czecboslovakia, China, and other commimist couniries in the mid- 
~9Xk." hndon: MacMiiIan Press. 1989. p 3 .  
5 My examination of music usually focuses on the events of the 1970s and 1980s. rather thm from 
1%8, the invasion year, because it took the goverment some time to organize the clampdown after the 
invasion. The music scene is generally thought to have s t i i i  been quite free for the 1 5  to 2 years foliowing 
the invasion. 

Peter Wicke. "The Cabaret is Dead': Rock Culture as State Enterprise - the Political Organization of 
Rock in East Gennany." in Rock und P o p u h  Music: PolittCs. Policies. Instihrrrons. Tony Benneit et al.. 
eds. New York: Routledge. 1993. ppZ-37. 



continued, 1 was surprised to leam how little my family knew about the political 

singerslmusicians of the 19'70s and 1980s. This attests to the fact that after they emigrated, 

they becarne much more disconnecied from the Czech culture then even they themselves 

realized. When 1 played some of this music for my mother, for example, she was amazed at 

how daring the texts were. But she had never heard of any of these musicians, except for 

the Plastic People. 1 mention my family here because 1 think that in some ways my parents' 

views helped me understand some of the mainst~am bourgeois views of their generation. 

During rny research, 1 have found it helpful to view my farnily -- the central repositoiy of 

Czech culture for me in Canada - in relation KI the group of underground musicians 1 wûs 

snidying. 

j\riethodoloe~ 

Czech independent - and specifically underground -- music-making became my area of 

study for my thesis after 1 realized that many more bands were active in this ara than on1 y 

the Plastic People of the Universe. After doing research for severai months in Toronto on 

V&Aav Havel's connection to ruck music, 1 made a two-month research trip to the Czech 

Republic in the summer of 1995. 1 attended various concerts over that time to familiarize 

myself with the Czech rock scene and to place the rock underground in some larger 

context. 1 collected as much music as possible by the people of interest to me. Also, 1 

conducted research in a new , independentl y funded archive called Libri Prohibiti, w hich 

specialized in Czechoslovak samizdat and rnagnizdat materials, run by the former dissident 

Jifi Gruntodd. Paul Wilson kindly gave me some records for the archive before my 

departure from Toronto, telling me chat these materials might be of some help when 

introducing myself to the archivists. The archive and the music librarian, MiloS Muller, 

became indispensable to my research. 



Muller's work collecting recordings for the Iibrary overlapped with much of my 

own research. 1 spent moût afternoons of that summer in the archive, going through a list 

of samizdat magazines that Muller kindly allowed me to copy from his preliminary 

handwritten list (at that point, the contents of the archive were not yet input onto a cornputer 

database). With his background as an underground musician and dissident, he answered 

my many questions honestly and patiently, although there were tirnes he confessai that 

many of rny questions had never before k e n  addressed, and that 1 would have to talk to 

other musicians. He explained to me which of the magazines were the most important to 

unofficial music, and whether they were published in Czechoslovakia or by exiles in the 

West. The importance of the magazines to my study Iay in their articles on underground or 

alternative music. Vokno and Host were indisputably the most important samizdat 

magazines for my research, while other magazines such as Revolver Revue, Paternoster. 

SkiepniX, Svëdectviand Safi& Revue were of secondary importance. 

That summer, 1 rad  and photocopied.articles printed in samizdat magazines 

published from 1979 (when the first samizdat magazine on music was published) to 1989. 

Through these articles 1 became familiar with the names of some of the people who were 

well-known in the history of unofficial music in the country? These people were editors, 

wnters (although many of the names used were pseudonyms, and had to be identified by 

Muller), and musicians. Muller also gave me invaluable citations of books written after 

1989 on the underground - these would 

were limi ted to pre-revolution Ii terature. 

the subject? the existing books were 

not be found at the actual archive since its contents 

Although there were veiy few books written about 

indispensable, although often very hard to find. 

As yet, no chronofogy of ihis history exists, although Muller's work does touch upoo this to some 
extent. 
* Mejla Hlavsa's Bez Ohifri Je Underground. Ivan JiroustPravdivy' WibPh Plastic People of the Universe, 
MkolaS Chadima's AZternafiva, On&j Kodd and VojtPEch Lindaur's avot  v Tahu, and Josef Vondm3kais 



Many days were spent in search of this or that book, this or that recording. The process of 

reading these materials challenged me to expand my Czech vmbulary  (1 have spoken the 

language from the time 1 was born, but with very few people besides my family as 1 was 

brought up in New Brunswick, which has a very small Czech population). This was really 

the first time 1 started to read nt any great length in this language. Photocopies of much of 

this material travelled back to Canada with me, to facilitate the preparation of interviews 1 

pianned to mnduct when I retumed to the Czech Republic the following year. 

During the first trip, 1 also travelled across the counûy to various rock festivals and 

concerts. One of the most important festivals tumed out to be in Boskovice, a town in 

Moravia just north of Brno; there 1 was introduced to many alternative and formerly 

underground bands. The festival lasted several days, with films about musicians, concerts 

and various other activities. The concerts that took place in Prague, my central location, 

were also very important to orient myself in the scene. 1 did no formal interviews that 

summer because 1 did not feel that my knowledge about the underground was adequate 

enough at that point to ask sufficiently informed questions. 1 did however, have various 

informative and relevant informa1 conversations with famil y members, acquaintances, and 

salespeople (in my attempt to find books and recordings on my subject area). 

1 spent the following two semesters in Canada writing a directed reading paper 

focussing on political theories of East European dissidence. 1 concentmted on this a r a  

because 1 was aware of the fact that there was a relatively large body of literature on this 

topic, and felt this kind of reading would help me better understand independent/unofficial 

culture in Czechoslovakia. 1 also thought it would be wise to becorne informed about 

theones of dissidence t hrough the perspective of Czech and non-Czech in te1 Iectuals (1 don? 

A BLih H d  Rock'n'Roll are the ody books available at the present time that focus to some degree on the 
subjject of unofficial rock music in Ctechûslovakia in the t 970s and 1980s . 



use the word academics on purpose because most of Czechs who were writing on these 

issues had no access to university jobs as a result of their anti-communist stances). The 

writings on  East European dissidence seemed to faIl into two categories -- that which was 

mostly by and about intellectual dissidents, and that (the materials collected in Prague) 

which was mostly written by members of the underground/unofficial music scenes who are 

generally not labelled as  intellectuals. From the f in t  category, I read literature by Czech 

dissident and Charter 77 mernbers, including Vdclav Havel. Vhlav Benda. Jifina Sik lov~ ,  

Petr Uhl, and Jan Pa tdka ,  as well as by Western joumaiistslintellectuais like Timothy 

Garton Ash, Jeffrey Goldfarb, Andrew Arato, Gordon Skilling, and Paul Wilson. 1 also 

began to work my way through the mass of readings by people more involved in the 

Prague underground -- such as Ivan Jirous, Mejla Hlavsa. Mikola Chadima, and Karel 

Srp - whose work 1 had collected over the course of the previous summer. Certain issues 

became clearer to m e  (such as the ways in which the underground was defined, the 

philosophies of Jirous' Prague underground), while others became much more confusing 

and would need to be clarified through personal interviews (e.g., distribution of magnizdat, 

the site of independent rnovements, and the relationship between the the Prague 

underground and Charter 77, for instance). 

At this point in tirne, informal conversations were quite important in shaping rny 

research. 1 became involved wi th a group of graduate students of mixed disciplines from 

both York University and University of Toronto, to f o m  an informa1 Czech serninar group 

headed by University of Toronto professor emeritus and Czech history scholar Gordon 

Skilling. The Czech serninar group met fairly regulariy - approximately every month -- in 

Toronto, and the usual procedure was to invite someone from the Czech community o r  in 

Czech studies to give a seminar. In this context, 1 was able to hear people such as 

writerltranslator Paul Wilson, writer/publisher Zdena Salivorovii, Skilling and others talk 



about their vanous experiences and work related to Czechoslovakia. The following year, 

when 1 retumed to Prague, Skilling organized a seminar wi th various guest students and a 

guest lecturer, historian Jan Havdnek. at Charles University (Grlova Univenita) in 

Prague. The contact between vanous members of this group over e-mail during my 

following year in Prague helped me work through a variety of issues. 

1 returned to the Czech Republic for my second research trip in September 19% and 

stayed there until June 1997. 1 enrolled in a Czech language dass, to further develop rny 

skills. In this class 1 met my future roommate, Andrea Orzoff. doing her doctoral research 

in the Czech Republic. Our many informal discussions and debates over the year helped 

clarify many issues which surfaceci, and helped me make decisions about which issues 

were of importance in my research, as well as which issues were simply too interesting to 

reject. When 1 look back, it was really crucial for me to have these regular conversations 

with another outside researcher, working in that sarne political and cultural context. The 

two of us were continuously interpreting the different (or similar) points of view presented 

to us in conversations with Czechs, the varied situations which we came into contact with 

on a daily basis, and the numerous anticommunist, procûpitdist attitudes sternming in part 

from the political p s t  of the country. 

Interviews 

Due to the very limited amount of published material on the Czech underground, it 

was clear to me at the outset that one of my primary sources of information would have to 

be personal interviews. 1 later noticed that 1 had chosen to interview people who had a high 

dissident profile and who appeared to have an interest, or see a worth, in furthering 

information on underground rock music in Czechoslovakia. In this sense, 1 felt that they 

would have an understanding of my desire to gain more information about this ara,  and 



would not be opposed to the publication of any information they shared with me. A 

different picture may have been presented haci 1 d s o  interviewed musicians who had 

worked officially from 1968 through to 1989. Although most of the musicians 1 did 

interview had obtained licences to play from the state either during the early or the Iate 

stages of the norrnalivtion pend,  none managed to retain these licences for the duration of 

the regime. Even R d i m  Hiadi'k, who managed ~~ccess fu l ly  to tmvel abroûd as a musician, 

had his licence revoked twice. 

Though 1 thought about interviewing previous members of the requalification 

examg cornmittees, 1 was discouraged from doing so  due to the difficulty involved in 

finding (and 1 anticipate even greater difficulty of hl king to) such cornmittee members. The 

musicians 1 was interviewing (with the exception of Hladil) were obviously completely 

distanced from this group of people, therefore 1 could not enlist their help in suggesting 

names of examinen. While 1 was hesitant about proceeding with such interviews, I do 

believe that interviewing this group of officiai examiners could provide a great deal of 

insight into the workings of the requdification exams. 

1 informed dl my consultants at the outset about my reasons for interviewing them. 

At first, I tried to have an interviewee (Pave1 Fajt) read over the interview that 1 had 

transcribed and let me know if there w u  any information that he wanted changed. 1 didn't 

hear back from Fajt for months, but when 1 saw him a t  a concert and asked about the 

interview, he stated that 1 could just use the whole interview, that he was too busy to read 

through it al1 and make changes. 1 decided at that time to explain to each future interviewee 

that this material was to be included in some way in my thesis, ask if they would mind my 

recording the conversation, see at  the end of the conversation if they would like me to omit 

These were exams that every musician needed to take to becorne a legal musician in Czechoslovakia. If 
one was caught performing publicly without a licence proving they had passed the cxam. one could be 
charged with 'illegai business activity.' 



anything they had said -- that 1 wouldn't use any materials they were opposed to me using 

(al1 replied that 1 could use al1 the information) - and ask if they would like a copy of the 

transcribed interview (dl  replied that they didn't care for a copy). My guess is that m a t  of 

them value some kind of historieal record and they ail replied to my questions in a similar 

manner because they were used to king interviewed and having discussions on the vanous 

subjects 1 was questioning them about. 

My first fonnd interview was with Paul W i h n  and took place within the context 

of one of our Czech seminaa at Gordon Skilling's home in Toronto in F e b r u q  19%. 1 

was interested in talking with Wilson about his hand in the distribution of magnizdat 

outside of Czechoslovakia. After Wilson organized the release of Egon Bondy's Happy 

Hearts Clzlb Banned, he went on to put out several more PPU albums out of his home in 

Toronto, and distributed thern world-wide. Secondly, at that point in time, 1 had also corne 

to realize that Ivan Jirous played the main role in organizing the Prague underground. 

ZbynEk Fisher, better known by the pen narne Egon Bondy, had also been an important 

figure in the underground, al though 1 had at  that time not pinpointed his exact role. Since 

Wilson was a friend of Jirous' and knew Bondy through his involvement in the 

underground, 1 wanted to heûr his thoughts about these hvo individuals. Thirdly, 1 wanted 

Ru1 to explain to me his view on the commercial nature of Mejla Hlavsa's music after the 

revolution. Since Hlavsa had been the founder and composer of the PPU, the commercial 

nature of his post-revolution music was striking and fed into a growing number of (what 1 

perceived as) contradictions within the Prague underground. Wilson's interview was very 

useful, as h e  is a talenteci storyteller and articulates his views clearly. He gave me useful 

insights as a person who had lived both inside and outside of Czechoslovak culture. 

The VictonaviIle Festivale de Musique Actuelle in May 1996 provided me with an 

opportunity to meet and interview Moi-avian percussionist Pavel Fajt, who plays 



professionally as a duo with experimental folk violinist and singer Iva Bittova as well as 

with the rock group Pluto. 1 had heard Fajt play a solo percussion concert at  the Boskovice 

Festival the previous summer -- his concert was completely sold out and it was clear he 

was popular wi th Czech audiences. Since the Victoriavil le festival's theme is expenmental 

music, I focussed some of my questions for  Fajt on "expenmental musicn in 

Czechoslovakia during the 1970s and 1980s, to see how this type of music fit into society 

as  a whole, and the underground and alternative scenes in particular. At  that time, 1 was 

also interested in finding out about the relationship between art music and the rock scene.10 

In this regard, 1 thought F a ~ t  rnight have insight into this a r a  as he appeared to collabonte 

wi th musicians of various backgrounds, including his partner, Iva Bittova, a classically 

trained vocalist and violinïst. Another individual, Milan KniZ3ik. was aiso of some interest 

to me, as he was the radical new head of the Fine Arts Acaderny in h g u e  (UMPRUM) . In 

the 1%0s and 1970s led a band called Aktuiil, which influenced the Plastic People and 

sevenl other underground bands. AIthough KnlEAk seemed t o  have contributed much to 

independent art  of that time, it was my impression that he was not wntten about as a centrai 

figure in the Czech underground. 1 wanted to ask Faj t to help me place him wi thin that 

Czech context. Since 1 knew very l i  ttle about Fajt's musical history, 1 also needed him to 

share this pan of his p s t  with me. Lastly, 1 was interested in hearing his perspective, as a 

professional rocWexperimenta1 musician, on the differences in music-making in the Czech 

Republic before and after the fd l  of cornmunism. 

My second research trip in September 1996 provided me with time to do more 

readings. and to have deeper and at the same time more infonnûl discussions on a number 

of controversial subjects with a variety of people. Over the year, rny readings and 

10 1 later gave up this inquiry . due to diff~culties connecting wilh my centrat informant in this area. Ivan 
B i e M .  



discussions with both Helena Wilson and Milo3 Muller helped me decide on the people 

whom I would formally interview. My first interview in Prague took place with MejIa 

Hlavsa, in October 19%. As the founder of and composer for the PPU, he was someone 

1 had wanted to speak to for some time, particularly in connection with what 1 perceivecf as 

his musical contradictions, his relationship to Ivan Jirous, his and other underground 

musicians' musical lives pos t-revolution, and his perception of di fferences in music- 

making before and after 1989. Another issue that interested me was the relationship of the 

underground to the StB (Czech secret police -- Skitni BezMnost). although a t  that point I 

was relatively unaware about the subject in general (a negligible arnount of material had 

been published about this issue, and very few people were willing to discuss i t). 1 was d s o  

interested in the fact that Hlavsa's narne appeared on the StB collaborator list published in 

RuddKra'vo in 1991.11 

1 found out by reading MikolaS Chadimats Altermtiva, that British percussionist 

Chris Cutler had been invited to play at Prague's Jazz Days in 1978 and that he had 

a m g e d  for Chadima to corne and play with him and some other musicians in London in 

the Iate 1980s. Since there seemed to be very few such musical exchanges for 

rocWexperimental musicians in Czechoslovakia at that time, 1 wanted to speak with Cutler 

about his visits to the country (he was apparently a fairly regular visitor, even though he 

only started playing concerts there on a regular b i s  after the revolution) and his perception 

of the rock/experimental music scene. 1 was hoping to meet with him at the Sound 

Symposium in Newfoundland in the summer of 1996, where he was scheduled to play. 

Unfortunately, his perfomance was cancelled due to a death in his farnily, but I did finally 

l l Petr Cibulka - with much controversy and without the howledge of the governent - published a List 
in the newspaper Ruda Kralo of people wbo were thoqht to be S B - p s i  cive. 



connect with hirn in November of that same year in Fhgue, where he was playing a concert 

with the electric harpist Zeena Parkins. 

While my year was filled with various infornial conversations, the rest of my 

forma1 interviews were done in May 1997. Mikola5 Chadima authored the most 

extensive (over 700 pages) book on the history of rock music in Czechoslovakia, complete 

with dozens of pictures. Aside from this monumental work, he was a very busy musician 

(saxophone and v d i s t )  who worked copying and distributing magnizdat. He was one 

person, dong with Petr Cibulka, that 1 knew would be crucial to my chapter on magnizdat 

distribution, since there was oniy a handful of people involved in this line of illegal work. 

Since he had had the opportunity to tnvel, 1 thought he might also be able to give me some 

insights into other East Bloc countnes' magnizdat distri bution systems, as well as s hare a 

bruader view of the rockfexpenmental music scene in Czechoslovakia as compared with the 

West. In  addition, I needed hirn to clarify some points he made in his book, particularly his 

typology of musicians, including those working illegall y to propagandists employed by the 

state-run music agencies. The tenn 'underground' seemed to be defined differently by each 

person, and 1 wanted to debate this term with him. This b e r n e  a recurring theme in al1 rny 

interviews. The requalification exms were of some interest to me -- at that point 1 h d  

decided to devote a chapter of my snidy to them -- and 1 wanted to hear more about these 

from him, as one who defined himself as an 'alternative' musician (according to hirn. 

'alternative' was different from 'underground'). Finally, 1 wanted him to compare music- 

making under authori tarian cornmunism wi th music-making in the present capital ist Czech 

Republic. 

By May 1997,I had decided to devote one large chapter of my thesis to magnizdat 

distribution. The central person in this line of work was Petr Cibulka -- anyone 

interested in getting unofficial music recordings in Czechoslovakia in the 1980s would 



corne in contact with him or hear about hirn through friends or music magazines. Through 

the 198ûs, Ci bulka managed to put together an archive of over 550 recordings [included, in 

part, in appendix 31, which today foms the basis of the Libri Prohibiti music section. As a 

politid figure, Cibulka gained notoriety for his release of the Rudd Krdvo StB-positives 

list (this list is fraught with problems and is intensely controversial to this day), for 

slandering the president, Viiclav Havel.12 and for publishing what he defines as the only 

'tnily uncensored' newspaper, Necenzurované Noviny , in the 1990s Czech Republic. 1 

was wamed that Cibulka would probably not agree to an interview, but through the 

mediation of MiloS Muller, 1 was successful in contacting hirn and meeting with him at his 

home in Brno. 

Pavla Slabii is the lead singer of the all-women rock band Zuby Nehty and a 

Iecturer at Charles University in the Pedagogy Faculty. 1 first saw her band perform in 

Boskovice in the summer of 1995, and then heard SlaM intewiewed in Febnian, 19% in a 

BBC radio documentary on women in Eastern Europe -- she was chosen as the 

representative for the Czech Republic.13 Slaba's band seemed important to me in that it was 

the only dl-fernale band 1 had corne in conîact with or even heard about in Czechoslovakia. 

1 had corne to perceive the Prague underground of the 1970s and 1980s as a cumpletely 

male-dominated sphere of culture. 1 assumed Slab5 would have thought about this issue 

and consequently 1 was curious to hear her thoüghts on this subject. Since Zuby Nehty was 

such a unique phenornenon in the Czech Republic due to the gender of the band's 

musicians, I wanted to hear about the career experiences of this band as they related to 

gender. 1 wasn't sure whether Slabd's band was officiai or unofficial and 1 was interested 

12 His cummeots were related to aot punishing former high-standing communists and a m i n g  Havel of 
making secret deais with both Russia and the USA. Since there is a law in the C m h  Republic against 
slandering the president. he was charged, but later parcfond by Havel. who had been his friend before the 
revoIution. 
l3  Rebroadmst oa CBC Radio, Sunday Morning . Febniary 18.19%. 



in hearing her speak about the requdification exams. Luckil y, 1 happened to meet a person 

from rny hometown Fredericton, N.B. during the last month of my stay in Prague, who 

was also a friend of SlaM's -- this contact (Corry Levine) told me to refer to her when 1 

called SlaM to set up the interview. Al though my interview with SlaM was very short due 

to her tirne constraints, we did exchange e-mails for further discussion through this 

medium. 

Slabd suggested 1 speak with Martin Machovec about some of rny queries on the 

underground. 1 had no recollection of seeing Machovec's name in the sources I had k e n  

reading, but Slab5 convinced me to talk to hirn by informing me that he lectured world- 

wide on Czech underground literature, that he was THE expert in the field -- k i n g  the 

editor of various underground literature -- and she often discussed issues of the 

underground with him. She gave me the contact for him, and although 1 had only a few 

more days rernaining in the Czech Republic, he said he would fit me  into his schedule. 

Aside from wanting hirn to explain his relation to the underground, 1 was interesteci in 

heanng his thoughts on Jirous and Havel (1 had started to  think that Jirous was to the 

Prague musical underground what Havel was to Charter 77 -- leaders who shaped the 

thought in these two independent movements), Egon Bondy, definitions of the 

underground, and a histoty of the requalification exams as ihey related to the underground. 

As it tumed out, Machovec, although specializing in underground literature, was less 

knowledgeable about the music scene. He did, however, have very interesting points to 

make about several other issues, for instance Egon Bondy's StB collaboration. 

Machovec's father had been Bondy's best friend, and Machovec had housed Bondy's 

literary archive in his apartment during the cornmunist regime. 

My final interview was with Radim Hladik, a professional rock musician, on the 

recomrnendation of Milo5 Muller. Although 1 was originally intending to interview 



Vladimir MiSik (a well-respected, officiaVprofessiona1 rock musician), 1 later opted not to 

interview him a s  1 was told he valued his privacy and 1 would only be given the number on 

the condition that I not reveal the identity of the person who shared it with me. 1 found 

Hladfk in the phone book, so 1 assumed this rnatter of privacy was not such an issue to 

him. I had been wanting to talk to someone who had worked as a professionai, official 

rock musician, to hear about their experiences with the requalification exams and their 

undentanding of the distinctions between official and unofficial. 1 also wanted to hear 

about the underground music scene from the perspective of an official musician. Although 

Hladik was in the middle of a busy week of recording sessions, he invited me to the 

recording studio for the interview. To my surprise, 1 Iearned during the interview that 

Wadik had worked on a requalification exam commission, and his comments about his 

experiences on this commission were of iremendous value and insight to me. 

Field Work Issues 

Predictably, some problems surfaced during rny stay in the Czech Republic. While 

1 succeeded in contacting some of the people I wanted to interview, other attempts at 

contact failed. I was unable to interview Dana Nëmcova, the central 'mother figure' in 

the Prague underground. With her husband and her seven children, she was very much 

involved with the m u s i d  underground, Charter 77, and VONS - The Cornmittee for the 

Unjustly Persecuted. She is mother-in-law to Mejla Hlavsa (composer and founder of the 

Plastic People), and is presently a senator. My repeated and constant attempts at telephone 

contact were unfortunately unsuccessful. 

Ivan Jirous -- who, i t became increasingly clear to me, was the leading figure in 

creating the Prague underground, and spent many yean in jail for his organizational 

activities and writings -- was a centnl person in my research. 1 was told by vanous people 



(Mejla Hlavsa, MiloS Muller, Helena Wilson) that there was no point in contacting him as 

he had becorne an dcoholic, lived part-time in Viema, and could not be reasonabl y relied 

upon to either remember the past or to show up for appointments. On their 

recommendation, 1 decided to forgo efforts at interviewing him. A few days before my 

departure from the Czech Republic, Martin Machovec relayed recent and good news about 

Jirous -- his state of health was improving and he had promised to complete a book on the 

Plastic People. At that point, it was too late for me to arrange a trip to visit him. 

At a concert of Dunaj and Chris Cutler at the Roxy in Prague around Christmas 

1996,I was introduced to both ex- PPU dmmmer Jan Brabec, and the former singer of 

Piilnoc, Mi5a NEmcovA (a daughter-in-law of Dma NEmcova) by Helena Wilson. She 

knew them al1 fairly well, from the time she had k e n  living in Czechoslovakia before her 

former husband was expelleci in 1977. Brabec was of some interest to me, as he worked as 

a joumalist for the pst-revolution newspaper Respekt, perhaps the only newspaper in that 

country to focus on the interpretation of events rather than simply the description of events. 

It seemed to me that he was a very thoughtful band member, and since 1 had only spoken to 

Mejla Hlavsa and Paul Wilson from the PPU, 1 wanted to have more perspectives on  the 

underground from this band's memben. Jan Brabec gave me two contact numbers, and 

agreed to an interview. 1 was once again unsuccessful in making contact. (1 did, however, 

find an interview with Brabec in a post-revolution issue of the magazine Vokno, which 

answered a couple of my questions about his perspective of the underground). 

Another ex-PPU rnember that was of some interest to me was Ivan Bierhanzl. 

In 1997. Bierhanzl was working as managing director of the Agon Orchestra, a Czech 

group specializing in the performance of New Music. 1 had been given his name and phone 

number by a contact in Victoriaville in May 19%, when the Agon Orchestra played there. 

In Prague. Bierhanzi's name kept resurfacing as the central figure 1 should contact about 



the cross-over of rock and art music in Czechoslovakia under cornmunism. I wanted to 

know if there was any such collaboration unofficially or officially. Although 1 met with 

Bierhanzi after one of his concerts in December 19% and spoke with him for an hour, he 

suggested we re-convene with three other members of the orchestra, so they could dl give 

me their perspectives on the questions 1 was posing. 1 was enthusiastic about his 

suggestion and naturally agreed to this meeting. Even though 1 calleci him on a regular basis 

after that point to Ynnge this meeting, 1 felt that he was putting me off. 1 bumped into him 

a week before 1 left, and commented on the fact that we had unfortunately not been able to 

coriect, and he once again promised to cal1 me and set up a meeting before 1 left to go back 

to Canada. Udortunately, 1 never hmd from him. 

In addition to the problems 1 had contacting people, 1 found that simultaneous 

transcription and translation of the interviews posed a problem in and of itself. 1 had 

worked as a translater during my second research trip, so 1 was quite used to this process. 

However, this did not mean that 1 felt cornfortable with al1 translation issues, as this task 

often requires the high degree of ski11 attained through years of experience. A transcn bed 

interview is already a mediated version of the actuai conversation. Even more is lost when 

the interview is translateci into another language. In addition to this, slang terminology was 

used in the interviews, with which I was not wholly familiar. Words with particularly 

negative connotations (e.g., profihudebnfk -- a musician who works for profit, officially, 

intended as a derogatory term) were difficult to translate into English as their meanings 

seemed to be imbued with the Czech experience. Reliance on a dictionary is often unwise, 

as many dictionq translations from Czech to English are not very accurate (this may be a 

translation problem in a11 Ianguages). 

Interestingly, my perceptions of certain interviews were quite different during the 

interview and later, during the transcription process. First, in interviews with both Paul 



Wilson and MikolaS Chadima, 1 noticed that their voices, accompanied by a presence and 

gestures, had an amiable story-Ming quality; this qudity was missing when 1 listened to 

the interviews again on tape. Through this medium, their voices of course stated the same 

words, but the tone and manner in which these words were conveyed felt much more 

hmh. While speaking with Chadima, 1 felt the interview had a very friendly, outgoing note 

and that he was finishing many of my sentences for me; later 1 realized that contrary to what 

1 had believed, he impatiently cut off my sentences, a t  times without answenng the 

question 1 had intended to ask. This habit is of course common, and yet interesting when 

perceived afresh. What was most deceiving was that during the discussion with Chadima, 1 

actually did believe that my questions were k i n g  answered to my satisfaction. It was only 

later, during the transcription process, that 1 realized 1 could have asked for clarification or 

elabontion on a number of issues. Chadima's interview was interesting from another 

perspective as well. While interviewing, 1 felt that he, more than most of my interviewees, 

answered my questions in a faidy linear sense -- in my view, he seemed to be answering 

me directly without many long tangents. This was the opposite of Slabg's interview, where 

1 stniggled to follow what 1 perceived as tangential material. T o  my surprise, in 

transctibing the interviews, l realized that in acnial fact, it was Chadima who tended to take 

long tangents (this matenal was still of great value, however) and SlaM who answered my 

questions as directly as passible. 

It was either my consultants' manners of speaking and gesturing, my concentration 

during the interviews, o r  the interviewer-interviewee dynamic, that affected the manner in 

which 1 intemalized and perceived the discussions. In fact these three factors, and perhaps 

others, were responsible for rny different views of the interviews directly following the 

interviews and later, dunng the transcription process. There were times when 1 believed 

certain interviews to be of very little vdue, only to find out later that they were actually rich 



in content. This fact made me reflect on informal discussions 1 had had, and wonder about 

the quantity of interesting material 1 had overlooked, dismissing a conversation as 

unimportant or  unrevealing. Sometimes there even seemed to be differences in the 

information gleaned from the tnnscripts, during rny numerous readings of these 

interviews. For instance, the first time 1 read Chadima's interview from begiming to end 

(after having concluded the transcription process, obviously) 1 dismissed certain parts as 

unimportant. 1 only realized how important this interview had been after 1 found myself 

extracting large portions of it for my thesis during the wnting process. 

One of the major challenges 1 encountered on a regular buis in the Czech Republic 

was a genenl diffculty with discussion and debating. In fact, there didn't even seem to be 

a term for debating; the closest term 1 found was "arguing." This problem possibly 

sternmed from the fact that most Czechs were taught (probably a survival technique) not to 

express their opinions openly in public. There were two different fomms for discussion 

under the communist regime - the home and the public sphere. Honesty in the public 

sphere could resul t in persecution. Constructive disagreement or debate was of course 

actively discouraged by the fonner regime and to some extent this behavior has been 

intemalized. This duality did not disappear over night, as within al1 cultures, old habits die 

hard. This issue was highlighted in the Febmary 1997 nurnber of ..And You magazine. 

When at the end of last year, the Czech Press made public 
the news from American psychologists that lying is one of 
the most natural hurnan traits, the whole nation sighed with 
relief. Partially beause  this conclusion was reached by 
Amencans and therefore a suspicion of foxy justification did 
not faII on the Czechs, had they claimed the same. And 
partially because lying under the forty years of communism 
was a life necessity, which entered citizens' blood to the 
point that they would need a major blood transfusion in 
order to rid themselves of the tendency to lie. [we can say] 
'man, you lie so natudl  y and beauti fully.' 



1 often think that intemogation sessions also shaped the communication manner of some of 

my interviewees. Since many of them were part of the rninon ty that were hauled in to StB 

headquarters for interrogation (some on a very regular basis, as discussed by Hlavsa in his 

interview), they leamed to reveal linle of themselves in these very stressful situations. Not 

revealing one's cards would have become a matter of habit for many of these individuais. 

This would explain why some of them could share somewhat questionable (at times -- 
knowingly - blatantly false) idonnation in a very genuine, apparently honest, way. 

Connecteci to this public dishonesty is the fact that p s t  communist dfiliations and 

StB collabontion are issues which haunt Czech society to this day ( t k  is probably tme for 

al1 the East Bloc countries).14 To this day, there is a generd unwillingness to discuss ihese 

issues in anything other than a black & white manner. People doing research in this area 

are almost invariabiy non-Czechs (and mostly North Americans, who have no emotional 

involvement with, or  pst history in, such a regime.) Unlike the situation in East Germany, 

where there are regular discussions held on TV between former Stasi (secret police) 

members and dissidents, in the Czech Republic most citizens prefer to close this chapter of 

history without exploring the issues and the effect of these issues on the country today. 

The Double-Edged Sword 

Aside from these challenges, I found that there were certain issues in my research 

that could on the one hand be perceived as problematic and on the other hand, as helpful. 

My identity was one such issue. Having k e n  bom in Canada to Czech immigrants, my 

Czech language skills were very helpful in that 1 did not have to conduct my interviews 

through an interpreter - I believe interview situations with an interpreter would have been 

l4 See especidy Tina Rosenberg's The Haunted Land: Facing Europe's Ghosts A/er Cornmunism. 
London: Vintage. 1995. 



much more complicated and much less personal. Almost everyone appreciated the fact that 1 

spoke Czech as a second language, almost without accent. Inevitably, my interviewees 

would ask me about my background, since Czech-speaking foreigners, while a growing 

population, are still very rare in the country. In some situations, my ability to speak Czech 

was treated with respect and, 1 believe, helped show my informants that 1 was senous 

about my a r a  of study. In other cases, however, my Czech speech Ied rny consultants to 

question whether 1 was Czech o r  of Czech heritage, asking when my parents left 

Czechoslovakia. Since there are some people in the Czech Republic who perceive Czech 

emigrés as t n i  tors (particulariy in the undergrouncUdissident groups), there were situations 

where 1 was treated accordingly. Post-1968 dissidents were often given the opportunity to 

emigrate but refused because they felt obliged to stay and fight for human rights and 

memingful social and politicai changes within their own country. As a result, they came to 

resent those -- like my family -- who made the difficult decision to leave. My interview 

with Petr Cibulka brought this issue to the forefront; the tension caused by my background 

was apparent at the beginning of the interview, but fortunately evaporated as the interview 

progressed . 
My formal interviews took place with people with whom 1 had no longstanding 

relationship (aside from Paul Wilson who was previously marrieci to a family relative). 

This fact rnay have caused some of my interviewees to hesitate when shanng information 

with me, particularly on sensitive subjects such as StB collabontion. However, had 1 

focused my energies on building longstanding relationships with my informants, 1 would 

not have been able to interview as many people and therefore would have collected fewer 

points of view about my area of study. 1 felt that the people with whom 1 had longer 

relationships (Helena Wilson and MiloS Muller, for example) helped inform my work 

through informal conversations, and pointed out interesting research paths. 



Since much of my research is original, a great deal of tirne was spent loating 

primasr sources. Very basic information sometimes took months to piece together, 

possibly due to the fact that 1 was a complete outsider (aside from my ability to speak the 

language). Perhaps because there was so little written about this area of culture, sometimes 

people questioned the validity of such a study. When, for example, I met with MrSa 

NEmcova and Jan Bnbec at a concert, and they were told 1 was doing research on the 

Plastic People, they both exclaimed: "That1s a bit passd!" Generally people want to talk 

about the present and the future of the pst-communist regime and not dwell on the past. 

even to the extent that they may have been heroically involved in changing it. The comment 

made by Brabec and NEmwv6 dso demonstrates how greatly society has changed since the 

revolution. However, it was very rewarding to make certain connections about the 

unofficial music scene, to meet people who had also pieced certain information together 

(but had not yet put these ideas down on papa), and to be one of the first outsiders (or 

insiders) to be doing any kind of dewiled writing in this area. 

Amroach and Order of Studv 

My thesis as a whole addresses independent musical activity (i.e., music and 

musical discourse which was not made officially, and hence, was made illegally) in 

Czechoslovakia from 1968-1989. In delineating who was or was not an unofficial 

musician, 1 touch on official music-making and the di fferences between the l i festyles of 

these two general groups of musicians. 1 focus rnainly on rock music, as this genre was 

perceived by the Party-State to be the most disruptive and anti-state. However, I also 

include in my discussion other musicians such as certain singer-songwriters, as many of 

them were also actively persecuted and thus forced either to emigrate or to join independent 

musical structures . 



While independent musicians are always referred to as 'underground' or 'illegal' in 

the present literature, as yet there has been no detailed explanation of the mechanisms 

which made these terms a redity. More specifically, while it is widely known that 

underground musicians existed due to reprzssive Party-State policies, there has ken  no 

examination of the requalification exams held by the music agencies, and their direct and 

devastating effect on music-making over a pend of 20 years. In chapter 2,I discuss the 

requalification exams imposed on al1 musicians early on during the normalization penod. 

These were an integral part of every official musician's career. They explain why there 

weie 'illegal' rock musicians in Czechoslovakia in the 70s and 80s; one could not be a Iegal 

musician without having passed the requalification exams. For this reason, the exams 

played an immensely important part in shaping the marner in which music was produced in 

that country. To date, there has been no explanation, let alone study, of these exams in 

English, nor to the best of my knowledge, in Czech. While Chadima's book Alternativa is 

the best Czech source 1 have found for information about the exams, references to this test 

are mostl y anecdotal . I have supplemented existing research wi th new information gained 

from my interviews. 1 attempt to find out what kind of an impact these exams had on the 

sounds of that time period. 

There are two sets of issues with which 1 attempt to grapple in my third chapter. 

First, 1 dissect the term 'underground' in the Czechoslovak context: What does this term 

mean in this context and who defines themselves by this word? Are 'underground' 

musicians a clearly defined group or can the term be applied to al1 independent activity? 

Was there a defining 'underground' sound? Does 'the underground' have the unified voice 

i t is portrayed as having in Western litenture? To what extent did the musicians that were 

label led 'underground' real ize that they were being poli ticized? How were al 1 these 

musicians oppositionalists? How are we to think of those musicians (music organizations, 



music magazines) which c m  neither be clûssified as underground nor as official? Many 

Czechs have traditionally held Manichean views of their fellow citizens. This is no doubt 

due to the fact that this trait was fostered throughout the 40 years of communism in that 

country. I t  is thus with the intention of providing a more redistic, and hence less clear-cut 

picture of undergound musical activity, that 1 explore the aforementioned questions. 

Secondl y, while Czech underground musicians are generall y discussed as being 

poli tical, I am interesteci in the nature of their politicalness. Were these musicians more than 

just poli tical targets of the Party-State? Can they be viewed as part of a greater movement 

ld ing  to the Velvet Revolution and the present democracy? If so, how can their actions be 

understood as such? While various writee in the field of music have atternpted to provide 

examples demonstrating that rock music hel ped break down the Czechoslovak regi me, 

none have interpreted underground rock as a manifestation of 'civil society'.ls 1 believe 

that models of civil society help illuminate the very important political role these musicians 

may have contributeci to the breakdown of the regime. 

Much of independent music-making was encouraged by a discourse in underground 

(samizdat) magazines as well as supported and furthered by a distribution network of 

underground recordings (rnagnizdat), and yet a discussion of these activities is sadly 

lacking in the present literature on the rock underground. While an article by Gordon 

Skilling is forthcoming on the international samizdat distribution systems in place in the 

1970s and 1980s,l6 there has been no study to date made of similar magnizdat distribution 

systems. Libri Prohibiti is planning to publish a book about these networks, but it is 

unclear when the book will be made available to the general public. Thus in Chapter 4,I 

l5 WritLig more theoretically. and not just pertaining to music, VAclav Havel and others argued lhat the 
underground was one of a number of independent initiatives constituting a fledgling civil society prior to 
1989. 
l6 H. Gordon Skilling. 'Archive of Fremiom'. Ihpubiished manuscript. 1997. Used wiih pimission of 
author. 



write in some detail about magnizdat and samizdat distribution networks, both domestic 

and international, creating a picture of musical activity much larger than the composition, 

performance and recording of musical works. As my research progressed 1 found that Petr 

Cibulka in particular spent much of the 1970s and 1980s collecting and distributing 

magnizdat, both domestically and internationally. As he worked at great risk of 

imprisonment (indeed he went to jail five times for his oppositional activities), was one of a 

handful of people working in this area. and was a figure that fascinated me, I focus on him 

in this chapter. His archival collection of over 550 unofficial recordings foms the basis of 

Libri Prohibitl's music collection. 

Chapter 5 focuses on the relationship between the StB and underground musicians. 

1 leamed, to rny amazement, that this relationship was fat more complicated and nuanced 

than 1 had originaily appreciated. 1 explore this unusual dynarnic, and in the process, b r d  

down further the notion that underground musicians are a group of musicians who 'have 

no contact with the establishrnent.'l7 Might there have been unsuspected secret agents in 

the underground, and if so, what purpose did they serve? While both official musicians and 

unofficial musicians had a certain degree of contact with the establishment, how did this 

contact differ in each group? Now that communism and the secret police are a thing of the 

past, to what extent have unofficial rnusicians been able to start their lives afresh? 

I have opted to avoid any musical or textual analysis in this thesis, both because 

these have been addressed to some degree by other wnters (e.g., Ramet, 1994; Ryback. 

1990) and because my own interests were focused on the matters outlined above. While 

further musical analyses would definitely add to a genenl understanding of the meanings 

and styles of rock music in Czechoslovakia, such an analysis is beyond the scope of this 

work. 

l7 This was one of Ivan Jimust aiteria for underground musicians. 



My study in general focuses on h g u e ,  but it may be possible to apply some of the 

ideas presented throughout the thesis to Czechoslovakia as a whole. It is probable that 

some of the issues 1 raise apply only to Bohemia and Moravia, and that Slovakia's 

independent music scene worked altogether differently. As 1 interviewed no Slovak 

musicians and have found no studies specifically on Slovak rock music, it is difficult to 

speculate on the similarities and differences between the Czech and SIovak rock cultures. 



CHAPTER 2 

Culturecidel*: 
The Requalification Exams 

and Czech Rock 

The regime didn't think of anything new, 
except maybe the requaiification exams. 

I f  someone ucted up,  then they wouldn't 
get a licence the next time around. 
It was this kind of waving fSnger 

above the musicians. 

In 1970, the communists decided to put into place 
these requulification exams, to see if people 

were really artists or not. Criteria were chosen, 
and whoever didn't strulg them didn't pass the exam. 
This affected aU areas. It was a pogrom on cuiture. 

l8 Cuiturecide' is a term used by Benjamin Page in his re-teüing of an interview with Egon Bondy. 
'Convmation with Egon Bondy: Czech activist Egon Bondy,' Monthly Review. April 1993. p.27. 



The information for this chapter is derived in large part from four Czech informants: 

Mikola Chadima, Pavla Slab6, Pave1 Fajt and Radim Hladlk. Chadima is a self-taught 

saxophone player and singer. who took the exams in the 1970s to obtain status as an 

amateur rock musician. He defines himself as alternative rock musician, who played on the 

bounduies of legality. Slab6 is the lead singer of an all-women rock group, who took the 

exams for amateur status in the 1980s. She dso defines herself as an alternative rock 

musician. Fajt is a percussionist who took the exams in the 1980s and obtained 

professional status with his partner Iva Bittov5 in 1985. Hladik worked almost 

unintemptedly as a professional musician throughout the 1970s and 1980s, spanning 

various genres of music. He thinks of himself as having a pas& as a semi-officia1 musician. 

J L y  

One cannot discuss the rock scene in Czechoslovakia during the 1970s and 1980s 

without first knowing that music-making became overtly politicized by the Party-State 

when the requalification exams were introduced. With the establishment's tightened control 

over music production via the requalification exams, the music agencies lost any 

sovereignty they may have previously had. They became the Party-State's instruments for 

controlling artistic expression as well as king employers of musicians. The requalification 

exams emerged as a way of controlling the creation éind dissemination of music. 

By writing in detail about the manner in which the exams worked, my aim is to 

shed light on how they shaped the production of rock music in that country. Since the 

existence of the exams created a deep division in the rock community, 1 am interested in 

exploring both the attractive and unattractive features of 'being an official musician'. What 

did rock musicians have to lose or gain by either doing or boycotting the exam? Were 

licences given to only 'good' musicians, and if so, what criteria were used to determine 



what was 'good'? Since some musicians argue that W n g  the exarn was not a choice, but 

rather an obligation, 1 will introduce some of the debates about this issue: was it a choice to 

work for an agency or was it a necessity? My interviewees, without any prompting on my 

part, focused solely on the corruption, absurdity and unfaimess inherent in the examination 

process and the problems of the agencies as institutions. Not a single one was in favor of 

the exams; in fact each of them condemned them to a greater or lesser extent. In my aftempt 

to present a broader understanding of the agencies' function, 1 refer to Peter Wicke's 

writings (1992, 1993) about the (in many ways similar) situation of rock music in East 

Germany. It becomes evident that the practical impact of the examination had little in 

cornmon with the theoretical goals presented by the agencies. 

In Czechoslovakia, rock musi~ians1~ needed a licence to play on a professionai or 

amateur bais for the gened public. If one wanted to make a living as a solo performer or 

as a musician in a band, or even to play for audiences ffee of charge, then one îïrst had to 

receive a licence from an agency. One needed to apply for and pass an agency exarn in 

order to become an employee of that agency. I t  was illegal to perform without a licence, 

and a musician could be charged with 'illegal business activity.' 'disturbing the peace,' or 

'singing indecent l yrics,' and be incarcerateci for doing so. But ' g d  musicianship' did not 

necessarily ensure licences; another agenda was obviously involved. Decisions about 

licences were made on a political level and were based on a certain ideology: any texts 

perceived as disrespectful towards the regime, or critical of it, were not allowed; 

musicians' dress needed to fit a designateci nom (e.g ., long hair was not allowed nor could 

l9 These exams were a requirement for ali musicians who aspired to pIay publicly. It remains unclear 
however. whcther classicai musicians were also expected to do these exarns. since their repertoire, for the 
most part, consisted of music whicb was neither mntemporary nor included texts wfiich could be interpreted 
as critical of the regime. In addition. classical music as a genre fulfied the regirne's ideal of 'high quality 
music'. Nonetheless, if classical music was monitored witb the same intensity as rock music was under 
communism, this fact would perhaps explain in part the lack of New Music and experimentation which 
persists in the country to this day . 



music be perceived as having a dark sound or 'depressing' lyncs). Musicians were 

encouraged to play music that was upbeat and had positive lyrics; such music could be 

used, however falsely, to represent the sentiments of the population. 

Rock music in itself was a very difficult genre for the regime to ignore, even though 

it hated and felt threatened by it. While Peter Wicke suggests that rock music was simply 

not representative of the 'high quality music' the East German sociaiist state wanted to offer 

its citizens (based on cnteria derived from Western classical music), and for this reason 

was opposed to it, 1 find this argument disputable in the Czechoslovak context for the 

foliowing reason. After 1%8, no one in Czechoslovakia really believed in a 'socialist state' 

and therefore it is unlikely that the population (particularly the younger population) trusted 

the explanation that rock music was an 'inferior' music, though a similar one was given in 

that country at that time. If there were people who still believed the authorities' 

explanaiions, they were the minority; most Czechs had become very adept at 'reading 

between the lines' of govemment propaganda. 

Various theories can be made about the regime's motivations for introducing an 

examination procedure for rock musicians. In addition to king a censorship mechanism, 

the examination could effectively divide the opposition - by creating various categories of 

rnusicians, it would be less likely that these rnusicians would form an oppositional cohesive 

unit. The institutionalization of some rock would create a black & white divide between 

those who worked for the regime (those who received licences) and those who did not 

(those who did not have licences). Mikola Chridima, who authored Alter~t i i 'a ,  a history 

of Czech rock dunng the communist regime, proposes that the reason for allowing any 

rock bands to perform officially stems from the Party-State's attempt to show that i t  was 

not repressive. Also, if it allowed rock bands to play (albeit in a censored way) then it 

could not be ridiculeci by the West for thinking this music a k t .  In addition to its concem 



with outside opinion, the regime knew it had to legalize some rock groups; otherwise it 

would put itself in outnght opposition to the wishes of most young Czechoslovaks. This 

gave rise to a situation in which it was simply impossible to avoid the formal sanctioning of 

cultural forms such as mck music, which were of direct relevance to people's lives. The 

alternative was that the establishment allow some censored rock, in an attempt to make 

itself appear open towards and supportive of diverse music played in Czechoslovak 

socieîy . 

In 1970, the Party-State decided that the establishment should have grater control 

of the rock scene.20 This year mûrked the beginning of the regime's attempt to compleiely 

control Czech rock, which culminated with the irnplementation of requalification exarns, in 

1973. "It was really a system that was rneant to keep musicians in a constant state of not 

knowing." asserts Chadirna. ' It was called zkvalitnéniprocesu [the process of improving 

quality], but the most important thing was for the musician to serve [the Party-State]. And 

for him to be in a constant state of knowing that if he didn't serve, that he would lose his 

job."ll Indeed, as Wicke points out, "since the most basic necessities for practising as a 

[official] rock musician were controlled and supplied by the state, the musicians were 

hardly in a position where they cuuld back away from politics and 'do their own thing.'"" 

Once musicians decided they would participate musically in official stmctures, a pan of 

their freedom was taken away -- that is, if they were interested in remaining in those 

z0 This desire for more control was masked by the statement tbat music agencies were attempting to 
'improve the quaiity of music1 heard in public. (Cùadima, intewiew with author.) By the 1970s, however, 
after 20 years o f  authoritan'an comrnwism, the vast majority of  Czechosfovaks h d  leamed to decipher the 
red meaning behind such rhetonc. 
21 Chadima. interview with author. Chadima was a well-known and respected unofficial musician. who 
played in various bands - MCH Band, Kilhets, Extempore, Eiektrobus. He continues to pIay to&y. 
Cbadima was at one point asked to piay saxophone with the PPU after their original sax player, Vrala 
Brabenec, was forced to emigrate; for some unclear reason the partuerslip did not last very long. Petr 
Cibulka, a weii-know n anti-es tabhshment activist , believes that bad the PPU not existed , Chadima would 
have been the regime's main target in the Czecb rock world. 
22 Wicke. 'The Cabaret is Dead! p34. 



structures. Some musicians who had little forma1 training thought it was a very attractive 

package to be able to play music for a living. Other conservatory-ûained musicians, such as 

Radim Hladfk, felt they had to try to make the best of their situation, since they believed 

they had no other choice but to pas the exams and continue their music-making. They had 

studied music and that was the only thing they were trained to do. For them, this was more 

a job than a political and cultural statement, much like an engineer who was doing bridge 

design or a doctor that was practicing medicine. These musicians felt they had more to lose 

than a musician who picked up an instrument in herhs spare time and jammed with hedhis 

friends. I t  was more of a choice for the latter, they felt, than for them, who had been 

building areers in music from d y  ages. 

Although state controlled music agencies had had qualification exams in the 1% 

for musicians who wanted to become their empIoyees, the requdification exams put a new 

spin on these tests. "When normalization started in the 1970s, cleansing took place [in 

music] as it did everywhere else. The so-called requalification exams orne into effect. 

That meant that al1 agency employees had to do the exams again, even well-known and 

popular singers."s In actual fact, the exminers began focusing on the political views of 

the musicians nther than the music itself. Yet al1 musicians were obligated to take the 

examination in order to receive licences from the state agencies, stating that their music- 

making was acceptable and their pieces were appropriate to play in public. It was a time 

when one had to know how to read music, as not knowing was m o n  enough to be denied 

a licence? This imposition on the musicai community becme viewed as laughable by 

many musicians, although often the ramifications of ignoring the exams and playing for 

money (or for free, as i t  later turned out) were very serious. Police officers started 

Chadima, interview with author. 
24 Chadma. Alrernafiva. Brno: Host. 1992. p.18. 



appearing at musical events more and more in 1973, checking to see that each perfonning 

bands' papers were in order? A concert planned in 1974, at which the illegal bands26 the 

Plastic People and DG307 were supposed to play, culminated in the police clubbing 

hundreds of people who came for the concert and throwing many of them out of university . 
A later concen, in 1976, resulted in the sentencing of 27 musicians, seven of whorn were 

ultimately sentenced to jYl.27 In 1984, the police set fire to the house in Rychnov where the 

Plastic People performed-s 

These e m s  were the buttress of the Hus& regime, and its ability to control music. 

They had twenty years of devastating effects on the creativity and originality of music- 

making in the country. Although there has never been a corn parison between the two, East 

Genany had a somewhat panllel institution to the agencies in Czechoslovakia, in the form 

of the Cornmittee for Entertainment Arts. Peter Wicke comments on the role of this 

cornmittee in his articles The Role of Rock Music in the Political Disintegration of Ejs t  

Germany' (1992) and 'The Cabaret is Dead': Rock Culture as State Enterprise -- the 

Political Organization of Rock in East Gemany' (written with John Shepherd, 1993); 

similarities and differences cm be noted between the music production mechanisms of the 

nvo countries. Wicke writes that the East German system "allowed musicians to be more 

experimentai in the music they created and performed, since the money they received was 

not tied to the size of the audience."29 Czech rock musicians were also paid a set fee that 

-- - - 

?5 ibid. p.42. 
26 They were iUed because they did not have licences to play in public. Although the PPU had îaken the 
requalif~cation exams , they were denied a Licence. and therefore were forced to play iiiegail y, if they wanted 
to play at dl. 
z7 The 1974 event was lakr named the 'Bud6jovice Massacre1. After the 1976 concert, the musicians were 
not sentenced for playing iiiegally - this would make the re-e appear too restrictive. They were charged 
with 'disturbing the p c e '  and 'singing indecent songs! 
2û Tony Mitchell. 'Mininp Pop and Politics?: Rock Music in the Crcch Republic: i. Popular Music and 
Local ldentity: Rock, Pop and Rap in Europe and Oceania. Tony Mitchell, ed. New York: Leicester 
University Press. 19%. p.116. 
z9 Wicke. The Cabaret is Dead! p32.  



was dependent on their class, however it appears that the Czechs' music was more 

censored than that of their East German counterparis. Musicians who played for an agency 

were often criticized for the sterility of their music, while it was the independent musicians 

that were generdly thought to be more experimental .m 

Interestingly, there were parallels between the two countries in their timing of 

certain attacks on rock culture. Both govemments realized they were losing the battle 

against rock music in the early 1970s. In 1972, Erich Honecker's govemment made a 

complete reversal in its cultunl policy. As Wicke wntes, in Germany "'youth dance 

music,' a euphemism created by the official bureaucracy to hide the tme nature of the 

reversal, became recognized as a legitirnate cultural activity of young people. The 

motivation for the change lay in the recognition that local officiais were losing the battle 

against the mushrooming proliferation and influence of rock groups and their music."3i In 

1973, the first step was taken with the founding of the Cornmittee for Entertainment Arts." 

This same year marked the introduction of the requalification exams in Czechoslovakia, 

after Husak's initial weaker attempts at stifling rock in the two preceding years. Wicke 

writes that in 1975-76, the East German "government began to purposefully stage 

confrontations with ppular musicians, a process that culminated with the expulsion of 

popular rock musician Wolf Bierman from East Germany. A purge of the cultural 

landscape had begun ... The cnckdown resulted in an unprecedented exodus of artists 

from the countryn33 In Czechoslovakia, the end of 1974 marked the Budë.jovice Massacre, 

followed by the regime's 1976-77 orchestration of the expulsion of one ex-PPU member, 

30 Wbile this is a view rhat 1 bave heard countless times. 1 have also often heard that iinderpround rock 
musicians' were not particularly inventive either. A more specifrc study needs to be done in order to make 
sense of these two seemhgly contradictory statements. 

Wicke. The Role of Rock Music in the Political Disinttption of East Gennany: in Populor Music 
and Communicaîion. James Lu11 , ed. Second edi tion. New York: Routledge. 1993. p2û3. 
32 Wicke. The Cabaret is Dead. ' p27. 
33 Wicke. The Role of Rock Music in the Poli tical Disintegration of East Gennaay ! p2O3. 



Paul Wilson. Many other rock musicians, such as Vratislav Brabenec and Josef Karaf~at, 

also Red the country that year and the following year, on the recommendation of the secret 

police. It  was this assault on Czech rock musicians that led to Charter 77. The 

requalification exams, however, were the first step to restncting rock music in the country. 

Some musicians, such as singer-songwriters Jaroslav Hutka and Vlastimil TkSii&, 

boycotted the exams from the beginning, hoping that others would follow suit" They 

voiced their discontent, stating that the Party-State had gone too far in restncting the 

freedom of Czechoslovak citizens. They advocated no collaboration with the regime when 

it m e  to making music. No one else boycotted the exams when they were introduced in 

1973, however, and thus it  could be said that the exarns became legitimized through citizen 

participation and passive acceptame; even the Plastic People - who are bes t known as an 

underground band -- took the exarns at that time. And while most people state that 

members of this band did not compromise their political stance in doing so - they neither 

cut nor hid their long hair, nor went out of their way to change their normal attire or 

music35 -- others, like Chadirna, suggest that even this band tried to 'normalize' i ts image. 

He questions whether it was simply a coincidence that, at their audition in 1973, PPU 

rnernbers played only instrumentais (to avoid singing their texts) and pimed back their long 

hair? They had previously had an official licence to play professionally, which was later 

revoked and replaced by an amateur licence. Their last attempt to regain the licence in 1973 

however, bore no fruit; although the band wits verbally informed on audition day by one of 

34 Part 2 of a 12 part TV seria on the ùistory of Czech rock music made for C& TV. Aithough this 
series has been in the works for a few years, ody two of the twelve planned sections have been completed 
and shown to the generaI public. I saw the first two parts at theu premiere durinp the 1997 P I h o  Film 
Festival in Prague. (Both of the aforementiooed musicians emigated to the West in the 1970s. when they 
could no longer fmd venues at which to play.) . 
35 MoS Muller, conversation with author. 
36 Chad'ma. pS4. Chadima also emphasiw rhat he wasn't judging the PPU in ihis case. Ia his opinion. 
it  was more important, politicaily, how bands played after their audition than at the audition itself. 



the examiners that a licence would be granted, when the members received their written 

answer in the mail two weeks later, the letter stated that they had been denied? 

At that point, they decided to boycott further exams. Other musicians acted 

similarly. "1 stopped going to them in 1979. After that point, 1 refused to go out of 

principle, because 1 told myself 1 was an established musician, and that 1 had no need to 

lower myself," says MikolaS Chadimd8 With the music agencies acting as judge and jury 

of quality (or masking their fight against the regime's enemies with this purpose), many 

people were denied licences merely for playing loud music, original music, non-conformist 

music, for singing "inappropriate" lyrics, for attncting "undesinble" audiences, and for 

other reasons. This was a time that harkened back to the Nazi era, when, as Skvorecki 

wrote, there were restrictions on dance orchestras in Eastern Europe, fox-trots, minor 

keys, blues tempos, syncopation, trumpet mutes and other appendages, drum solos, 

plucked double-basses, pizzicatos, scat singing and saxophones?g 

In the second part of a recently produced 12-part Czech rock history TV series, the 

requalification exams are the topic of intense discussion. In this documentary, one is 

reminded that Czechoslovak rock history cannot be discussed without reference to the tests 

set up by a governrnent which did not appreciate or understand rock music. Throughout 

the documentary, wry remarks are heard from various well-known officiala and unofficial 

musicians about the fundamental absurdity of the process, the ineptitude of the examiners, 

the oral political exam in Marxism-Leninism which accompanied the audition, the posing of 

37 This is a uimrnonly told story about the PPU1s experiencr with the requaMcation exams. It is d s o  told 
in detail in MejIa Hlavsa's book Bez Ohrfri Je Undérground. Prague: BFS . 1992. It is unclear whether ibe 
adjudicators stated the reasons for which îhe licence was not p t e d .  
38 Chadima, interview with author. 
39 Iosef SkvorecI@. rite Bacs Sculophone. Toronto: Anson-Cartwright Editions. 1977. p.10- 1 1 .  
40 Y)fficialt in ibis mntext refers to any musician who was given a Liccoce by an ageacy. 'Unoffiaait is 
used for musicians who either did not take the exams at all, or who did do the exams but were denied 
licences. 



questions about genres in which these musicians were not speciaiized nor prticularly 

interateci, not to mention that the pracess had nothing to do with a given musician's music 

or ability to perform for an audience. One musician who had graduateci from a conservatory 

of music noted that the written music that they were given by these 'expertt adjudicators 

revealed a serious lack of knowledge of rudimentary hannony; this was particularly 

surprising considering the fact that the cornmittee's thinking was securely grounded in 

tradi tional high-culture concepts of w hat constitutes 'good art'.41 Other musicians s howed 

how they used to put on their best sui& and make their hair look short by tucking it  into 

their shirt collars. Many people, such as Petr Janda of the rock group Olyrnpic and the pop 

singer Karel Gott also cut their hair and changed their image to suit the prescribed 

standards. 

Role of Music Anencies 

"The agencies were really the supervisors of clean culture, of the ideological 

culture, if someone was maintaining cultural policies of the State, that is the Communist 

S tate."" There were different kinds of music agencies functioning in Czechoslovakia 

under the cornmunist regime, dbei t dl state-run. There was an agency in every large ci ty 

and region of the countq, wbch oversaw the music-making in that area. If a musician or a 

band wanted to perform in another region, they would have to organize the performance 

through their agency. The agencies organized gigs and paid the musicians a set amount of 

rnoney per performance, regardless of the total ticket sales. The set salaries assured that 

popular entertainers as 'artistst were kept free from commercial influences. Wicke explains 

that "through the sepantion of the economics of production, it was possible to set prices 

j1 Wicke. me Cabaret is Dead! p29. 
42 Chadima, interview with author. 



for live concerts ... as wel1 as the fee sale for musicians, in a fixed fashion that was in a 

completely arbitmy relationship to endemic market forces."43 This was one of the primary 

traits of a centralized economy. Wicke argues that this capped salas, was ôased on the idea 

that a musician would produce better 'artistic works' if slhe was not seduced by 

commercial success (i.e., financial success). In addition, " it could therefore be an explici tl y 

political decision that the cnteria according to which money was handed out were not, in 

fact, political, but artistkm44The fact that the regime could say it  was choosing musician 

based on artistic ment helped defend it against accusations that it was choosing a music 

based on its poli tical correctness (even though many people never accepted ihis argument). 

Two or three times a year, an agency would hold auditions. A jury consisting of 

agency employees (often older men) would rent a hall, where it would audition bands and 

solo musicians. After paying a Tee, musicians could apply to audition for either 

professionai or amateur status, as a solo performer or as a full band. If one didn't pass the 

exam in either of these categones, then there was still the opportunity to apply for the 

bandleader exarns [kapelnické skou5kyJ offered by the Musicians' Union, to become a 

band leader. If one passed this exarn, then slhe was licensed to put together a band of 

hislher own choosing. As band leader, that person was a guarantor that the band would 

play in a certain way and would follow the unwritten niles of acceptable behavior as passed 

down from abovePs 

Once a musician passed the exam, slhe would sign a contract wi th the agency, thus 

becoming an employee of the agency. This was the case for both amateurs and 

professionals. Some agencies offered only professional positions, while others offered 

43 Wicke. The Cabaret is Dead! p32. 
* ibid. p.29. 
45 Musiaam leamed which bebavior and music was or wac wt acceptable eitha ihrough word of mouth or 
through the direct intervention of 'cultural inspectors: who could unexpectedly appear at any concert. 



both professional and amateur spots. In Prague. the main agency. the Prague Culturai 

Center (Prafiké Kulturni Stiedisko -- PKS) , offered professional as well as amateur 

positions. The Union of Musicians worked slightly differently as  an organization only for 

amateur musicians. As an interest organization onginating in the 60s, i t  came under 

g o v e r n e n t  pressure in the 70s and 80s. and was eventudly shut down in 1983. While i t  

was still active, a person could play for it as if it was a regular agency, the only condition 

k i n g  that the musician needed employment elsewhereP6 As Chadima explains: "They [the 

members of  the Musicians Union] acted up [against the regime] in that they didn't honor 

the requaiification exams ... so when an agency booted a musician out then the union 

accepted his qualification. He could play as an amateur but for the money of a 

professional. He had to have a job, but when he played, he played for money because he 

had the qualification ex am^."^ 

In order to have any chance to travel, musicians not only had to have professional 

siatus within an agency, they had to have first clms standing, which could only be granted 

through the state-run Pragokoncert Agency. There were three categories of professional 

status, and only the highest level. the first class professional, had the opportunity to travel 

(more on these classes later.) Rock musicians rarely received f'irst class standing, thus this 
b 

music was rarely, if ever, exporteci out of Czechoslovakia. T h e y  [Pragokoncert] were a 

big agency, and they promoted a lot of people from the pop industry, jazz, and serious 

music. It was completely unhard  for a rock musician to travel to the West through 

Pragokoncert. That simply never happened. .Jazz was their limit."48 Although Fajt's daim 

has considenble ment, 1 should add that there were actually a couple of bands permitted to 

It a?is a g a k t  the law to be unemployed in Czechoslovakia at that the; one could be char@ with 
'parasitism' if one had no lepl job. 
47 Chadima. interview witb author. 
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travel and tour in the West, albeit with a circumscribed and sanitized sound (e-g., 

Olympie). Hladik explains this further: 

If people went abroad, there was Ragokoncert, and no other 
agency was allowed to send people abroad. I t  was 
centnlized, so they could keep al1 of us in. So if I was 
independent and wanted to play somewhere, then 1 wasn't 
allowed, because it was considered 'illegal business 
activity". 1 muld only play through the agency, which would 
verify what 1 was playing, how 1 was playing it, how I was 
dressed, how loudly 1 was playing. They had to OK a11 
these things .49 

Pave1 Fajt dso says that 'you had to have a police certificiite, a visa, and then they took 

50% of the amount you made doing these concerts -- at least 33%. If you made a bigger 

wage, they might have taken 70%!"50 The regime probably explained this procedure as an 

attempt to dissuade a musician from the temptation of commercialization, but in reality, it is 

more likely that this kind of money was confiscatai by c m p t  officiais. 

Not only was it an issue of qualifying as a musician to be able to travel abroad. 

Much bribery was involved in obtaining permission to travel. Fajt, who travelled to other 

countries to play as a professional musician, explained that "they allowed out those they 

wanted [to let out]. There was a selection process, which involved a lot of money under 

the table. If someone wanted to play serious music, for example, they would need to pull a 

lot of strings."si Fajt was invited sevenl times to play in other countries. People who had 

heard of him or heard him play live in Czechoslovakia would organize a concen in a 

foreign country, and then send hirn a formal invitation. But there were also people who 

simply wanted to play for Pragokoncert because this organization had its own contacts 

49 Hladik, interview with author. 
Fajt. interview with author. 
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(agencies) on the outside, through which i t could organize concerts. Through these 

arrangements, some musicians - although on1 y mely rock musicians - ûaveled widely.52 

Role of the Guarantor 

Musicians had to find a guivantor in order to apply for the requalification exams. 

The guarantor was usually an organization which vouched that the musicians would not 

cause any trouble for the Party-State. SlaM wys: 

Even before the person went 13 the exms, they would have 
to have a socialist organization w hich acted as a guarantor - 
any kind of socialist organization or a factory which would 
guanntee that, if there was some kind of problem, i t  would 
be their responsibility ... It could be anything that was 
registered as a social organization. But it  could also be a 
fac tory .a 

This meant that musicians would usually feel some kind of responsibility towards their 

parantors, and this arrangement was yet one more way of keeping the musicians under 

control. Sometimes people working wiihin an organization would simply offer their name 

as a guarantor if they liked a musician or a band, and felt compelled to help them out in 

some way. In my interview with SlaM, she explained her personal experience in finding a 

PS: Our first attempt at passing an exam was facilitated by a 
person who owned a club, Klubko, in Kladno. He said he 
would be the guarantor. 
NV: Because he liked the band? 
PS: Yes. He said he would be the guanntor, that we would 
be under a Czech organization that would do this. We went 
to the exam [and] they didn't give it to us. So we renamed 

52 Although theorerically various musicians (pop. vaditional folk. classical and jau) were allowed to 
travel . in practice. one needed to have a 'clean poli ticai slate' to do so. Often family members who stayed 
behind m t e e d  the retum of these musicians to their homelaud. 
53 Slaba, interview with author. 



ourselves Dybbuk, and we found another, very kind woman 
who lead some group somewhere, who became Our 
guarantor, and - at that tirne we were doing our exams in 
Prague - we passed the exams? 

As Chadirna explains, it wasn't dways  easy to find someone to take on the function of 

guarantor- 
It was very hard to find a guarantor, because that meant 
taking responsibility for a potential scandai, or a potential 
problem. And then there were only a few organiwtions that 
could work doing this, k i n g  guarantors - the Fire Men, the 
Sports Union, and the Musicians' Union ... Then they even 
started to liquidate the Musicians' Union. But first they 
cancelled its right to work as a guarantor, and then they 
gmduall y just cancelled i t-% 

The Musicians' Union was a convenient organization to work for as it also 

functioned as a guarantor for its musicians. Thus, one did not have to have an outside 

guarantor to apply to play for the Musicians' Union. The idea of the guarantor was 

originally put in place for the amateurs. Bands put together for recreational purposes by 

cvorkers in a factory or students in a school would have their factory or school serve as the 

guarantor.S6 The idea soon spread to the professional realm, and in the ûûs, even the 

guarantors were tested: " Nobody thought that this would close off professional possibili ties 

for x number of musicians ... in the 1980s. it was ending up that even the guarantors were 

doing exams ."- 

Aeenciesl Cateeories for Musicians 

The dictatorship had i ts own classification system for musicians, using music 

agencies to cany out its decisions on political correctness. If a solo act o r  band passed dl 

54 ibid. 
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the exam requirements, then it would be booked by a state agency and receive a speci fied 

sum of money per concert; the exact amount would depend on the class of professional 

musicianship attained. It is not clear, however, what critena (both political and musical) 

were used to determine the class of a musician or band. Musicians who worked for 

agencies were broadly classilied as either 'professional' or 'amateur', and a musician or 

band would have to chose one of these two when applying for the exam. 

The professional musicians had access to state-owned recording studios, were 

allowed occasionally to issue a recording, and their music was sometimes distribuied 

thmugh the mass-media. Indeed, there were many perks to king a professional musician. 

It is possible that in Czechoslovakia, as in East Germany, certain musicians received 

apartments, cars, and telephones (there was a minimum one-year wait for these under 

normal circumstances -- i.e., if one did not have personal connections) in addition to 

replacement parts for their equipment. According to Chadima, a 'third class' professional 

musician would receive between 100 and 1M Czech crowns per concert (Hladk says the 

salary was 120 crowns); a 'second class' musician would receive roughly 200 crowns 

(Hladk says the salary was 240 crowns). Pave1 Fajt claimed that he, as first class 

musician, made the maximum possible amount, 400 crowns. Chadima says that rock 

bands, as an unspoken rule, were never placed into a class higher than the second, thus 

there was a cap on their salaries. Hladik explains that first class was controlled by 

Pragokoncert "Whoever was better than the second class had to do exams at Pragokoncert, 

which was much more difficult, and when he did them, he got first class ... the real battle 

was to get into first class ... It was mostly people in pop, a couple of people in rock, but 

very few. The things that bothered them the most were texts, obviously."~ First class 

status could, however be achieved by rock musicians who branched over to another genre 

58 Madilc, interview with author. 



of music. Such was the case for Pave1 Fajt who, as a dnimmer for the rock band Dunaj, 

acchieved first class stahis as an experimental percussionist, later accompanying Iva Bittova, 

the Moravian experimental folk violinist and singer. First class status could be achieved 

only by individual musicians, who could later team up to form a band, but could not 

audition as a band. For Hladik this was prohibitive, as he was the only one member of his 

band to achieve first class snm, so the band could not play for first class status salaries? 

The amateurs could not accept money for playing: "Even when there were 1Oûû 

people in the audience, you weren't allowed to receive any money.'60 The amateur 

mlisicians were generally divided into three different categories: poloprofesiondové. ZUC 

(zajmo va' umëleckd Cinnost), and hrani naCern0 (ne legaini). Polopro fesiondové (semi - 

professional) musicians were those who were interested in playing legally, on a serni- 

professional bais. A band/solo act had to go through the sarne procedures as those who 

were interested in king professionals, but the exams were less stnngent in the area of 

playing. The bandi ndividual was frequentl y allowed to claim gas expenses for trips to 

shows, and wrts allowed to accept small honomiurns. 

The ZUC category, which cm be loosely translateci as 'artistic work by interested 

parties: also required that the musicians have a guarantor to censor their musical repertoire. 

Z U ~  musicians were allowed to claim gas expenses as well, but were forbidden to accept 

honorariums of any kind. It was this group of musicians who had the greatest degree of 

freedorn, in the category of legai musicians; perhaps it is as a result of this freedom that this 

group grew in number at the beginning of the 1980s. 

The third category of amateur musicians was the neleg~k',  or illegal one. These 

were musicians who refused to be any part of the system imposed by the government, who 

59 1 am not ceriain wheiher one's dass affectcd the venues at which one was permitted io play. 
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had failed the exams, or  who had absolutely no chance of acquiring a licence due to the 

type of music they played or their 1 yrics. Often, these bands would appear in a concert in 

which al1 the other bands had their papes, in order to mask the fact that they themselves 

had none. Such progmming would of course occur only if a f iend of the illegal band 

was organizing the concert. Other times, an individual would simply join a legal band for 

certain perfomances. One counted on the lackadaisical attitude of the authon ties to get 

away with such programming. These bandslindividuals were usually Iimited to playing at 

private gathenngs, which was often quite a ris@ undertzhng, as pointed out earlier. 

Exam Procedure 

If one did the practical part and didn't pass the poli tical part, 
then the person wouldn't pass. Al1 the points would be 
added up, and then it stiil went further to someone else who 
had to approve it. So even though the person passed the 
exam, it didn't mean hefd be able to play. It was really in 
their hands, and they rnanaged to liquidate an enorrnous 
number of musicians .61 

Musicians had to choose whether to audition as a solo act or as a band. In filling out an 

application for the audition, the musicians were required to pay a fee, present a list of their 

repertoire with a minimum of twenty songs, and would subsequently be told where and 

when the auditions would take place. In 1973, the exarns were augmented, adding sections 

on theory and politics, while retaining the repertoire section which had traditionally k e n  

the staple part of the exam. Once a musician received a licence, slhe would have to 

routinely repeat the exam every two years; the term 'requalification' was derived h m  this 

procedure. So, even when one passed the exam the first time around, one was never sure 

to retain the licence beyond a two year period of time. "At the beginning the juries weren't 

really functioning that well, so the juries were re-appoinied and then people started to gei 

61 Madik, interview with author. 



thrown out of their jobs ... From that time, an entirely new system started to be buil t. 

Everyone had to redo the requalification exams every two years."62 

The Audition 

Conûary to what they were claiming, the agencies were not always inierested in chwsing 

'good music' for the listening public: 'It didn't matter whether one could or couldn't play 

... If they wanted to liquidate someone, which was something that was decided from 

above, then the commission, or  the head of the commission, knew who would or  wouldn't 

pass the exam? In the 1960s the important thing was to see if people were simply 

capable of playing. However, in pst-norrnalization Czechoslovakia, the regime detennined 

how it wanted a band to act, look and sound, as can be seen through the following quote: 

From 1973 on, everyone knew how to approach the 
auditions: First, no English band names! Second, no long 
hair! Third, no English texts! Fourth, be properly dressed! 
Fifth, don't play music which is 'too wild'! Sixth, learn the 
rudiments of music theory! Seventh, don't argue with the 
adjudicators and let them infIate their egos at  your expense! 
At this point in time, in an attempt to create neutd-sounding 
titles, names were often picked out of foreign language 
dictionaries (other than English) - Aceton, Vitacit, Variance, 
e t c 2 4  

Chadima relates an anecdote about one of his auditions which illustrates the extent to which 

visuai image and stage behavior becarne important to the authonties: 

When we were walking down the stairs to the hall where the 
exams took place, we met a lady who rolled her eyes at  us. 
'My God guys, look at  you!' were her first words. We 
looked at her questioningly. The lady explained to us that 
she was from PKS [Pngue Culture Center] and continued in 
her laments. 'Boys, you have to hide your long hair! For 
God's sake, don't jump around the stage too much, there's a 

62 Chadima, interview with author. 
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comrade from the interior there.' She proceeded to give us 
nibber bands so we could tie our hair back and tuck it into 
our collars. She was not impressed by Our clothing either. 
We were not dressed in jeans (there would be no point in 
even coming to the exms with those on), but neiiher did we 
have suits on ... We had not noticed that the times had 
changed so much that it was recommended that you go to the 
exams in tuxedos. In the end, most of the rockers waiting to 
audition did have suits on. The lady was shaking her head 
and you could see that she was womed about us.e 

The generai procedure for the audition was that a band or solo musician would be 

asked by the jury to play certain songs from the list they had presented when appiying for 

the exam. Since multiple titles were often applied to the same piece (bands sometimes had 

a very small repertoire), confusion sometimes arose among band rnembers about the songs 

they were asked to play. If the band was not sufficiently prepared in this respect, i t  couid 

faii the exam at this point. If there was a lead singer, she was required to sing a solo piece. 

Sight reading was also a requirement in the practiul exam. But Hladik, who worked as a 

commissioner, attested to the fact that al1 these tests in actuality rnasked that it was political 

correctness that detennined whether a musician would or wouldn't receive a licence: "The 

difficulty of the reading depended on whether or not the commission, or the head of the 

commission, was in favor of the musician passing the exam."66 

The Oral Test in Politics 

"As soon as 1 said that 1 thought communism was the saine as fascism, 1 got kicked out of 

course, and we got nothing at alLn67 The test on politics was done in a separate room, 

which the musicians entered individually, and which counted for U) percent of the total 

exarn mark. I t  was always based on contemporary events, although the difficulty of the 
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questions appeared to fluctuate with a musician's reputation for political correctness. If a 

band was preceded by a reputation for singing anti-state lyrics, for example, it would not 

be asked easy questions during the exam. 

The political examiner appeared to be hated from al1 sides. Radim Hladik, who 

worked on an exam commission in the Iate 1 9 8 0 ~ ~  says the following about the political 

examiner: "It would aiways be the biggest idiot on the commission that did the political 

exarns, so  werd always try somehow to give the musician some kinds of questions so that 

he would have a chance of gening the right answer. Or we would tell them ahead of time 

the types of questions the idiot liked to ask, so the person could get ready for itan68 

Chadima expounded at greater length about this part of the testing: 

Some f i l  [fink] o r  some political commissar from the 
agency was sitting there, trying to pull out information from 
the musicians, seeing how they think politically, and these 
kinds of things ... What is fascism? Who is the head of the 
secret police? Different kinds of questions from Rudé PraVo, 
from propaganda, and from the history of workers' 
movements ... Everyone was scared of this. And mainly 
there were many questions. 1 think there were so many 
questions that it was at  that point that people were broken. 
Like, what d o  you think of the Communist Party? That was 
a direct question. And that was the first point in which 
people could be broken, because the majority thought they 
should go to hell ... Once one actually succeeded in passing 
these exarns, it was obvious that that person was opable of 
bending. There it was seen what a person could do, in order 
to be able to support oneself by playing music. 

Not everybody had this extreme a reaction to this part of the exams, however the absurdity 

of the process is always brought to the forefront. Slaba remembers that "the examiner 

68 Madik, interview with author. 
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would ask questions such as 'who is the Minister of Culture?' They weren't really that 

unpleasant, but it was absurd, of course."70 

The Theory Test 

This was a written test which consisted of rudirnentary theory from the Western a n  

music tradition. Musicians were asked to write out scales, chords, apply ltalian 

terminology, transpose segments of music, and demonstrate knowledge of other basic 

theoretical precepts in the Western classical music tndition. *They asked whether you 

knzw any composer from history - from classical music. It was only theory from classical 

music, no jazz."71 Because rock musicians genedly  lacked knowledge of this type of 

theory (indeed, it wasn't part of this musical tradition), they were dependent on a person 

who was farniliar with it. If a band applied to do the exams on an amateur basis, i t needed 

to elect a band leader who could write the theory test, since in this situation it was only the 

band leader and the lead singer who wrote the theory exarn. Hladlk acknowledges the 

favori tism inherent in the exam process: "1 studied at the conservatory, so 1 knew al1 this, 

that was another ad~antage."~2 

Evolution of the Exam 

With respect to the ebb and flow of exam rigor, Hladik stated: There was always a 

pogrom and then it would be rectified in some way."., Although amateurs were paid very 

little in the early 70s (12 crowns for the first hour and 24 crowns for every subsequent 

hour), they still had the right to get paid for a concert, however @ken the payment. 

70 SlabA. interview with author. 
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In the 1%0s, the approach was more liberal. If the band 
knew how to play o littie, if the jury thought it was capable 
of playing a bit, then it gave it the third class, with the idea 
that either the band would make a living a t  it or it would not 
play, and in time, they would eiiminate it from the registry 
list. That was with regards to the professionals. They were 
cailed the qualification exams.74 

This al1 changed in 1973. Up until then, the procedure was quite li beral, untouched 

by Husik's 'nomalization'; if a band played four or  five of its songs reasonably well, i t  

usually received a licence. In 1973 however, in the name of 'improving the quaiity of pop 

music', the adjudicators were forced by their superiors to becorne increasingly strict in 

giving out these licences. The establishment started turning on the amateurs, criticizing their 

concerts. 1 n 1974, they started cri ticizing any musician wi thout conservatory training , 

saying that those who couldn't r a d  music shouldn't be performing. If a band was caught 

playing without papers, the organizers were forbidden from arranging future concerts? 

The testing and the regulations connecteci to it remained very difficul t until the mid 1980s. 

From the mid 80s, Hladik says the conditions were "already pretty good." Where 

a band would not receive a licence one year, they could always try another year (with or 

without changing the name of their band), and then succeed in obtaining the licence. This 

was the case with Slaba, who changed her band's name and passed the exam the second 

time she audi tioned, even though the band's repertoire had rernained the same. She said the 

conditions got much milder in the mid-80s, that "it had really relaxed a lot. It was only a 

kind of game."76 Few of the adjudicators any longer believed in the prcxess, and by the 

end of the 1980s, the examiners appeared to simply go through the motions of an exam, 
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wi thout any atiempt at preventing a band from obtaining a licence. Muller said that by the 

mid-198ûs, there were so many musiwl events happening, that there was no way for 

people to stay on top of them. Where rock concerts were fairly rare in the latter part of the 

1970s, by the mid-1980s there was an event every weekend. 

The difficulty of passing exarns and the conditions for playing were not always the 

sarne across the country; there were regiond distinctions. In some regions, it was more 

difficult to receive a licence than in others, and the degree of difficulty often corresponded 

to how communist the region was. "In Kladno, which was a very communist region then. 

the conditions were harder than they were in Prague. Then there was that whole group of 

bands in Teplice, who had it much harder than in Prague. They had awful p r o b l e r n ~ . " ~  

The Examination Commission 

In 1988, Radim H l a d k  was asked by a friend to be a part of the Prague Culture 

Center commission for auditioning musicians. Since he had obtained first class status and 

had studied music, he was in a position where he was qualified to work for such a 

commission. Hladk had discussed the idea of k i n g  on the jury at length with this fnend. 

who had just started working a t  the agency. This fiend's idea was to get a younger 

genention of musicians to join the older mernbers of the existing commission. Somehow 

he succeeded, through friends a t  Prague City Hall, to have Hladik and two other younger 

men ( M e k  Semelka and Michal Prokop, who is a parliamentarian today) appointed to the 

commission, after having their backgrounds inspected. Although Hladik initially did not 

want to join the commission, he decided he could help the exarn process in some way by 

accepting the position. "These weren't the liquidation commissions they used to be, and we 

could do  something for musicians. And we succeeded in doing a lot. That was why 1 
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joined it."7* Slabd also spoke about how, in the Iater half of the 1980s, there were 

"normal" people such as "the rock musician, Michal Pmkop" on the commission. She said 

she wasn't sure how he had gotten on the commission, but "of course he was in favorn of 

her band. 

Hlada describes his role as a facilitafor for auditioning rock bands: 

Bolshevism was becorning weak, and an agency succeeded 
in getting a few of us into such a commission. We could 
help certain bands, and tell the political examiners to leave 
them alone. And for performers who we knew would never 
pass the exam, we did secret exams, so the head of the 
commission wouldn't know about them. We'd sign that 
everythng was fine, and so we succeeded in helping them in 
this kind of way. Because we were new blood, we 
succeeded in pacifying the commission in sorne way. 
Whenever there was rock music. they would say - you guys 
understand it, you do  it. So  we would do  it, and we helped a 
lot of people in this way? 

The commission would listen to roughly 20 bands on an audition day. While half of its 

members consisted of older men who were tired of the job they had been doing for ten 

years, these three new commission members would try to meet with musicians ahead of 

time and prepare them for the kinds of questions the poli tical examiner would ask. Or, 

during the exam, they would ask easy questions that the musicians would have no trouble 

answering. Though it was always up to the head of the commission to make the final 

decision on whether or not a band would pass the exam, these younger commission 

members still tried to be generous in their marking. After k i n g  on the commission for half 

a year, Hladik said that he "succeeded in pacifying them to the pointVhat the older 

members just left him alone to make his own decisions about rock bands. At that point, he 

allowed them al1 to pass. 
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1 was on the commission for two years, which is a 
testament to the fact that the times were improving, and 
during that time we only received one order from above, 
saying that a band had to p a s .  Because the father of one of 
the musicians was a heart surgeon, and he had friends 
somewhere. So  we were told from somewhere that this 
band had to pass the exams. But during that two year period, 
there were no orders about who was not allowed to p a s  the 
exam .*O 

"When we played, al1 that was needed was one single cornplaint, out of 1 0 0  

people. One person to write a letter, and the band was destroyed. And we couldn't explain 

to anyone that it wasn't true. No one was interested in hearing that."' After 1970, with 

the growing difficulties in playing, the number of amateur bands decreased? With the 

Musicians' Union laying off 3000 musicians in 1973, the rock scene shnink to a handful of 

bands. "There were only 3 things one could do in this situation. Either try to continue 

playing without pissing off the regime, emignte, or resign professional status."= Many 

bands received licences only to have them taken away when they started going beyond 

officially acceptable limits. The Party-State made sure that i t had its agents at public 

concerts (and private concerts when possible, for that matter!) and that those agents kept 

tabs on the perfonners. Agents, or "culninl inspectors" , often intimidated musicians into 

following guidelines set out by the regime. One such cultural inspecter sought out 

Chadima after one of his concerts. Chadima was packing up his instruments, when a man 

with a very unfnendly face and wearing a grey suit approached him. He stated criticizing 

Chadima for moving too much while he played. Chadima replied "you know, you have to 
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[move] in rock." The inspector beurne mgry and said that if Chadima continued to play in 

this way, he might not be able to play anymore. Chadima replied that thank Cod he [the 

inspector] wasn't the one deciding what Chadima could or couldnft do; the inspector 

replied that he WAS the one deciding. Chadima lost his temper and responded "Mister, 1 

am an amateur. 1 am therefore not dependent on my playing for a livelihood, so I donrt 

have to browmose! Even if you could forbid me to play publicly, I would play at 

h o m e Y  

Many musicians simply self-censored their music so they would not run into 

coiiflict with the regime. Selfcensonhip is an act that was fundamental to most official 

musicians' creative processes, and was particularly noticeable in the lyrics -- or the 

al toge ther lack of 1 yncs. Since official censors hip was agai nst the Czechoslovak 

constitution, the regime did not broadcast that it was censoring art. Karel Srp (head of the 

Jazz Section), for instance, tmk  authorities to task on this particular issue: "They [the Jazz 

Section] published their own periodic J a u  Bulletin and when the authorities insisted they 

submit manuscripts for approval because none of its editors was a Communist Party 

member, they replied that there was no mention of censorship in the nation's 

~onstitution."~5 Yet, everyone knew there were limits, and knew how far to push these 

limits before they would Iose their licence, otherwise the authorities create an unrelated 

reason for revoking a band's papers. So, people were careful by nature, and self- 

censorship was central to this caution. "Of course it had an effect on the music, because if 

one wanted to record an album. then there had to be a certain amount of self-censorship. So 

we recorded a couple of albums of only instrumentais, because texts wouldn't be 

84 ibid. p.47. 
85 Man Levy. The Ballad of Karel Srp: Prague P m .  82. Feb19-25. 1997. 



approved. We didn't want to d o  texts they would have wanted us to do, so  we did 

instnimentals ."s6 

Many musicians were content to play music professionally, regardless of the quality 

of their music, and didn't mind trimming down original, creative work to fit what they 

considered a designated nom.  Cntics comment on the fact that many didn't push the 

prescribed boundaries, and that these musicians were unable to freely create. Many 

musicians opted to omit texts, because texts were dways n s k y  -- the regime could interpret 

these in any way it saw fit. Too much expenmentation, particulariy towards atonalism and 

away from singable melodies, could also be considered unsuitable by the jury. Self- 

censonhip was sometimes clearly reflected in the music. and often music was criticized by 

musicians wi thou t official status for this very reason. 

Not al1 official music was highly censored. The boundaries were not always 

absolutely rigid; they were fluid and fluctuated with the times, with the relative openness of 

the regime. However, given the fact that, as of 1973, musicians had to repeat their exams 

every two years. they were that much more vulnerable when they attempted to express 

themselves honestl y. 

The instnirnentalisis had it easier under the regime than musicians who depended on 

lyrics for their genre of music. They did not have the opportunity to make instrumental 

records, like other musicians did. As Hladfk says, "they didn't have any place to go." 

Some musicians who couldn't play publicly opted for careers as studio musicians. Others 

who didn't r a d  music did not have this option. 

From 1970 until the founding of Charter 77 and VONS (197'7), the regime was 

very restrictive, and most of the music played publicly at that tirne reflected that fact. Petr 

Janda of the band Olympic. which rnanaged to retain professional status throughout the 

86 Hladîk. interview with author. 



whole communist regime, suggests that much of the rock played officially in the early 

1970s was not what he considered ' r d  rock'; rather it was a watered-down version of 

what it should have been.87 It is obvious here that Janda was well aware of certain 

compromises he made as a musician, and the public did not ignore this reality ei ther. In 

fact, Janda was often accused of having sold out to the regime, even though he was a 

success -- by this I mean that he received ample media attention as a f in t  class musician. 

was able to record many albums and maintain a licence for the duration of the regime. 

Practically speaking, success for rock musicians, as Wicke notes, rested not so 

much on audience reaction as it did on the ability to understand and manipulate the 

bureaucratie procedures within which they were placed.88 In order to maintain a position of 

poli tical correctness, musicians often went in and out of the rock genre, if they were 

capable of doing so. "We could get around it a bit," Hladfk says, "so we got out of rock, 

and then when things calmed down we got back into it. It was a bit crooked but we 

couldn't do anything else.' Likewise. Fajt says that bands that wanted to play rock often 

ended up playing jazz-rock because, unlike rock, jazz was generally allowed officially "Al1 

the bands started to play jazz-rock. It was really f u ~ y ! "  While jazz had k e n  prohibited 

during the 1950~~ in the late 1950s rock replaced it as the symbol of Western impenalist 

music and therefore as such became a target of destruction by the Party-State. The fact that 

rock music was accompanied by a text (which could always be interpreted as 

oppositionalist, no matter how outrageous the interpretation) added another dimension to 

rock music that Czech jazz did not often possess. By playing jazz-rock, musicians were 

able to avoid classification as 'rock musicians' and this enabled them to perform more 

* Part 2 of the 12 part seria on C ~ c h  mck hisiory . It is unclear wha t Janda believes to be M rock' as he 
did not define this d u ~ g  the doctmientary . 
g8 Wicke. The Cabaret is Dead! p32.  



frequentiy , wi th fewer hassles from the secret police. Since the regime hated rock music, 

this was a means of qualifying their music as something other than mck. 

If an individual wanted to make a decent living as a professionai musician, slhe 

needed to play at least 10 concerts monthly. Faj t, who obtained professional stanis in the 

late 1980s, says: 

The average salary was around 2200 crowns, so  we would 
have made that after about 6 concerts. But we had to pay for 
food when we were on the rmd,  and there were enough 
expenses that one would really need to play 10 concerts per 
month to make ends meet. Iva mittovii] and 1 would play 
10-15 concerts each month ... the country had about 15 
million people, and we pretty much played al1 the clubs in 
the country at  least once every y e x m  

There was a limited number of openings on the professionai rock scene, and as 

positions became harder and harder to gain, individuals were hesitant to change bands, 

because such a move could undermine their place in the circuit. Chadima explains this in 

more detail: 
A full band could d o  the exams; these were for full bands. 
That meant that a band got the qualification as a whole, and 
in the case someone left the band, o r  someone got kicked out 
of the band, and a new member was accepted, the band 
would have to do  the exams again. The second possi bili ty 
for exams was to do "personal" exams, in which an 
individual would do an exam alone, and would play a bunch 
of etudes o r  something similar, and would get a personal 
jury, which had the advantage that if there were 20 people 
who had these exams, then they could freely mix and match 
amongst themselves, and they didn't have to keep repeating 
exams when someone left the group. But they would have 
to take someone else who had passed that penonal exam? 

89 Fajt. interview with author. 
Chadima. interview with author. 



Hladik adds: 'If 1 got a licence and my band didn't then it was useless, because 

there was no way to play."gl Ali these factors contributed to the fact that the official rock 

scene was fair1 y stagnant. On the other hand, surprisingl y, the development of rock music 

in the unofficial scene took an interesting twist 'the intolerance that existeci between rock 

music and other musical foms disappeared, and people began to pay more attention to the 

things that bound them together in opposition to the culturd policies of the esiablishment 

than to the differences in taste or their aversion to various types of artistic expression."= 

Chadima wntes about unofficial concerts king inspiring and interesting: "1 was thrilled by 

the Plastic's concert, which gave me a lot to think about, something 1 didn't do very often 

at that penod of tirne?" He believes that the most interesting music was initiated for 

unofficial music festivals, because illegal and other amateur bands made a concerted effort 

to compose their own works rather than playing covers of Western songs that were typical 

for smaller gatherings.94 There musicians knew they would have very appreciative 

audiences (as it was a large risk to appear at these events), and would be performing for a 

large group of interested musicians. 

In  the late 70s, Chadima daims the official stand propagated through the m a s  

media on the small arnount of rock music created in the early 1970s was that there was no 

public interest in the genre, and therefore there was not much written about it, and not 

much of it heard. He argues that this interpretation is false, and that rock was in reality 

extinguished by the nomaiization process after the occupation. There was interest in the 

91 Madik, interview with author. 
97- Ivan Jirous. 'Report on the Tùird Clpfh Musical Revivai ,' in the liner notes to Egon Bondy's Happy 
H e m  Club Banried. London: BoZi Ml* & Scopa Lnvisible Roductions. 19%. Unmarked page. 
93 Chadima. p.43. 
94 ibid. p51 .  



genre, but there was no place to hear itPs In fact, Hladk's and Fajt's opinions, the 

developmen t stopped completel y for a tirne: 

Well the thing is that because of comrnunism, that whole 
genention kind of just stopped in its development. The 
musicians lost ground during that whole lie, they just 
became padyzed. If they had played on the outside, then 
maybe they would have k e n  well known or they may have 
developed into doing something completeiy different, but 
because their world was s o  closed, everything kind of just 
stopped, and they kept playing in the sîyle of Emerson, Lake 
and Palmer, Yes, and others of that particular time period? 

Billy Bragg had a similar impression when he played in the country right after the 

revolution: "Sometimes it looks like Czechoslovak pop culture went into deep freeze when 

the tanks came in 1968."g7 Not only were the great majority of musicians never allowed to 

travel. Foreign bands were m e l y  allowed to play in Czechoslovakia. In Alternativa. 

Chadima gives the details of one event a t  which the authon ties prohibited the performance 

of s e v e d  foreign bands. The establishment began heavily criticizing the planned Third 

Bigbeat Festival' in the late 70s, publishing scathing articles about visiting rock bands. In 

the end, only two bands were able to visit, one from Hungary and the other from Gemany 

- even though many more had originally k e n  invited. Chris Cutler told a sirnilar story of a 

1978 Jazz Days concert he played in Prague with Fred Frith. While he  and Frith were 

backstage, waiting to walk ont0 the stage, he saw several secret police agents in a heated 

argument with the concert organizers. Apparently, the police were trying to prevent them 

from performing, although in the end, the British musicians did manage to put on  their 

show .9* 

95 ibid. p32. 
% Fajt. interview with author. 
97 Biiiy Bragg. Yni the Road! New S t ~ e s m  MdSociety. 22 Junt. 1990. p.&. 
98 Chns Cutler. interview with author. 



The regime's strictness regarding musical expression operaied in waves of freedom 

and repression. Hladlk States: "It would reawaken and then it would al1 stop again. But 

then the bands al1 started coming out again. Then there was another pogrom. They [the 

communists] were incredibly harsh, then it [the situation] improved for a couple of years, 

then the communists realized that it had worked itself out of their hands, so they clarnped 

down again. So it wûs always in wwes." By the mid to late 1980s. musicians generaily 

became freer in their expression. which was a t n i t  paralleled in samizdat and other 

independent initiatives. More people were wnting under their real names rather than 

anonymously or pseudonymously, and people were being more openly critical of the 

regime. 

Com~romises: Politics o f  the Rock Musician 

?t became increasingly clear that Our rock scene was dividing into two directions. 

Official, presented, from a creative viewpoint, as dead and resigned pro fi mu si ci ans^; and 

unofficial, creative musicians, reptesented by a growing underground as well as isolated 

i n d i v i d u d ~ . ~ l ~  In the mid-1980s, Chadima's Alternah'va was the only comprehensive 

book (albeit quite autobiographicd) on the history of both the official and unofficial Czech 

rock music scenes.101 This book. which was not published legally until 1992 (it was 

published earlier in samizdat), describes the process by which performers were chosen as 

'acceptable' by official standards to perform legally within the country. Chadima exposes 

the demands which were made on the rock musician from 1%6 to 1983, and provides a 

99 This tenn is translateci from the commody used Czech slang tenu 'Rofihudebniki', wbich translates to 
'profmusicians' or professionai musicians - musicians who play for profit. It is used as a demgatory tem. 
loO Chadima. p 55. 
lol This book remains the only aimprehensive book on the subject, eveo though other smaiier books. 
such as Bez OMii Je Underground and Pravdie PJI3Ph Plastic People of the Universe are now available on 
the subject of the underground rock swne. 



personal history of his own career as it related to both the regime and the cultural 

underground. He explains that although the divisions mentioned earlier in this chapter 

were the official classifications for musicians, his music world (presumabl y that of the 

dissident, illegal musician) created i ts own tenninology for vanous types of musicians, 

based mostly on political behavior. Chadima's classification of Czech rock musicians from 

1973 to 1989 consists of five types of 'official' musicians: vladni (state). prodejné those 

w ho sel1 themselves), podvodnici (crooks) , sluSni (decen t ones). and Cekatelé ( those w ho 

wait)? Although these categories are ones invented by Chadima, Muller, music archivist 

at Libri Prohibiti. believes that mrny people tend to agree with them. When I asked 

Chadima how other people viewed his classification system, he repliecl: "Those are the 

categories as seen by my group of people. They aren't objective or anything like that. 

They are the way we interpreted Our situation, in the spectrum. How we were perceiving 

the spectrum." 1 asked whether there had k e n  any discussion about the categories by 

people who were not in his circle. "1 d o n t  know whether there was any at that time. 

Genenlly no. People thought -- well, it can be felt to this day, that the scene is divided. I t  

works to this day. For me, and for many other people, it is difficult to be in a social 

situation with certain people that 1 know about. It is simply not possible."lm Chadima here 

expresses the sentiments of many independent musicians, who refuse to forgive some 

musicians for the pol i t id  compromises they made in order to attain 'official' status. In his 

opinion, these people are oppominists who perpeuiated the system. If i t indeed was the 

Party-State's intention to create a divide among rock musicians, i t succeeded brilliantl y at 

doing so. 

Please see appendix 2 for a diagram of classes of musicians. 
Chadha, interview with author. 



Wadni (state) musicians were the ones who had no problern in shaping their music 

to fit the rules imposed by the authorities (whether they did so consciously or 

unconsciously.) They collaborated openly with the regime. Olympic is given as an 

example of this type of band. Prodejné (those who sel1 themselves) largely functioned 

like state musicians, but to achieve 'state status', they were willing to collaborate politidly 

to a greater degree than the other types with the state. Pandoxic;illy, through such 

collaboration, they became less respected as rnusicians (the O.K. Band is given as an 

example). This label was also attached to those musicians (such as Mode Effect) who at 

first played rock music and later starteci to ncomprornise" their genre by creating a hybnd of 

'pop' and 'rock'. Podvodnici (crooks) were seen as 'spineless' rnusicians -- people who 

were collabonting but pretended that they weren't in favor of the regime. They were 

thought to have no artistic integrity and their music was so mediocre that the authorities 

accepted it blindly; it was not seen as any kind of threat to the systern. If the need for 

collaboration with the regime presented itself, these musicians were willing to do so 

without any hesitation, in order to promote their careers. (Katapult for example) cekatelé 

(those who wait) were usually 'amateur' official musicians. They sometimes had an 

opportunity to record LPs md to be advertised through mass-media. They had no qualms 

about singing political songs in favor of the regime at music festivals when asked to do so 

by the establishment. This category included many of the hard rock and heavy metal 

musicians from the aforementioned groups. Slufni' (decent ones) were musicians situated at 

the bottom of the 'official musician' hienrchy. They were respected because they refused 

to coI1abonte with the regime, even when career advancement was at stake. Occasionally, 

this category of people would try to create original music 'independently' (for example. 

Vladimir MiSûc, C&K V d . )  



Unofficial musicians had no chance of making LPs (inside CSSR), of k i n g  ialked 

about in the mass-media (other than in a negative sense!), or of working in a professional 

recording studio. For many, these were not their prirnary goals. They realized that to 

become 'official music-rnakers' they would have to compromise their beliefs and therefore 

opted for unofficial status (this is not to imply here that officia1 music makers were 

actually working against their convictions.) These unofficial musicians could be labelled 

further, according to Chadi ma, in two di fferent ways: nes5kodne0 and nezdvirlé. NeSkodné 

(unhamful) musicians labelled themselves; this was not a tem imposed from the outside. 

This group included those who believed in their own artistic integrity but at the same tirne, 

they were careful to censor certain lyrics which would potentially put them into outright 

opposition with the regirne. Nezdvislé (independent) musicians were the ones who, 

according to Chadima, made the most important contributions to Czech rock in the 1970s. 

as well as receiving the greatest amount of attention from the West.104 These bands had 

resigned themselves to the fact that they would never gain official status within their regime 

- not because of their capabili ties as musicians of course. When they were denied licences 

to play publicly, they played anyway. These musicians were either in direct opposition to 

the regime, or they tried to ignore the regime altogether. 

This second category is broken down even further by Chadima, into 'alternativef 

musicians and 'underground' musicians. Alternative musicians were those who preferred 

to think of themselves as people who would play their music legally, if they would only be 

allowed to do so by the government. Amalgam, Ziggurat, Stehllk, F.O.K., Svèhlik, 

Kilhets, Psl Vojdci, h b i  hlen, and DuSevnl Hrob are al1 examples of bands which 

Although it is iuiclear who exaciiy Chadima means by 'the West'. 1 wouid venture a p a s  ihat he is 
predominantl y refening to avant-garde rock rnusiaans and lis teners of that geare. My statement is fowded 
on the fact that Chadima was in close contact with Chris Cuiier, an experknental rock musician living in 
Bri tain. 



considered themselves 'alternativer. The underground however, adopted a much more 

radical philosophy to "have no contact with the establishment," and included the Plastic 

People, Um5la Hmota, Hever and Vazellna Band, Sanhedrin, White Light, DG 307, and 

Sen Noci SvatojAnské Band. Chadima sees the underground as a select and easil y defined 

group of people, namely musicians in Ivan Jirous' group, located in Prague. This is a 

definition that many others do not agree with, including some musicians who were among 

those he singles out in his definition. (1 write about this in detail in Chapter 3.) 

As 1 found out in another interview, not everyone agrees with Chadima's 

categories. Radim Hladik, who had worked as a professional rock musician under 

communism, told me that he was 'definitely notn an official musician: 'We were kind of in 

the margins. For a time we would be allowed to play, and then they wouldn't let us play. 

We were spanning these two situations. So the music that 1 was doing here was never 

official. We would compromise in various ways. We would do a record of jazz big band. 

for example, so that we would appear to be official. Any cornplaint would mean immediate 

prohibition." I asked Hladik to elaborate more on his history between the boundaries of 

official and unofficid. 

Our band was never official. We were tolerated because 
there were several amateur and professional bands that didn't 
fit in here, because they wanted totally different music. S o  
the whole time it was a baîtle for life. That applied to trips to 
other wuntries, when we weren't allowed to go they told us 
we weren't representative of Soviet culture and we didn't go 
anywhere. The best we could do was to go to Poland, 
Hungary, Romania, Russia. They'd let us go to the k t ,  
but not to the West. It was pncticdly impossible. We were 
there a few times, but these were major battles .... Here the 
stuff that was official was that which was played on the 
radio and on TV, and w e  were hardl y ever on radio or TV. 
That means that they let alone a lot of the small tounng, but 
they wouldn't let us into the media. Or hardly anyone. There 
were a few, but these were bands that did what the 



cornmunists wanted them to do. So that is why they were 
allowed to be on the radio. If one wanted to play something 
of one's own, then that was the end. And then when there 
were bands like the Plastic People who wrapped things up in 
a poli tical way, then that was totally the end.105 

It does seem that in today's Czech political climate, any labelling as 'officiai' under 

comrnunism is both given and interpreted as an insult. This c m  be seen from both 

Chadima's categorization and Hladik's insistence that he was never an 'official' musician. 

But the stigma of the term 'officiait is not shed easily in the present day Czech Republic. 

Some political compromises made by certain professional musicians are genenlly thought 

to be tm great to bmsh under the carpet. Petr Janda's compromises, for instance, were not 

only musical, but plitical as well -- he is said to have been responsible for organizing the 

musicians' Anti-Charter gathering, which invited al1 Czechoslovak musicians to a h g u e  

theater to hear selected speakers (including Karel Gott, probably the most officially 

supporteci pop star in the country) expound on the evils of Charter 77.106 The irony here 

was that most of those who attended and most of those who spoke had never even read the 

Charter. Today. the Charter is heralded as a product of the greatest human nghts 

movement in Czechoslovakia in the 70s and 80s. Individuals who signed the Anti-Charter 

are widely criticized and often do not admit to this action. 

In the final analysis, 1 believe that while the regime appeared to be concemed about 

the quali ty of music heard in public, music was only a small determining factor, if a factor 

los Hladik, interview with author. 
lo6 Smn afta the Chartex 77 dedaration was presented to the aecb government, the regime Iauoched a 
massive attack on the Charter 7î siptories. The deciaration was widel y ai ticized in the mass media, thus 
paradoxically succeeding to give it the visibility its signatories needed to Iater gain some power and moral 
authority within the country and abroad. During the campaigns against the Charter, however, the regime 
managed to set up a number of AhCharter demonstrations, al1 the while coliecting signatures from 
citizens denouncing the Charter. These citizem had never read the Câarter declaration and therefore bad no 
idea what they were in fact denounting. 



at d l ,  in gaining a licence to perfom publicly. Musicians were given licences bmed on their 

political conectness and willingness to compromise, both musically and politically, when 

necessary.lo7 Paul Berman wn tes that "in the pst-i nvasion age of 'norrnalization,' rock 

music, at least the music that was any good, was banned in CzechosIo~akia.~~o~ His 

statement is representative of the negative views held by many people about the music that 

was made officially. But in actual fact, 'gmd' and %ad1 music were created both inside 

and outside official structüres, because these traits had nothing to do with the fact that one 

did or did not have a licence.l@) 

Sorne musicians felt they had no choice other than to compromise some of their 

beliefs as they had been fomally trained as musicians, and thus had no option but to work 

in this field.110 Resentment is often felt, however, among those musicians who refused to 

make the poli tical compromises necessiy to ensure licences: p a t e r  musical advantages are 

genedl y considered V> reflect greater opportunisrn; one's class is inverse1 y proportionai to 

one's personal (if not musical) integrity. Professional musicians are well aware of this 

outlook. in fact some, such as Hladk, partially regret not having given up their musical 

careers to protest the censorship and musical repression. Other professional musicians 

da im  to have no regrets whatsoever about their past but still fervently cnticize the former 

adjudicated sys tem and censonhi p. 

The requalification exams and the system of licences made a direct impact on the 

manner in which music was shaped over a 20 year period. Many very good musicians 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

lo7 1 should point out that 1 don't believe <bat chan& certain musical characteristics newsarily means 
tbat tbe quaiity of the music was wmpromised. 
los Paul BermanA Tule of Two Ufopiar: The Political Journey of the Generation of 1968. New York: 
W .W. Norton & Company. 1996. p Z 5 .  
log However. one problem with some of the unofficial music was lbat s i n a  it was highly potiticized. a 
dissident stance could sometimes compensate for %ad' music. 
l0 h Europe (u&e North Amerka). individuals genetally work in the field in which they are irained. 
This d e  applies to applied arts. 



emigrated after k i n g  denied licences, refusing to take part in the exams, or k i n g  harassed 

(interrogated, threatened) by the police when they attem pted to play independently . Because 

there were a limi ted arnount of spots available on the professionai rock circuit and because 

it was illegal to play without a licence, musical activity in this area diminished substantially. 

Self-censorship was at an dl-time high, and thus musicians often refrained from writing 

lyrics because these could always be interpreted as anti-state. In this manner, singer- 

songwriters were almost completely silenced. Jazz-rock began to replace much rock 

because musicians could label themselves 'jazz musicianst n the r  than 'rock musicians', 

and thus avoid excessive police surveil1mce. Success became determined by one's ability 

to negotiate one's activities within the bureaucracy; populanty with audiences was, out of 

necessi ty, oniy of secondary consideration. Musicians needed to please authori ties before 

they could try to please audiences (ironically, audiences sought condemnations of the 

authon ties, and such condemnation would ensure popularity with audiences). Since 

musicians were hesitant to change bands, as this could undermine their place on the 

professional circuit, musical development stagnated. Lack of exposure to foreign music 

added to this lack of experirnentation. Ewperimentation itself was risky, as musicians were 

womed about pushing beyond invisible but understood boundaries. Indeed, some 

musicians daim that musical development stopped completely for a tirne. 



CHAPTER 3 

How Political Was the Music Underground?: 
Definitions, Contradictions -- 

the Underground, Independent Society, 
Civil Society 

"Not only does whut pou c d  an 'independent societyf make sense in my 
country, I would Say it fis] the only thing that dues make sense .... It hm 
proven ifs worth, and it is the only meaningful structure that people can 
create if they do not wish to remain mere appendices of the political and 

social structurer created by the ruling power. I f  it proves impossible 
legally to compel the ruling power tu chunge the ways that govern us, and 

if for various reasonr those who reject this power cannot or do not wish to 
overthrow it by force, then the creation of an independent or alternative or 

parallel comrnunity is the only dignified solution, because power sttips 
those who do not wish to participate in it of human dignity." -- Ivan 

~irous111 

"It  is not until sornething is named that it cornes into existence ... Until 
they were toLd t h t  they are the underground, they were only hunting game, 

and didn't hrrve any pride." -- 
Ivan ~ i r o u s l l z  

Ivan Jirous. 'UntiUed,' in h i c  Freedorn in Cemal Europe. H. Gordon Skilling and Paul Wilson. eds. 
New York: St. Martin's Press. 199 1. p.70. 

Pem Sustrov& 'Jirous: pojmeu~v&vat vèCi: SvPdecm'* ~0.7'7. p.130. 



While chapter 2 explored the requalification exams and their influence on 

musicians, it omi tted a discussion of those musicians who were left out or opted out of the 

official music-making reaim. This chapter begins to discuss these musicians, positioning 

them in relation to society with the aid of writers on independent activity and the 

underground. 1 will introduce some of the ideas of the better known thinken about Czech 

independent culture in an attempt to further understand the context of unofficial musical 

activity in Czechoslovakia. The ideas of Jacques Rupnik, Vdclav Benda and Petr Uhl on 

independent activity as a whole will be presented alongside Ivan Jirous' specific ideas 

about the underground. I will start with the extant literanire by intellectuals on the subject, 

and then tum to definitions of unofficial and underground cultures as 1 understand them 

from my informants' points of view. 

The term 'undergroundt is used in several ways in this chapter, paralleling its 

multiple uses in Czech society. 1 include insights into the PPU (the most written-about 

band), showing that these band members had various ways of identifying themselves, 

con- to al1 other accounts of these musicians, which portray them as having one voice. 

What becomes increasingly clear to the reader is the importance of Ivan Jirous in shaping 

the underground -- his influence is so strong that without this one  individual, the 

underground clearly would not have had the same character or  structure. 1 t is also unlikely 

that without the influence of Jirous, the music underground would have had such a visible 

political role in Czechoslovak independent society of the 1970s and 1980s. 

In the second part of this chapter, 1 apply the temi 'grey zone' to activity which was 

situated between the official and unoficial realrns. Jihna Siklovd h a  written at some length 

on the grey zone, and her theories will be outlined and discussed. The chapter is divided 

into oise studies: in Case Study A, the Plastic People of the Universe are used to represent 



the music underground, and in Case Study B, the Jazz Section is used to exemplify activity 

in the grey zone. 

In the final section, 1 attempt to show that the underground constitutes an example 

of civil society in Czechoslovakia, and was one of the building blocks for today's new 

society. Tony Mitchell, Sabrina Ramet, Timothy Ryback and others who have written 

about the Czech musid underground usually point oui that this movement was political. 

Mitchell writes that the underground was politicized by the regime even when the musicians 

did not intend to become political.ll3 Other writen, such as Ramet, argue that i t actually 

helped overthrow the regime.114 Mitchell criticizes Ramet's wri tings as  being " hollow, 

melodramatic rhetoricN providing no substantid andysis of rock music's role in the fa11 of 

communism .ils He also cri ticizes Jolanta Pekacz's paper on Polish rock, for her contmry 

daim that the politid significance of rock music in Central Europe has been exaggented 

and that the assumption that rock played a political role in these regimes is 

'incomprehensible on intellectual grounds'.ll6 Mitchell believes that " m k  music acted as a 

vehicle of social and culturd dissidence which often had political overtones ... [and] ... the 

strategies of resistance devised by rock musicians ... eventually had a direct impact on the 

political changes which took place there."ll' The process of resistance "evennially forced 

the authorities to accept rock music as a reality nther than a decadent cultural product of 

Western ~apitalism."~~* While 1 believe these statements to be tnie, an analysis of rock 

music's role in a larger politid context is still missing. In my attempt to provide a place for 

1 l3 Mitchell. 'MiMixing Pop and Poiitics? Rock Music in the Czech Repubiic! p99.  
lL4 h e t  has writlen numerous books on the East Bloc, but Rocking the Stm: Rock Mwic and Politics 
in Eartern Europe and Russia (Oxford: Westview Press. 1994.) deals most explicitly with the subject of 
rock music and @tics. 
IlS MitcheU. 'Mixing Pop and Politiu? Rock Music in the ( lech Republic! p.98. 
li6 ibid. p.99. Mitchell was mpondiag to Pekacz's article Md Rock Smash the Wall? The Role of  Rock 
in Political Transition,' Popular Music. vol. 13, no. 1. 1994. pp.41-49. 

ibid. p.95. 
l8 ibid. p.%. 



underground rock musicians in the larger political picture, I discuss the music underground 

as a constitutive element of civil society. 

Case Studv A -- The Undernound and the PPU: 

Several Czechs and non-Czechs have written about the concept of an 'independent 

society' in communist Czechoslovakia. Writers present the idea in different ways, some 

seeking various idûûls, others addressing the reality of their situation, and still others 

focussing on sernantics. Jacques Rupnik, a French historian and political theonst, States 

thaï words such as 'counter-culture' and 'underground' culture have k e n  used, sometimes 

too loosely, in the West since the 1960s. In Centd Europe however, they aquired a real 

meaning. In an authontarian communist system which (superficially) stressed the 

importance of the collective over the individual, expressions of individuality were not 

tolerated. Much of Czech culture was driven underground by the Husak regime.119 

Rupnik writes that Czechoslovakia's independent culture did not corne into existence 

spontaneously in 1968. Rather, it was the continuation of the spintual resistance of the 

1950s to the regirne. The difference after 1968 however, was that a nurnber of Refonn 

Communists who had worked for many years in the official stmctures, joined the 

resistance, and this gave independent activities a more effective, more organized character 

than ever before.120 According to Sabrina Ramet, four specific categories of counterculture 

could be identified within the context of communism at that tirne: politicai dissent and 

opposition, religious alternatives, criminaiity and social deviance, and foreign culture.i?l 

l l9 Gustav Hus& was fus t secretary of the Czech Communir t Party of Czechoslovakia from 1968 to 
1989. 

Jaques Rupnik. % Other Europe. London: Weineofeld and Nicolson. 19ûS. p2m. 
12' Ramet. 'Rock Counterculture in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union: Survey 29. 002 (125). 
summer 1985. p.151. 



Vaiclav Havel writes about an independent culture in his essay Szk Asides abou1 

Culfure. He explains that it is 

nothing more and nothing less than a culture which for 
various reasons will not, c a ~ o t ,  or may not reach out to the 
public through the media which fdl under state control. In a 
totalibrian state, this includes publishing houses, presses, 
exhibition halls, theaters, and concert halls, scholarly 
institutes, and so on. Such a culture, therefore, c m  make use 
only of what is left -- typewriters, private studios, 
apartments, barns, etc. Evidently, the 'parallel' nature of this 
culture is defined wholly extemally and implies nothing 
directly about its quality, aesthetics, or evenhial ideology.lp 

Havel stresses that just because a paralle1 culture is set apart from the official culture does 

not make that paralle1 culture supenor to the officia1 one. There are hundreds, and perhaps 

thousands of people, "young, old, gifted, untalented, believers, non-believers,' gathered 

under the umbrella of 'parallel culturet, led there exclusively by the i ncredible narrow- 

mindedness of a regime which tolented pnctidly nothing. The only real thing they have 

in common is their diversity and their insistence on king just what they are. 

One of the most influential essays on the theme of 'independent culture' was 

pubiished (samizdat of course) in 1978 by Vaelav Benda. In "The Parailel 'Polis'," he 

suggests the creation of paraIlel social structures which would provide beneficial and 

necessary functions that were rnissing in the thenexisting structures: "iit need not iead to a 

direct conflict with the regime, yet it harbors no illusions that 'cosmetic changes' can make 

any difference."in "There is nothing to stop us from presenting, in addition to our usual 

demands for institutional change, proposais for paralle1 civic activities that would enable 

L22 VAdav Havel. 'Six Asides About Culture,' in Open Letiers. Paul Wilson. ed. New York: Alfred A 
Knopf. 1991. p.277. 
123 Vhdav Benda. "The Parailel %Lis'," in Civic Freedom in Central Eutope. H. Gordon Skilhg & Paul 
Wilson, eds. New York: St. Martin's Press. 1991. p 3 7 .  Benda is a Czech Catholic intellectuai, 
maihernatician, and a democrat. At the tirne i t was written, his essay was met witb positive response from 
the Czechoslovak opposition. Today, he is a member of parliament in the oew Czecb governrneot. 



improvernents to be made in the given state of riffairs." 124 At the same tirne, Benda 

writes, strong enough parallel sûuctüres would ultimately lead to an entire restmcninng of 

the country's system: "The transition from a totalitarian to a liberal system would mean a 

transition from the principle of 'whatever is not expressiy pemitted is forbidden' to the 

principle of 'whatever is not expressly forbidden is pennitted1."**5 Indeed, increased 

activity in the parallel polis (which was populated by citizens who had not intemalized the 

values of the regime)i26 would result in the establishment's changed outlook over time. 

This concept of a 'parallel polis' was Benda's attempt to theorize about the work of 

Charter 77127 -- whose spokespersons (with the help of Heinrich Boll, Arthur Miller, 

and other Western authors and artists) pleaded to the western world for awareness of and 

response to the human rights abuses within Czechoslovakia -- and its actions to defend 

already existing parallei structures (of these, the underground was thought to be the most 

developed and dynamic one.) Charter 77 was a loosely stmchmd organization whose 

members were people of various convictions, of various walks of life. As Gordon Skilling 

explains, this organization wrote various documents which contained substantial analyses 

of specific problems. such as discrimination and unemployment, the suppression of 

various arts, breaches of econornic and social rights, environmental problems , h d  th c m ,  

peace, and the nght to history and information. "Charter 7'7 aspsred to be the social 

conscience of Czechoslovakia, not its leader ... [it] contributed to the sustename of a lively 

underground publishing scene and an equdly lively underground culture." '28 
- - - - - - - - 

124 ibid. p.41. 
125 ibid. p38. 
126 Weigle. Mania A. and Jim Butterfield. 'Civil Society in Reforming Cornmunist Regïmes: The Logic 
of Emergence ,' Comparative Polifim. Vol 2 5 .  No. 1. October 1992. p.6. 
lZ7 For a detaiied histoncai and political accowt of Charter 77, look at: H. Gordon S k i b g .  Charrfer 77 & 
Humm Rights in Czechoslovakia. London: George Allen & Unmin. 1981. To a certain extent. 1 write 
about Charter 7 7 s  d e  in distributing fun& to indepen&nt activities in the foiiowing chapter. 
128 Ramet. Social Currenfs in Eustern Europe: The Sources and Consequences of the Greal 
Transformation. Durham: Duke t Jniversi ty Press. 19%. p. 127. 



The governrnent considered ih is  organization expressly opposi tional even though 

the Charter's platform specificall y stated i t was not poli tical. Meanwhile, al though the 

platform was explici tly apoli tical, there were individual signatones who considered 

themselves more oppositional than the platform suggested. There was much debate among 

the creators of the document as to how the Charter should view itself; ultimately they 

decided on a non-poli tical, non-opposi tional platform, based on the ideas of Jan 

htdka.lz9 One reason for this decision may have been that people who define themselves 

as oppositionalists do so in relation to ûnother position. In Havel's words, "they relate 

themselves specifically to the power that rules society and through it, define themselves, 

denving their own 'position' from the position of the regime."i30 In this sense, Havel 

echoes Jirous who stated that to be anti-establishment is to drive oneself into the anns of 

the establishment . 

Another similar organization which was important as moral support for many 

dissidents was VONS -- the Cornmittee for the Defense of the Unjustly 

Persecuted. The members of VONS were al1 Charter 77 signatories and their major 

purpose was to provide material and legal support, which included issuing regular 

information on specific cases of injustice such as mests, searches, trials, beatings, etc. 

Although there were many less conspicuous organizations dealing with such matters in 

Czechoslovakia, the two aforementioned ones are considered to be the most important. 

lZ9 Jan Patdka was one of the leadinp philosaphers in pst-WWII Czechoslovakia. He explores many of 
the same subjects as Foucault (see Arpad Szakolczai . Thinking Beyond the East-Wes t Divide: Foucault, 
Patdka. and the Care of the Self,' Social Resemch. Vol -61. No2.1944. pp 29-323)  and because mos t of 
his works have not ken  translated into Engtish, he is as yet fairiy unknown in the English-speaking world. 
He died of a brain anrrrism sbortly after the reiease of the Charter 77 dalaration, as a result of stress brought 
on by police questioning. 
13* Havel. The Powa of the Powerlss,' in b i n g  in Truth. E. Kohak, trans. Jan Vladislav, ed. London: 
Faber and Faber. 1989. p -75. 



According to Petr Uhl, Benda's proposal was similar to 'alternativet social 

activities in capitalist societies, but Uhl believes that under a Stalinist bureaucratic 

dictatorship, the panllel polis is different in many ways: 

In liberal and bourgeois-democratic forms, capitalism can co-exist with 
these alternative ghettos. Bureaucratie dictatorshi ps of the Stalinist type 
m o t .  Here any form of expression that is not under bureaucratic control 
is necessarily dismptive. Every independent act, both individual and ... 
collective, consequently provokes conflict with bureaucratic power, 
regardless of whether i t is deliberately aimed against the system or whether 
it merely desires to exist ... 'outside', without provoking conflict~?~ 

Sirxe constant effort at achieving independent expression or independent forms of living 

meant constant conf'iict with state power, a network of intemal relationships, akin to clubs 

or organizations, were created. Uhl writes that, because the people who fomed these 

clubs were not accepted by 'official' society, and in fact were often persecuted for their 

involvement in these organizations, it is wrong to cal1 these groups 'parailel structures,' the 

term Benda proposes. UhI instead suggests the ternis 'alternative stnictures,' 'alternative 

polis,' or 'parailel organisms'. 'P;uallel organisms' describes these groups more precisely 

because they were not fully developed structures, but rather were in the embryonic stages 

of becoming such. 

It is interesting to note the similarities that Uhl sees between Western and Czech 

countercultures. He believes that expressions of "the western type" are to be found in the 

Czech cultural underground in the following sense: "its mere existence seems to be a reason 

for self-congratulation, and there is an exclusiveness about it, an escape from its inability to 

solve pnctical problems ...* '32 There are others, as shall be seen later, who agree wi th Uhl 

131 Petr Uhl. The Alternative Community as RevoIutionary Avant-garde,' in The fowm of the Powerkss. 
John Keane, ed. London: Hutchinson and Co. Ltd. 1985. p. 192. Pee Uhi , a socialist, was one of the fmt 
signatories of Cbarter 77 and helped found VONS. He has pubiished many political articles, essays, and 
Ieiters. sometimes under pseudonyms. Accordhg to Epon Bondy. he had a lot of contact with the 
underground. He spent roughly 10 y e m  in jail for his resistanœ activities. 
132 ibid. p.193. 



that the Czech cultural underground is full of selfcongratulation. However, the Canadian 

subculturai thwrist Mïke Brake writes that rather than escaping from solutions, generaily 

subcultures anse as attempts to resolve certain problems in the social structure, which are 

created by contradictions in the larger society.133 Subcultures represent the accumulated 

meanings and means of expression through which groups in subordinate structural 

p s i  tions have atternpted to negotiate or oppose the dominant meaning system -1% B rake 

does nonetheless believe that symbolic resistence to authori ty never develops into real 

power. On the contrary, in his opinion, it reinforces real power relations.13S Not everyone 

holds this belief, however. 

Ivan Hartel, for one, believes that the musical underground was part of the 

begiming of a profoundl y important socid movement. He wn tes: 

The musical underground succeeded in breaking the vicious 
circle of depression and hopelessness which had grippeci the 
Czechoslovak population after the Kremlin occupation and 
Husdk's destruction of the popular self-management 
movement of the late 60s. Instead of engaging in loud 
exercises of sel f-pity -- as so many -- they began to present 
positive solutions. Ebther than trying to elicit sympathy from 
world-wide bureaucntic establishments in order to 
embarnss the current bureaucrats in the Prague castle, they 
quietly concentrated on addressing their own nation and its 
toiling and unprivileged class. While doing this they 
unwittingly developed a sociai movement of profound East 
European significance.136 

Milce Braice. 'Cuittuai nvoiution or alternative delinquency - an exmination of deviant youth as a 
sociai problem.' in Contemporary social problem in Britain. R. Bailey and S. Young, eds. London: D.C. 
Heath. 1973. p36.  
134 Brake. The Sociology of Youth Culme and Youth Subcultures: S a  and Dmgs ond Rock n' Roll. 
Boston: RoutledgeBtKegan Paul. 1980. p.63. 
135 ibid. p.85. 
136 Ivan Haitel. 'A New Era Has Begun! in the liner notes io Egon Bondy's Happy Heurt's Club Bunned. 
London: BoZi Mlfi & Sapa invisible Productions. 1978. IJamarked page. 



In Czechoslovakia, the debate about the contributions of independent initiatives to the 

breakdown of communism are still alive. While some dissidents, such as magnizdat 

distri butor Petr Cibulka, believe their opposition work was ultirnately of no ~ s e , i 3 ~  other 

people, such as historian Gordon Skilling and political theorist Jeffrey C. Isaac, credit the 

efforts of dissidents as k i n g  one of the factors in bringing down the regime.138 Theorists 

Marcia Weigle and Jim Butterfield, among others, suggest that underground activities can 

be viewed as evidence of civil society in the totalitarian state (more arguments will be made 

to support this point in the final part of this chapter). Still others interpret the collapse of the 

regime as a result of economic bankruptcy, but praise the former dissidents' activities as 

having provided much needed hope and inspiration during the past regime.139 

In spite of what Uhl says, the musicians (and other artists and thinkers) in the 

Memy Ghet to la  did de facto create a reality in which they could express themselves as 

individuals. They liked rock music, and they therefore played it. Even when in 1983, punk 

bands had topped the official blacklist as 'public enemy Number One,' many musicians in 

these bands continued to play.l41 In my view, such defiance created a change in the 

immediate redity of that part of the population, and therefore to say that the counterculture 

never succeeded in creating change is misleading. It created small, immediate changes, as 

much as it may have created larger eventwl changes in the greater population. These 

137 C i b u b ,  interview with author. 
138 Skiiiing . 'Archive of Freedom'; Jeffrey C. Isaac. 'Civil Society and the Spirit of Revolt: Dissent 4, 
1103. Summer 1993. pp356-61. 
139 Mada, interview with author. 

The term 'Merry Ghetto' is a t em cained by Ivan Jirous to designate the music underground. As Paul 
Wilson writes. The Czech musical underground is a ghetto of a pûrticulariy modem b d .  It is not based on 
race or religion or class: it is not confineci to a geographical entity like an inner city or a separate township. 
Its inhabitants . and its space, are defmed by other criteria - by their rejection of the values of the society 
around them. by society's rejection of ihem, and by their determined affirmation of life within the ghetto ." 
(in the Liner notes to Egon Bondy's Huppy Hearr's Club Banned. London: BoZi Ml* & Scopa Invisible 
Productions. lW8. Unmarked page.) 
141 Ramet. 'Rock Counierculture in Eastern Europe and the Soviet Union: Survey 29. No. 2 (125). 
Summer 1%. p.155. 



people renewed hope for individual freedom each time they expressed - without being 

deterred by the possible consequences of their behavior (Le., possible incarceration, loss of 

job, etc.) - their personal beliefs and feelings. 

"1 t was only a matter of time before they said: why not invest our talents, abilities, 

good will and enthusiasm into something that no one will be able to compt, that we will be 

able to decide about ourselves in the end. That was how the underground, the second 

culture, carne about ..." 142 Ivan Martin Jirous was apparently the first to use the term 

'second culture' in post-1968 Czechoslovakia, while Egon Bondy coined the term 

'underground' in the Czechoslovak context.143 In Sami& and an Independent Society, 

Skïlling gives a different usage of the tems underground and second culture: "As [VAclav] 

Havel later explained, Jirous was using the concept of the 'second culture' in the narrow 

sense of the non-conformist musical groups; only later was this interpreted more broadly to 

refer to the whole realm of independent culture."l" Indeed, there have been various 

labels attached to 'i ndependent culture'; 'parallel pol is', 'independen t society', 'paral le1 

society', 'panllel community', 'second culture', 'third culture', 'parallel structures', 

'parallel institutions', 'unofficial culture', 'independent communications', 'self- 

organization of society', 'independent organizations', and a variety of other terms are used 

to refer to closel y related concepts.14~ 

14? Jirous. 'Untitied! p.71. Thouph a very powerful and inspiring individuai under the cummunist 
regime, Jirous has since developed an alcohol problem. Rurnor has it that he suffered greatly while he was 
incarcerateci, especially in prisons which housed the worst criminals; he has never recovered from those 
years behind bars. He tan for public office in the eariy 1990s but was not elected, 1 saw him at a Jauyk 
(CE&-Eoglish literary m a m e )  fundraiser in the simuner of 1995 in Prague, where he made himself very 
visible by heckling the speakers. 
143 Page. 'Conversations with Bondy! p30.  Bondy is a p n  oame for ZbynB FiSer. Bondy is mnsidered 
to be one of the Czecb Repubfic's best contemporary poets. He is a phiiosopher and a proiïfic writer, and 
spent much of his time with the musical underground. at one point playing with the band UmEl5 Hmota. 
To this day , he remains a staunch defender of Marxism. 
1" Skillinp. Chorter 77 & Human Ri@& in Czechoslovakia. p 270. 
i45 H . Gordon Slrilling and Paul Wilson. introduction to Civic Freedurn in Central Europe: Voicer Rom 
Cïechoslovakia. New York: S t.. Martin's Press. 199 1. 



There can be no doubt ttÿit Jirous infîuenced the development of the panllel polis as 

much as it idluenced him. Because he was a leading figure and shaper of the Prague 

musical underground, I find it is necessary to wnte at sorne length about him. Jirous 

(known also by the nicknames Varhol and later Magor) was wnsidered the 'spintual 

leadef and fcounter-culniral theoretician' of the underground in Czechoslovakia, as well as 

king the artistic director146 of the Plastic People of the Universe. Jirous spent his life 

going in and out of jail due to his counter-cultural activi ties, and according to MiloS Muller, 

the amount of unofficial music activity - festivals147 and concerts -- always intensified 

when Jirous was released from jail. In other words, there is a definite correlation behveen 

Iack of i ndependen t music activi ty and Jirous' incarcerations.*48 

Jirous edited Paternoster and Vokno, two of the most influential underground 

joumals. He was the central organiutiond figure of the underground, who worked very 

hard at infonning people al1 over the country of the actions of the Plastic People. While 

this band was perhaps not the 'bestf band in the underground, it was central to many of the 

events which took place in the underground, musical and other. The PPU's combination of 

music and ri tua1 theater was one artfom in which Jirous was especiall y interested. Part of 

his authority, other than the fact that he is by nature a very outspoken human being, 

stemmed from his education in the field of art history. However, instead of devoting his 

life to the tndi tional study of European artforms of the pûst --Kunsthktorie -- Jirous 

dedicated his life to contemporary Czech adonns, to the existence (no matter how scat!) 

146 It is difficult to say how Jirous' activities as 'artistic directof differed from those of a 'manager'. After 
the PPVs manager left the band, it seems that J ù w s  took on full y the managerial duties, al1 the whiie still 
caiiing himself 'artis tic director'. 
147 There were 3 underground 'music festivals' - 1) in Postupiœ, Sept 1,1974 - Hannibal's Wedding; 2) 
in Bojanovice. Feb 21, 1976 - Ivan Jirous' Wedding; 3) in HrAdeEck, Oct.1, 1977 -- Vaclav Havel's 
faruhouse. 

Muller, conversation with author. 



of these artforms. Jirous seemed to believe that great art is not valued in its day, and the 

repressive system did not make art's already di fficul t existence any easier. 

Although Jirous defines 'great art' as 'art that has been created honestly,' his 

anaiysis ends there. The idea of 'authenticity' in art is one which has been discussed at 

some length by, among others, music theonst Richard Middleton. Since "the relationship 

between music, culture and society are far from simple, ... , musid value becomes a much 

more difficult question than can be covered by the mere notion of 'honesty'. As the 

relationship between musical and other pnctices assumes its proper complexity, simple 

precepts of 'authenticity' fail." 149 Indeed, Jirous (perhaps unconsciously) seemed to have 

another agenda -- that of king the organizer of a musical movement with politicai 

undertones. This had nothing to do with the quality of music performed by independent 

musicians, much like the official licences, which also had nothing to do with quality of 

music. Rather, the concept of 'creating music honestly' assumes that there is music that is 

created 'true to experience' and conversely, music that 'falsely' represents the experience of 

the musician. "One is compted, manipulateci, over-cornplex, mechanical, commodified or 

whatever; the other is more natuml, spontaneous, traditional -- or perhaps a radical 

alternative or protest."l50 I t  appears that Jirous was using a musician's political 

compromises or lack thereof to determine the quality of hislher music, and thus the 'music 

produced honestly' was in fact music that was produced by musicians who had not given 

in to the regime's political demands. Pierre Bourdieu wntes that "art and cultural 

consumption are predisposed, consciously and deli berately or not, to fulfil a social function 

149 Richard Middleton. Sfudying P o p u h  Music. Philadelphia: Opeo University Press. 1990. p. 168. 
lS0 ibid. p.169. 



of legitimating social differences."lsl Indeed, the music produced in Jirous' underground 

served to accentuate the poli tical di fferences between official and unofficial musicians. 

Jirous was, in any case, fervently dedicated to the process of creation, and thus was 

said to be a positive, encouraging force for many artists. He devoted much of his life to the 

understanding of Ctech contemporary unofficial arts, to their place and imporiance, and 

especially to their survivd. He wrote extensively both samizdat books as well as articles 

which appeared in various underground joumals.1" and rnost of his wnting was based on 

issues of the underground.1~ Due to his dissident activities, he spent almost 9 years in jail. 

Indeed, for his dedication to independent culture, he was celebnted intemationally by the 

PEN Club at one of its meetings in New York at the beginning of 1989, where the 

organivtion narned him as its honorary member.19 

Interestingly , at least one panllel c m  be drawn between Brake's writing about the 

'hippy underground' in the USA and the Czechoslovak music underground. He writes that 

'one of the unique features of the underground was that i t had the skills to develop i ts own 

press. This meant i t wuld present an articulate counter-ideology , i t could give coverage to 

political and social events not reported in the 'overground' press. They [its members] 

possessed the ski1 1 and wrfidence to present a counter-ideology ." ls5 In Czechoslovakia, 

Jirous served as the voice of the musid underground, and wrote convincingly and with an 

articulateness many of the underground musicians did not possess. 

Jirous' wntings are sometirnes explicitly ideological and often serve as 

advertisements for the underground. He, however, prefers to think of himself as a rnonlist 

lSi Pierre Bourdieu. nie FieLi of Cultural Production: Essays on Art Md fiterature. U .S A .: Columbia 
University Press. 1993. p20. 
lS2 Anonymous. Xdo je Ivan Iirous?: m o  is Ivan Jimus?]Vokno. No.1. 1979. Unmarked page. A 
compilation of Jirous' writings is currently being edited by Martin Machovec, and is forthcornhg in 1997. 
153 Sustrov~. pp. 125134. 
lS4 An announcernent was p ~ t e d  an the inside cover of Paetmsrer no. 23.1988. 
'55 Brake.nte Sociology of Youth Culture and Youth Subcuitures. p.99. 



with a broader vision.156 Jirous was an intellectud who chose to sit very f i n l y  on the 

revolutionary side of the Czechoslovak 'revolutionary-bureaucrat' divide.1n As the 

underground singer-songwriter and priest Svath K m e k  said, Jirous was 'a puntan in 

politics and nothing else."l" Jirous chose to spend time more with the musicians in the 

underground -- who were mostly working class -- than the intellectuals who were making 

choices for Charter 7'7.159 According to his own claims, he was one of the îïrst people 

from an intellectual class to spend a great deal of time with his working class fellow- 

citizens. 

Jirous was well-known to the police, who viewed him as a subversive agitator. 

When several underground musicians were anested in 1976, it was likely his reputation as 

their spokesman that won hirn the longest prison sentence of al1 those amested. On that 

occasion, he served 1.5 years for organizing a concert (the authorities called his crime 

something entirely different though; they called it hooliganism.) By 1989, he had served 

almost 9 years in jail, sometimes doing time in the wont state jails. Al1 this, as Wilson 

suggests, is a large price to pay for encouraging a musical style introduced by Western rock 

groups.160 ? 

- -  - - 

i56 Sustrovti. p.127. 
ln See Gyorgy Komid and I v a ~  SzclCnyi in The Intellecmuls on the Roud to Clars Power. Andinv Arato 
and Richard E. Men, trans. Brighton: Harvester Press. 1979. 
lS8 Susmvti. p.131. 
lS9 lirous did however have a relationship to many of these in te l l eds .  and thetefore 1 betieve that, as no 
in-depth study of the kind has been done to date, it would be fascinating to leam about the nature of the 
involvement of the Charter 77 inteiiecnials with the music underground. Bondy has written that though the 
greater part of the signatories was cornpriseci of the working cIass underground, the inteiiectuais did oot 
consult them in making important decisions on behaif of the Charter 77 organization. Havel did foster a 
relationship with mmy underground musiaans; he wrote about, and indeeû hosted, the third music festival 
of the imderp;rouad. 

Paul Wilson. Wùat's it  like playing rock in a dictatorship?' reprinted from Musician Magazine (Feb. 
1983) in the liner notes to Plastic PeopIe Complete Works - collection of LPs. Prague: Globus 
htematioaal . 1992. 



In Bez Ohfii Je Underground, Milan (Mejla) Hlavsa, composer and bassist for the 

PPU and DG307, recalls a long debate with Jirous in a pub in 1969. Jirous was trying to 

descnbe the differences behveen the terms 'psychedelic' and 'underground' to the PPU. 

Up until that point, the musicians in that band had been under the impression that the 

underground was a musical style. Jirous gave a long speech (unfortunately not 

documented) about the fact that psychedelic music is a genre, while underground is a way 

of looking at life. In other words, 'underground was not just an attractive label indicating a 

certain musicd tendency, but that above dl, i t involved a mental attitude towards life ... It  

is beîter not to play at ail than to play music that dues not f i w  from one's comiictions. It b 

better not to play ut al1 than to play what the establishment derna& .' 161 Jirous explains 

that in Czechoslovak society, the underground was for the 'honest' artist reacting against 

the dehumanization and prostitution of values in a consumer society. However, the 

underground 'cannot have the destmction of the establishment as i ts aim because in doing 

so, it would drive itself into the establishment's embrace ..."la2 

Jirous has been criticized for his rnanner of presenting the second culture.163 

Sustrov& says that there has been a whole senes of articles claiming that Jirous' perspective 

that the second culture is the oniy tmthful culture ignores that culture's inadquacies. Jirous 

has attempted to (arguably inadequately) defend himself to sorne extent against these 

criticisms. Most of the time, however, he avoids answering this criticism directly. Instead? 

he speaks or wntes about related issues. He writes about 'red artists' who in his opinion 

can be found in both official and unofficial cultures; sorne can even span the two cultures, 

and as such they can be considered 'grey zone'. One example of such a dual existence is 

161 Jirous. rReport on the Third Czech Musical Revival ! Unmarked page. 
l62 ibid. 
163 See, for example, Milan IÜSXk. Bez D h d u .  Raha: Litera. 19%. KniZak is an independent multi- 
media artist, who led the noise band Aknial and was a member of Fiuxus. After the revolution, he became 
rector @redent) of the Fuie Arts Academy (ZJMPRUM) in Prague. 



that of an  official musician, known only by the pseudonym 'Bojan', who played with the 

Plastics on one of their recordings. Jirous states that he does believe that there are good 

works in the first culture (mainstream culture); however that is not the point, in his opinion. 

Radier, the issue of first and second culture is a moral one - one compromises one's moral 

stance when one joins the establishment (the revolutionary-bureaumt divide is once again 

at the forefront of matters). Jirous does however, appear to accept the cnticism that the 

underground has a selfcongratulatory attitude and states that this is the worst thing that 

could happen to any culture, first, second, or  other. He  dso believes this to be the problem 

with the Chartists -- that they view themselves as superior beings 'simply' because they 

were si gnatories. lm 

This issue of not compromising oneself is central to definitions of the underground. 

While there is no concensus on the use of the term 'underground' within the Meny Ghetto 

itself, most people seem to view it as an adjective applied to individuals who created art in 

an uncornpromising manner. This response begs the questions: "who is uncompromisingly 

creating art and how does one judge this?" When I spoke wi th Mejla Hlavsa, composer 

and long-term member of the Plastic People, he denied that the underground was a 

particular group of people who created a specific sound of music: "1 still don't understand 

how the musical underground can be labelled a musical phenornenon. 1 really think that 

people don't join the underground in order to becorne famous. It is not, in my opinion, a 

musical Stream ... it is possible, but 1 don't distinguish it as such."l65 TO exemplify his 

definition of 'underground', h e  pointed out Iva Bittovzi, an  experimental folk 

violinist/singer as someone he thought of as an underground musician. This was in spite 

of the fact that she was actually, ironically, an official musician for many years, and played 

la S U S ~ V A .  p.132. 
165 Hiavsa, intewiew with author. 



professionally with her partner Pave1 Fajt. Hlavsa thinks of her as 'underground' simply 

because she waslis we to her art, and received her licence to play without compromising 

her music in any way (or perhaps, as discussed earlier. she simply did not compromise her 

politicai stances in any way). In this sense, he hûs adopted the definition Jirous created, 

where the underground is a mental attitude of intellectuals and artists who consciously and 

critically determine their own stance towards the world in which they live.lM Bondy 

echoes this opinion in Poznîimku O Hudb967 and other writings. Petr Cibulka also 

comments on the fact that many bands see underground as an outlook on life rather than a 

musical genre.168 

In my interview with Cibulka, I asked him how he personally saw the 

underground. He replied thai everyone has their own definition. 

PC: For me, it was a space in which there was freedom. 1 
simply felt that 1 was more free than in other places. 
NV: So was i t a place or an attitude? 
PC: It wasnft a place. It was a relationship with people, 
with whorn 1 felt better than with other people. It was 
people who had similar values to mine, which mainly 
consisted of refusing that which we didn't want. It was 
people who distanced themselves from the official 
comrnunist world through the way they Iived and through 
their activities ... Through this. a certain space was created, 
in which relationships were totally different and values were 
totally different. 
NV: That probably continues to this day. 
PC: Defini tely. 

Cibulka hirnself however, appears to view 'undergroundf in various ways -- this 

a n  be seen through an interview he did for Sklepnik, demonstrating that there are sevenl 

Jirous. 'Report on the Third Czcch Musical Revivsl! Unmarked page. 
167 Egon Bondy. VoRM . No. 12. 1981. Unmarked page. 
168 MuZakov5, Karolina. Tri Ve&ry s Petrem Cibulkou,' (Three Evenings with Peu Cibulka) Host. 
No.4, lm. Unmarked page. 



usages for the term.169 When asked by Milo8 Muller what genre of music was rnost 

popular (underground, alternative, folk, punk. new wave, etc.) his reply is that 

underground music was not very popular among people who bought magnizdat. In his 

interview with a Host journalist, he adds that he is not sure where the lines are drawn 

between the al temative scene, punk, new wave and underground. and believes that they are 

artificially dnwn and depend mostly on the feelings of each individual band. He 

expounded on this view of 'underground music' when 1 spoke with him. Explaining that 

the dominant influences on the Czech underground scene were the Plastics and DG307, he 

coritinued to say that: 

the majority of their successors were so blinded by the shine 
of the Plastic People that they weren't capable of creating 
some kind of different model, opposite of their artistic 
conception. There were fewer and fewer original wmposers, 
because the Plastic People's model was too infiuential. For 
this reason, we can speak about an underground style, 
which was more or less the style of the Plastic People, or 
some derivative. 1 think that it is possible to consider this 
the underground style of the Czech Republic. But of course, 
the underground has no style; it's simply an attitude. 

While the above quote appears inherenlly contndictory, perhaps Cibulka is saying that in a 

theoretical sense, being underground is an attitude. so there is no musical style that would 

be ipso facto underground. That said, pngmatically, due to the PPU1s immense influence, 

their style became & styk of the underground in Czechoslovakia. 

One often hears people say that singerlsongwriter Jaroslav Hutka was an 

underground musician. Even though his music could never be mistaken for the minimalist, 

Velvet Underground-influenced music170 Cibulka sees as an underground style. Perhaps 

- - - - - - - - - - . . 

i69 Muller. p50. 
The Velvet Underground style penneated C m h  underground rock. as it  was one of the major 

influences of the PPU. Ex-PPU drummer Jan Brabec uses the adjective lover-veivetized'! 



the oniy thing Hutka has in comrnon with this style is controversiai lyrics. Unlike singer- 

songwriters Sv&b Kariisek, carlie Soukup and Jim Cert, who identified themselves as 

underground. Hutka was a part of the Safrzin group of singer-songwriters. who, according 

to Josef VIEek, never adopted the name underground, though it had affiliations to the 

underground.171 In fact. many singer-songwriters distanced themselves from Jirous' 

underground because they knew that by associahg with ir, they would narrow their own 

playing possibilities. By k i n g  associated with the underground. the police would hams  

[hem more as well. Only in 1977 did S a f h  musicians such as Hutka and TieSfiBk play at 

the third festival of the underground, and scon after that they were forced into exile. 

Safran, rnuch like the Jazz Section, of which VlEek was a leading figure, moved in the 

'grey zone', between the underground and official culture; it was much more drawn into 

the reality of the sociopolitical situation, while the underground tried to avoid this situation 

al together. 

Another defini tion widel y used by people close to, but outside of, Jirous' circle of 

musicians. is that the underground refers to Jirous and his circle (by most estimates. 

roughly 100 musicians). Pavla Slab5 says that the underground was a very exclusive, 

closed society "which was never d l y  pleasant for me ... 1 didn't really like them, because 

to me they dways appeared kind of stuck up."172 1 asked SlaM to elaborate further on her 

view of the underground: 

1 t was a group of people around the Plastic People, DG307, 
Urnela Hmota and their fans and groupies. 1 t was this 
community. They had very strict niles about what they 
could do, how they could dress, how long their hair was 
supposed to be. When they smoked cigarettes, they would 
have to have a piece of paper npped out ... whoever didn't 
act like this was excluded from the underground. 
OccasionaIly 1 would hang out with them. They were 

171 Ioscf VI&k. 'Proroci a Souda ,' ~afidh Revue. No3. 1990. p38. 
172 SIab6. interview with author. 



interesting. They were my heros, particularly when 1 was 
young (16 or 17). But, first of d l ,  there was no place for a 
woman in that group, other than as a groupie -- that means 1 
would have had to have been sleeping with those guys ... 
They were so egotistic, mogant, closed, had bad relations 
with women. That whole community was not particularly 
appealing to me, even when i t had a certain attractiveness ... 
Sometimes w e  would listen to some of those tapes that 
existed from the second culture. We knew those, admired 
them. It was a part of our cultural heritage or  property, 
definitel y one of Our biggest sources .la 

Indeed, this particular group of bands was a large part of Czech rock history. For 

Mikolaii Chadima dso,  the underground clearly signifies Jirous and his group: 

For me, the boundaries of the underground at  the time were 
quik clear -- it was the Plastics and their group of people ... 
there were about 100 active playen. It's hard to say at the 
concerts they played around here, but generally KX) people 
would corne to these events ... i t wasn't a great nnm ber of 
people ... It was mainly a Prague thing, and then they would 
move out to the cottages in northern Bohemia, and there the 
bands would generally rehearse.174 

Martin Machovee, who t d a y  is the edi tor of selected pieces of 1970s and 1980s 

underground literature, and who lectures intemationally on the Czechoslovak underground, 

agrees that there has been some debate on what constituted the underground.175 It seems he 

espouses Jirous' original view of the underground as an attitude, yet his definition is 

narrower as it applies only to those people who were not a part of the official structures. 

173 The rock irials of 1976 matked a new era, during which Jirous' underground tumed in on itself. and 
became very closed, in order to protect itself from the establishment. At that time, many musicians and 
audience members of the underground decided to emigrate - some, such as Btabenec, Hutka. Kanisek, were 
in essence forced to do so by police agents. Jirous' underground at that point lost much of its freedorn, 
while simultaneously gaining, to some degree, protection through Charter '77, which advertised globally i ts 
plight. Slaba's comments should thus be placed in the content of a group of musicians who feared 
persecution - since her contact with them took place in the 19ûCk, when they had withdrawn from society. 
TheY relationship with outsiders was in great part shaped by their paranoia of the secret police. Anyone 
they did not know weU, in their eyes, muid be a police agent. 
174 Chadima. interview with author. 
175 Machovec, interview with author. 



The underground wasn't any kind of 'ism', it was an attempt 
to create a space for free expression ... Well, if we were to  
talk about the definition, we could say that during that 
panicular social situation of the 197ûs, a penon who refused 
to integrate, to collaborate with the system, with the Hu&- 
BrehEv regime, the artist who distanced himself, who wrote 
for himself and a group of his friends, then that person 
functioned, de facto, as an underground writer. 

Muller seconds this opinion. and says that, to his surprise, various musics which he was 

previously unaware of keep flowing into Libri Prohibiti. He classifies this music as 

'underground music' solely because it was not a part of the establishment.176 Machovec 

acknowledges, however, that Jirous has been cxiticized, particulariy by Milan KniZak, for 

rnonopolizing the underground. " f i B k  wrote about this, and criticized them for having a 

monopoly and making themselves central ... which was an exaggeration, but there was 

some truth to it."i77 Machovec agrees that there was a grouping of musicians around 

Jirous, but he clairns, like Muller, that there were other such groupings. Unlike Cibulka, 

who thinks that the concept of an underground continues to apply to this day , Machovec 

sees the Czech underground as a closed chapter in history. 

Today 1 would evaluate it al1 as a phenornenon, as something 
historically closed. Not only the musical facets of the 
underground, but also the term. That which is termed 
'underground' in the USA and other places, I assume, 
doesn't really correspond to what it means here. The terms 
are not reall y total1 y encompassing. T o  a certain extent they 
correspond, because this word came from Amenca to 
Czechoslovakia, i t inspired thi ngs here. 

The view of the underground as attitude is held by a few intellectuals who were central to, 

or close to Jirous' group (Machovec himself used to spend time with thern) . 

176 Muller, conversation with author. 
177 Machovec. interview with author. 



Egon Bondy's perspective of the underground is slightly different from al1 the 

ones mentioned above. In an interview wi th David S teinhanit, he says that 

The underground was a very interesting phenornenon -- its 
main mies were very much like the hippie movements in the 
United States, but it went in a somewhat different direction 
... we began to organize not only concerts of the Plastics, 
but meetings associated with these concerts ... yes [the 
underground took its name from the Velvet Underground], 
but for us in Prague, it meant a movement, not the name of 
these musicians. lm 

As can be seen, people use the word 'underground' wi th different nuances. Thus, 

~ i i h  regards to music-making, the Czechoslovak underground appears to signify various 

things: 1) an attitude of k ing  uncompromisingly 'tnie to oneself -- even when this 

meant, pandoxically, to work within official structures; 2) a closed community of 

rock/expenmental musicians, within which Jirous was the central figure; 3) a type of 

music found in the PPU community, and heavily infIuenced by the PPU s o ~ n d ' ~ ~ ;  4) a 

type of music havily influenced by the PPU sound, found throughout Czechoslovalua; 

5) any music that was not omeial, which was made independently, regardless of its 

sonic qualities and; 6) a musical movement, as Bondy suggests. (Some of these 

lSs David L. Steiabardt. "The Last Czechoslovakian Marxîstn: An Interview wilh Egon Bondy,' Monrhly 
Review. October 199 1 .  pp- 22-23. 
179 The PPU sound was in  un heavily infiuenced by the Vdvet tinderground. because this group has 
k e n  among Hlavsa' favorites for afmost tbree decades. To this day , Hlavsa continues to play covers of 
Velvet Underground songs in his concerts, as weU as heading the Yelvet Underground Revival Band', which 
plays in Prague on a regular basis. For further details about the VeIvet [indergound connection. see 
Mavsa's B a  Ohdii Je Undmground. Other important influences were Captain Beefbeart, Frank Zappa, and 
the Fugs. Paul Wilson betieves that îhese influences c a ~ o t  be seen only in a specific type of sound. style 
or singing, but also in a a way of listening, a sensitivity, in one's attitudes towards music and people, 
which extends beyond the bouodaries of music iueff. 'Jak M i  aovgk Bejt: Paternoster. No.1. (reprinted 
from Shades Magazine) 1983. pp.100-111. Ale3 Opekar also argues that many underground and other rock 
musicians were Muenced by C m h  contmporary and traditional folk music, since the audiences of folk 
aod rock musics overiapped. In addition, there was a haodful of underground singer-songwriters, who 
appeared repiariy at underpround evem. The Muence of Czech FoiMore on Czech Rock Music.' p.230. 



definitions obviousiy overiap). There is also no consensus on whether an underground stili 

exists in the Czech Republic, or whether it could o d y  be extant under the previous regirne. 

It is questionable whether d i  the musicians in Jirous' circle (hence underground 

musicians by one of the definitions) were necessanly playing music that was 'tme to 

themselves'. Do these two views of 'underground' necessanly contndict each other? 

Jirous never highlighted the fact that there were musicians who had simply adopted his 

ideology instead of the dominant communist ideology. These musicians were very much 

under his influence, and a strong argument could be made to present Jirous as a 

maiiipuiative character, who indoctrinated a group of young working-class men. Just 

because they adopted his ideology did not mean they were true to themselves, as he so 

often writes. Other musicians, such as PPU drummer Jan Brabec, another 'underground' 

musician, refuse to identify thernselves as such. In an interview for Vokno, Brabec States: 

"I never considered rnyself as underground, that was something that Magor [Jirous] 

thought up. The only thing that interested me in it was the uncompromising attitude, and 

that was what was When the interviewer asked Bnbec  whether he had 

something against the underground, Bnbec answered that he didn't want to have anything 

at dl to do with it, either then or  in the 1990s - rather unusual statements by an individual 

who was a longtirne member of the best-known Czech underground band.181 

1 think that many underground musicians identifid themselves partly by the roles 

carved out for them by certain Czech thinkers of the day. Jirous and Bondy were crucial to 

the creation of the underground and the Iabeiiing of these musicians as 'underground 

musicians'. Other m e r s  Iike VAclav Havel, Peu Uhl and Paul Wilson spent time with 

and wrote about these musicians. It seems inevitable that, while these two groups were 

I8O Jan Brabec. 'Hom Brabec, Domaci Kapela: Voknu. No. 26. Winter 1W93. p.10. 
Is1 Although 1 very much wanted to speak at p a t e r  length to Bnbec about his views of the underground. 
and he agreed to an interview when 1 met him at a concert in Prague, 1 was later unabte to reach him. 



both crucial to the creation of and change in the musicians' roles, some ideas whicb 

originated with the writers in theory were e v e n ~ a y  put into practice; conversely, red 

actions were documented by writers. My point about this creation of reaiity can be seen 

particularly through the relationship between Jirous and The Plastic People of the Universe. 

Paul Wilson rnakes this point explicit: "He [Juous] created this image for the band and 

positioned the band on the fringe of what was the art scene."'*2 Thus, the music 

underground's position might be seen as similar to some Amencan 'cultural rebels' who 

according to Brake "are on the periphety of the literary-artistic world, being adherents to it 

ratfer than artis ts. " lg3 

To further muddy the waters, 1 believe that the statement that the underground 

musicians were those who wanted no contact with the establishment stands on shaky 

ground. Here the exarnple of the PPU is again instructive. In 1969, at a time when many 

bands changed their names from Engiish to Czech, and were willing to change or l a v e  out 

lyrics to suit the establishment, the PPU were going through their own intemal conflicts. 

When the establishment imposed the severe musical regulations discussed in chapter 2, two 

members of the PPU left the band in order to pursue other musical interests. The PPU did 

not remain a stable group over the twenty year p e n d  that they were together, indeed many 

musicians joined and then left the band.l@The PPU were actually an official, professional 

band for some yeûrs More their licence was replaced with an amateur licence. In 1973, 

they did the reqvalification exams in order to renew their licence, but they were denied. The 

lg2 Wilson. i n ~ i e w  with author. 1 also spoke to Helena Wüson about the ways in which Jimus shaped 
the underground. and she believes that J i u s  chmgcd the way that Kiifovnicka Skola. of which she was a 
part. was perceived by its manbers as sain as he began themiMg and writing about it. (The KS was a 
loosely b i t  p u p  of unofficiai artists of various backgrounds who wouId meet for discussion on a replar 
basis at one of the Prague pubs. After the revolution. many of these artists have begun to teach at the 
various arts academies in the country.) 
lg3 BraLe. Comparative Youth Culture. New York: Routlcdge & Kegan Paul. 1985. p23. 

A List of 29 people who were PPIJ musicians from 1968-1987 c a ~  be found at the end of Hlavsa'r Be; 
Ohriti Je Unrimground. 



band was not unanimous in its decision to forgo the lucrative official music scene. Some 

members apparently did not agree that a simple change of name and a few abandoned 

lyiics, which might ensure them a licence, would indicate a lack of musical integri ty. But 

Jirous took an active part in the creation of the identiiy of this band. He was often the 

spokesman for them, and in fact, as their artistic director, he fought to have more control 

over the direction of their career than their manager, Pavel Kratochvfl. This naturally 

caused many conflicts, as detailed in Hlavsa's book Bez OhnYU Je Underground. 

Jirous often succeeded by pure aggression and a talent for winning debates to shape 

the PPU into a band of his own design. He was greatly inspired by Andy Warhol's 

relationship to the Velvet Underground. Hlavsa's love for the Velvets and the PPUrs cover 

versions of their songs seemed to create for Jirous a position held by Warhol, whom he 

admired. Appropnately then, his nickname in the late 60s was 'Varhol.' One wonders 

whether the musical underground would have had the same perception of itself if Jirous 

had not been on the scene to shape and mold it by his views. Certainly there were 

moments of confiict between Jirous and Pavel Kratochvii regarding the musical direction of 

the band. Kratochvfl was intent on creating a commercially successful band -- in fact, he 

set up a studio for them in the Kinsw Palace and obiained excellent instruments for them -- 

as he did with Olympic, perhaps the most commercially successful profasional Czech rock 

band of the 1970s and 1980s.185 Jirous, on the other hand, gave various monologues 

about the fact that the band had to remain tme to its own natural musical development (as if 

extemal forces had nothing to do with this development). He gave lectures on (his views 

of) the difference between ' r d '  art and mass-produced art, and he was probably the 

biggest reason for the PPU becoming the leading underground band, (Wilson thinks of 

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - 

185 This fact is sipificant. I belicve. because it creates a very direct link (even if for a limited time) 
between mainstream official rock music and the center of underground rock culture. 



ihem as the "granddaddies of the underground" at one point in time, some people clairn, 

they were the oniy underground band). Jirous even boycotteci an opportunity the band was 

offered to tour Indonesia, using the argument that their music would, as a result of the tour, 

become more commercial. The band voted, in Jirous' presence, to cancel the trip 

aitogether, even though some rnembers were actually keen on the trip, including Hlavsa, 

the man who spearheaded the PPU.186 

The band at one time had an official licence to play music, which demonstrates 

some ambivalence towards the regime. As Havel lucidly h t e s ,  even if Jirous' circle had 

b e n  100 percent committed to having no contact with the establishment, there would have 

been no way for this idea to become a reality. No Czechoslovak citizen could sever contact 

wi th the regime, because, for one, by law each peson was required to work for the state; if 

one did not have legal work, sfhe could be charged with 'pansi tism' and incarcerated. In 

his discussion of subcultures, Mike Bnke also emphasizes this point: "Though there is a 

rejection of officially approved roles, a mistmst of official values, a wish to be non- 

conformist, one naturally has to make a living."l* Secondly, each person who acted in a 

rnanner not expressly permitted by the state, could suffer consequences imposed by the 

establishment. There was no way of escaping the Party-State's reach, regardless of one's 

wishes to d o  so. 'Ignonng' the establishment was simply not a redistic option.la 

Surprisingly (or perhaps predictably?), Hiavsa made the move to commercial 

music on his own after the revolution, when he formed the band Fiction. He disbanded the 

lsa See Ber Oh54 Je Underground for a amplete a c m t  of this pmcess. 
lm Brake. 7ne Sociology of Youth Culture and Youih Subculhrres. p.85. 
lss Havel is a fm believer in the fact that every Czah  citizen was responsible for the continuation of the 
dictatorship, including oppositionalists such as himself. He wntes at length about issues of dissidence in 
The Power of the Powerless.' This essay can be found in at l e s t  two different English editions: 1) Jan 
Vladislav, ed. Living in Tmfh, Boston: Faber and Faber. 1986; and 2) John Keane, ed. The Power of the 
Powerless: Citizens Against the Stare in Central- Eastern Europe. London: Hu tc hinson. 1 985. See atso 
'Anatomy of Reticence,' in Living in Tmth. E. Kohak, tram. Jan Vladislav, ed. London: Faher and 
Faher. 1989. 



PPU in 1987, much to the chagrin of the band's many followers. Hlavsa daims he was 

tired of the band's legendary status. Paul Wilson, however, says that the reason they 

broke up was because they were offered official status by the Party-State, o n  the condition 

that they change their name. Half of the band wanted to go official and the other half did 

not. So Hlavsa declared the band dead, and members regrouped as PUlnoc (under Hlavsa) 

and Domiici Kapela (under drummer Jan Brabec). In spite of much criticism from the 

press, Hiavsa later paired up with one of the leading figures on the pop music scene. 

keyboard player DuSm Vo*, to create the band Fiction. Hlavsa explained to me that he 

was rnotivated to make this move by his admiration for Vozary's knowledge of electronics. 

The formation of Fiction, a pop band with somewhat dark undertones, leads one to wonder 

if Hiavsa might have made such a move wlier in his musid career, had it not been for one 

individual - Ivan Jirous. Wilson believes his move was qui te predictable: 

I'm not surprised at all. These guys were just kids, it was a 
garage band in Bfevnov and they wanted to be commercial, 
they wanted to make money, that's what they wanted to 
do ... Hiavsa never lost that drearn so when he was actually 
able to make a record in the States, [with PUlnoc] it's the 
kind of thing he would have wtitten if there had been more 
freedom. I t  was very much like the Velvet Underground, dl 
those influences are still there. It was defini tely commercial, 
there's no question.lg9 

Did the advent of the revolution simply make this transition to commercial pop 

easier? Was it  a good excuse to change the direction of his musical development. 

seemingly without losing m u s i d  integrity? Was it a good time to do sornething different 

while 'saving face'? Was it al1 those long-winded lectures by Jirous that kept him from 

making this move earlier? And if it were not for the defiance of the PPU dunng 

normaiization. would there have ken  mother band prepared to take up the helm of the 

underground? Petr Ci bulka suggests that had the PPU not existed, the establishment 

lg9 Wilson. interview with author. 



would have turned on MikoIaS Chadima, another very strong personality, as its 'rock 

enemyt.lW But was it really the band, or was it Jirous who was the main motivator of the 

musical underground? Who staited breeding dl the underground bands that followed in the 

musical footsteps of the PPU? The musical underground did. after al1, change from an 

existentid attitude to a social rdity, and later, to even encompass a type of music with the 

PPU as the major Czech musical influence.lgi Ironically. this type of 'underground 

sound' became a genre in and of itself --exactly what Jirous, in 1969, explained to the PPU 

that the underground was NOT. 

Jirous says that no Czech rock band has ever had as much written about it as the 

PPU - was this as a result of his influence on the band? I would argue that no manager 

has ever sacrificed as rnuch for a band as did Ivan Jirous for the PPU. He writes that, by 

some Nrn of fate, his life joined that of the PPU and that they mutually influenced the 

directions of each other's Iives.192 1 think he was the one who did most of the influencing. 

After the 1976 trials of sevenl underground musicians, the PPU's fame soared. The 

estimated three million Czech citizens who Iistened to BBC, Voice of America, or Radio 

Free Europe (the only foreign xadio stations available to the Czech public at that time) were 

dl inforrned of the events.193 When the Ieading persecuted intellectuai eli te began speaking 

out on their behalf, news of the band's plight spread quickly throughout the West. Frorn 

that point on, it was only a dedicated few who would nsk attending the PPU concerts - the 

police were guaranteed to hams any public at these concerts and the audience always 

risked prison sentences or similar punishment. Many of the younger underground bands 

strategicaily avoided events at which the PPU would appear, for fear of getting arrested. 

190 Cibuika, interview with author. 
191 Wilson. IVhat's it Wre playing rock in a dichtorship? IJDrnarked page. 
192 Jirous. Liner notes to Plastic People Complete Works -- collection of LPs. Prape: Globus 
international. 1992. U-4 page. 
193 Ramet. Social Currenrs in Eastern Ewope. p. 128. 



The small community around the band also closed in on itself and became much more 

secretive about its gigs to protect itself. 

By the 1980s, the PPU were somewhat legendary. Official press continually 

denied the fact that this band existed so the only way to trace its r d  actions was to read 

underground litenture - magazines such as Vokno and Revolver Revue -- or  to be friends 

w ith someone in the underground. Wilson illustrates their mystical standing by presenting 

an anecdote by Hlavsa. Hlavsa was waiting for a green light at  a pedestrian crossing in 

Prague when he overheard two teenagers discussing the PPU. One said: "Hey, did you 

hear that the PPU are in America?' The second one replied "That's bullshit, they're in 

jail!" Hlavsa smiled and crossed the s t m t .  They had no idea who he was.*w 

In rny opinion, it is partly because of his dislike of official ideology that Ivan Jirous 

worked so hard a t  s trengthening the underground movement. Ironicall y, through his work 

and his efforts, he developed his own radical ideology which in its own way oppressed 

some members of the Plastic People. As a result of his various manipulations, the Plastic 

People's identity was seen as one of opposition to the regime, which was not necessarily 

what some of the band's members intended. The stances of opposition were not ones 

necessarily chosen by the musicians of the band, but rather ones imposed by the ruling 

authority of the underground, Ivan Jirous. Many think that the Plastic People rnight have 

easily becorne well-known official musicians, were i t not for this one individual. 

In rny interview with Hlavsa, h e  told m e  that the Plastics were never 

oppositionalists. Wilson told me that some were, some weren't -- "The band was spli t." 

Jan Bnbec ,  long-time dmmmer for the Plastic People, d a i m s  that the band was 

oppositional.l95 It is hard to say exnctly what he rneant by this statement, as he did not 

lg4 Wilson. What's it like playing rock in a dicîatonhip? [Jnmarked page. 
195 Seanid part of a twelve-part TV series rhat is king prepared for Clcch Television in 1997. 



elaboraie much dunng the film, but his view demonstrates dissent with Hlavsa about the 

band's attitude. In another documentary film on the Plastic People made for Czech 

Television in 1995, Hlavsa is seen in a heated, informal discussion with Jirous and Vdclav 

Havel (a discussion which to my best guess tmk place in the early 1980s). Havel is trying 

to tell Hlwsa that whether he likes it or not, the Plastic People are political, and he has to 

accept that fact. Jirous is in agreement with Havel and is seen trying to clanfy Havel's 

statements to Hiavsa. Hlavsa on the other hand is adamantly refusing to be labelled as 

poli tical, and insists that the Plastic People play simply because they like to drink, have a 

good time and play the music they like. They don't know anything about poli tics, and 

aren't interested in politics. Later on, he would Say that he had nothing to cornplain about 

under communism, he simply lived his life to the fullest that he could, and he wouldn't 

have had his lire any other way.l% 

In the film scene, it appears there is a misunderstanding between Hlavsa and the 

two intellectuals. As I see it, Havel labelled the Plastics as political because: 1) He thought 

of the personal as political (a definition Hlavsa never understood); 2) He saw the 

establishment turn on a group of Young, working-class men who were simply having a 

good time and were totaily naive about and disinterested in politics at a national or local 

level. Havel thought it absurd that people who were 'apolitical' could be called enemies of' 

the regime. The Plastics (who in this whole debate are prtmyed as having one voice) were 

the perfect syrnbol of the apolitical tumed politid because the govemment labelled hem as 

such against their will. They had never considered themselves political until the 

govemment accused them of king so, and because the government decided they were 

politicai and the regime was a totalitarian one, they inevitably becaine political. 

1% Hlavsa, interview with author. 



The generai population also started seeing the band as political, for the following 

reasons: 1) They saw the establishment turn on  an apolitical band [a band moût had 

probabiy never heard of] the same way as described above; 2) They interpreted the band's 

words (which sometimes dealt wi th harsh existential reali ties)l97 and music as 

oppositionalist, even though Hlavsa daims they were not consciously composing anti- 

establishment music; 3) When one studies 'opposition" in comrnunist Czechoslovakia, the 

band's name inevitably turns up. Legends saying the Plastics were oppositionalist (they 

were 'prison graduates'. having spent varying arnounts of time in jail, and had been talked 

about a lot in this sense) were adopted and believed by the genenl  public. A 'prison 

gmduate' is thought to have opposi tional legi timacy.198 

ase Studv B -- The Grev Zone and the Jazz Section; 

The Czech theorist Jifina Siklov8199 has used the tenn 'grey zone' to descnbe 

those people and the various activities that opented, to varying degrees, between official 

and unofficial structures. Siklov6 divides Czech society into four distinct groups based on 

po l i t id  activity: the social establishment. the dissidents, the silent majority, and the grey 

zone. She describes the type of person found in each group in the following way. Siklova 

says, and this appears to be a widely shared view, that the card camying communist -- a 

member of the social establishment - is generaily not one out of conviction, but n ther  for 

reasons of expedience. Such a person is obedient by nature, and one who prefers to be 

lg7 Hartel writes that underground musician 'ZajiZek cries about personal ethics. Emlsek sings about the 
social devil, Jirous talks about selflessness, Soukup pours ironic scorn on blhd consumerist bdlshit, 
Skalicki shouts about the expoited worker's life, Haveka screams defiance to the omnipotent police, 
VondniSka writes about thoroughiy disgusted youth and Mavsa suies about overcoming fearn in 'A New ha 
has Begun.' Unmarked page. 
lg8 This was pointed out to me by Barbara Falk. a York University Phi3 studcnt in L e  Political Science 
Dept. Conversation with author. 
lg9 The sociologist J i h a  Siklov6 was a dissident and is presedy one of the mmt pmlific writers on 
feminism in Czechoslovakia. 



'left alone'; slhe remains in the party because slhe lacks clear cut convictions, or is by 

conviction an opportunisi. A rough total of 700 thousand people in a population of 15 

million were card wrying communists. The silent majority is, for the most part, 

consumption oriented and poli ticall y disinteres ted. The dissidents are the opposition ; they 

reject the policies of the party establishment. 

The grey zone consists of people who are employed within the structure, but who 

have contact with people who refuse to work wiihin the structure, or those who have k e n  

fired from their 'official' jobs: "The grey zone consists for the most part of diligent, 

qua1 ified, professionall y erudi te people ... and because their political involvement was 

minimal, they also had a lot more time for their own education and training, both 

professionally and per~onally.'?0~ Because of this, Siklova daims that they are 

Czechoslovakia's very best experts in their fields, as opposeci to the dissidents who are less 

qualified, due to their inabili ty to work at professions within the official structures.2ol In 

his mention of the 'grey zone,' Jaroslav Veis refers to that space "where those working in 

official institutions could meet open opponents of the system.Qm 

While SikIovd's outline of the grey zone is helpful as an introduction to Czech 

peoples' political shades, she generalizes to a point of discornfort. The more one studies 

Czechs' motivations and behavior during the regime, the more one realizes that there were 

many more political shades (and shapes and sizes) than Siklova accounts for. Individuals 

had varying relationshi ps wi th and views about the regirne, and the vast majori ty worked in 

official structures. The only way of escaping the predicament of working for the regime 

2ûû J W  Siklov~. The "Grey Zonen and the Future of Dissent in Czechoslovakia: in Goodbye Sarnizhi: 
20 Yems of Czechoslovak Underground Wiring . Marketa Goetz-S tankiewicz, ed. Evans ton: Northwes tern 
University Ras. 1992. p.183. 
Zo1 ibid. p.188. 
202 Jaroslav Veis. 'King Kiaus.' in Ea« European Reponer. SeptembedOctober 1992. p. 12. Veis was, 
at the time this artide was written, the vice-president of the Czech PEN Club. 



was to have oneself declared an invalid (but one would still receive welfare from the state, 

thus perpetuating the system), or to have an outside source of incorne (as, for instance, did 

Ivan Klfma and Vklav Havel, who were receiving royalties from publishers in other 

countries for their books). Siklova's defini tion blurs the fact that almost everyone was a 

dissident to some extent (the vast rnajority of the population was opposed to the communist 

regime after 1%8). The one big thing that differentiated these people was that some were 

outspoken about their opposition to the regirne while others were publicly silent about their 

thoughts.2m Thus, the term grey zone might be applied to any individual, organization or 

publication which in some way or another linked official culture with unofficial culture. In 

other words, a combination of dissidence and state-supported work defines this category. 

The tem grey zone has often been used in connection wi th certain music magazines 

which were on the brink of officialdom, specifically 43/10/88, Informace, Po@, Za 2 

Piva, Jazz Bulletin, Kruh, Olernské Informace SMH, JonriS, Rock 88, Rocknoviny , 

Spira7a 86, Rockfest , ProJiy Rock- Festu, and Vlas'skj Spali~ek.2M The contents of these 

magazines included covenge of officiai bands and events as well as unofficial activities or 

the activities of unofficial musicians. Jazz Bulletin was published by the Jazz Section 

(Jazzova' Sekce), an organization most often tdked about with reference to its 'grey zone' 

position. It began as an official organization in 1971, when a group of jazz enthusiasts 

received permission to forrn a special interest section within the Czechoslovak Musicians' 

Union. As Ramet explains, the Jazz Section was dlowed a total membership not exceeding 

3000 people.205 The Section published a bulletin, held jam sessions, and sponsored 

annual jazz festivals in Ehgue. 1 t organized trips to jazz festivals and concerts in East 

203 For a more deiailed discussion of this issue see 1) Havel. The h t o m y  of Reticaice: and 2) Havel. 
'The Power of the Pawerless.' 
2* This List was made available by Milo3 Muller at Libri Prohibiti in m e .  
205 Ramet. Sociai Currenfs in Eastern Europe. p. 128- 129. 



Germany. Poland and Hungary, and launched the Jazzpetit book series which included 

essays on Czech art, John Lennon, living theatre, an anthology of rock poetry, a history of 

rock music in Czechoslovakia, and a two-volume dictionary of Amencan rock musicians. 

Al though on1 y 3000 copies of each issue of the Jazz Bulletin were published, these copies 

were widely circulated and reached at least 100,000 readers. Skvorecw has often been 

quoted as saying that it was not unusuai for one tide to be read by the entire student body of 

a high school. 

In 1980, the annual "Prague Jazz Daysn were b m e d  by the authori ties , for fear of 

a big public disturbance. 15,000 people had already bought tickets for this event, which 

had to be refunded once they arrived for the scheduled events. The Jazz Section, under the 

leadership of b e l  Srp, mobilized its many members to speak out against this breach of 

rights, and in doing so, tumed the organization into a dissident organization in the eyes of 

the authonties. "The authorities initially pressured the Czech Musician's Union to dissolve 

its Jazz Section, and when these efforts proved unavailing, the authori ties simpl y dissolved 

the entire union in the fa11 of 1984."" One of the explanations for this rnove was that the 

membership had exceeded the 3000 number limit, to total over 7000 people. 

Instead of disbanding as ordered, Karel Srp and Vladimir Kou61 (chair and deputy 

chair of the Jazz Section) appealed the decree in the courts. Although they sent 130 letters 

to the Liquidation Cornmittee, they received no answer. When, at their trial, they asked 

why no reply had ever been sent, the answer was that the authorities could not answer a 

letter 'from an organization that did not exist."207 In September 1986, five leaders from 

206 ibid. p.128. 
20' ibid. p.129. It is clear that if the establishment did not givc somerhing an official title. it was 
considenxi kt to exist. in a Ore marner, if the authorities did not iike the of a historical situation, 
they simply re-wrote that history to suit themselves. A culture of lies developed, based on re-written 
versions of events which had nothing in cornmon with the actual situations. This is important to note to 
understand why so many ci tizens valued the idea of 'truth' in Czech pst-totalirarian society . Truth was not 
something to take for granted; in fact in a society that was built on lies, truth appeared to be a precious 



the Jazz Section were mested and thrown in jail. Their lawyer's car was vandalized by 

'unhown hooligans'. Al1 five were ultimately convicted for 'unauthorized business 

activities .'*O8 

The Jazz Section, while it was still in existence, hosted book/recording 'fairs' at its 

headquarters . Every Wednesday , both unofficial and official books and recordi ngs were 

available to be bought or traded. Though the samizdat and magnizdat was illegal, Jazz 

Section employees cast a blind eye on this fact (this is discussed at greater length in the 

following chapter.) One of the musicians involved in the actions of the Jazz Section was 

Mikola Chadima. There were various rock musicians such as Chadima, who did not 

identify themselves as underground musicians, even though they were denied official 

licences to play, and had to create another forum within which to express themselves. I n  

the pst,  and possibly as a result of the requaiifidon exams, there has been a somewhat 

nebulous dichotomy made between the official and the underground, which neglects to 

provide space for those musicians who did not identify thernselves with either realms. 

Chadima has applied the term 'altemativel(hence his book Allernufita) to this group of rock 

musicians (not to be confused with Jirous' 'alternative culture', although the two terms 

obviously overlap). Chadima applied this k m  to those rock musicians, as  explaineci in the 

previous chapter, who would have opted to play legally if they could do so without 

compromising their art, as opposed to those musicians -- underground musicians -- who 

chose to have 'no contact wi th the establishrnent'.'~ 

~~~~~ 

commodity. Most Czech individuals had been so used to living their iives with twisted ideas of truth that 
they found it exceedingly mcult after the revolution to function on a level where one calls "a spade a 
spade" . 
208 Karel Srp published a 300 page book about his  career in the Jazz Section. entitied V ' e E n é  Stavy. 
Prague: Pragma. 1994. lncluded are 100 pages of photographs. After the revolution, Karel Srp was granted 
a position in the Ministry of Culture. 
209 Chadima. Introduction. 



Again, while Chadima could be viewed as working in the grey zone, his grey zone 

is somewhat different from Siklova grey zone. He did not play music officially at any point 

(until the late 1980s, at a time that many musicians were accepted into officiai structures as 

a result of the slow collapse of the regime), and his oniy work with music inside 'officiai' 

structures was with the Jazz Section. While he worked as a laborer within the official 

structure (so too did almost al1 the 'underground' musicians), he created his music 

independently. He aiso recurded and distributed music independently. Thus, absolutely 

nothing differentiated him from the 'underground' musicians except for his attitude towards 

the establishment -- he was willing to be s musician in the official structure if the regime 

pemitted him io play his music without forcing h m  to compromise his artistic voice. 

Civil Societv: 

Many political theorists have begun to apply models of what is often cûlled 'civil 

society', to explain how meaningful political change may have taken place in the East 

Bloc.21° Much like the term 'underground' among the Czechs, there is no one way of 

interpreting the terni 'civil society'. In Towardr Dernocrutic Comoiidation, Larry Diarnond 

gives a gened  definition of the tenn, dong with explainhg that pluraiism is an essential 

part of civil society. 

Civil society is conceived ... as the r e a h  of organized social 
life that LF voluntury, self-generating, (largely) self- 
supporting, autonomousJ?om rhe state. and bound by a kgal 
ordzr or set of shared rules. It is distinct from 'society' in 
general in that it involves citizens acting collectively in a 
public sphere to express their interests, passions, and ideas, 
exchange information, achieve mutual goals, make demands 
on the state, and hold state officids accountable ... When the 

Zia My information on civil soQety has in large part beeo sbaped through u>nversations with and the 
patient guidance of Barbara Fa&, a doctorai student at York University who is writing a dissertation on civil 
saciety in Central Europe during the communist regirne. 



state itself is lawless and contemptuous of individual and 
group autonomy, civil society may still exist (albeit in a 
tentative or battered fom) if its constituent elements operate 
by some set of shared rules (which, for example, eschew 
violence and respect plurdisrn)?l l 

Civil society as a mode1 is quite often applied in development studies to explain 

methods of change in counûies undergoing democratic transition. In Postcommuniîm and 

rh Problem of Trust, Richard Rose applies the idea of civil society to East Bloc countries. 

In communist Czechoslovakia, alrnost everyone held negative views of the regime in the 

19'70s and 1980s and very few ever dard  to express them publicly. As Rose writes, 

"individuals confined their thoughts to their own pnvate circles of relatives and close 

friends. In this way, face-to-face pnmary groups bwme a substitute for civil society 

rather than an integral part of it."212 Since regime-sanctioned approval of independent 

public activity was obviously not an option in pst-totali tarian cornmunist rule, those 

individuals who did not accept the regirne's domination of public association and 

participation ei ther withdrew into the private li fe of the family or developed al temative, 

underground networks of associations and participation. In practice these two often 

overlapped. Various parts of the population increasingly developed their own agendas for 

reform in the 1970s and 1980s. These individuals were forced to accept the systemic 

boundaries of communist nile and the regirne's control over 'high politics' while carving 

out as much autonomy as possible in an independent sphere of public activi ty. The outlines 

of a civil society could thus develop, even within the context of an oppressive state, 

creating the paradox of one-party rule in the context of increasingly independent and 

politicized social action.213 

2i l Lany Diarnond. Toward Democratic Consolidation: Journuf of Democrucy . Jul y 1994. Vol 5. No3. 
~ ~ 5 - 6 .  
212 Richard Rose. %stcommunism and the Problern of Trust,' lourd  of Democrary. July 1994. V o l 5  
 NO^. p. 22. 
?13 ?Veigle and Buttdeld. p.4. 



Marcia A. Weigle and Jim Buttefield argue ihat there are four stages in the ongoing 

development of civil society: defensive, emergent, mobilizationd, and instit~tional?'~ In 

Czechoslovakia, as in other East Bloc countries, the foundation of a civil society developed 

through independent activity outside of the formal charnels of the political and social 

structure. This defense of autonomy, as Weigle and Butterfield put it, movement toward 

self-interests, and sel f-organization, whether perpetuated actively by dissenters or passive1 y 

by individuals who simply wanted a better life within the system, constitute the "defensive" 

stage of civil social development in the former East BIoc.215 In the mid 1980s, 

Gorbachev's encouragement of the "creative activity of masses" as well as the Soviet 

Union's new restraint in its support of the Central European communist regimes 

undermined the authority of Kadu's paternalist regime in Hungary and Husak's repressive 

stntegies in Czechoslovakia, giving new impetus to independent social actors. As society 

increasingly responded to the challenge, independent actors became more visible and more 

vigorous in their activities, and cornmunist parties were forced to concede increased 

participation. In Ccechoslovakia however, they still sabotaged independent activity through 

the arrests of the most visible activists. These actions in the mid to late 1980s cm be seen 

as the "emergent" stage of civil society. Splits in the Czechoslovak Communist Party 

developed over disagreements conceming the most effective strategy,; coercion or 

increased liberalization. The split in the ruling party proved to the advantage of the 

opposition, which pressured the regime through mass demons trations to i ncrease the Pace 

of refonns. This "mobilizationn eventuall y facili tated the regi me's demise.216 Al though the 

214 ibid. p.1. 
Il5 ibid. p. 9. 
Il6 ibid. p.12. 



"institutiondization" stage has not yet been reached, it is in the process of being created, 

primarily with the help of the main actors who were the building blocks of civil s o ~ i e t y ? ~  

When the communist regime fell apart, civil society was virtually ignored in 

explanations of the crumbling of the regime.218 Instead, most people furthered some 

version of the 'America won the Cold War' view or the 'Gorbachev dismantled the East 

Bloc' perspective. Others speculated that economic bankruptcy brought the regirne to a halt. 

Civil society has a tremendous arnount of explanatory potentid however. In fact, i t  can be 

viewed as absolutely critical to the way that countries have generated their political change 

as well as the way they formulate their new democracies. As a model, the civil society 

theory empowers independent activities, explaining concretely how they h d  a part in the 

changes ivhich took place in the East Bloc. Meaningful change did occur, despite the fact 

that, between 196û and 1989, politid theorists believed that internd change was mled out 

by the W m a w  Pact intervention. 

Czech independent - underground - musicians, and music organizations lowted in 

the grey zone, can be held up as rudimentary evidence of civil society. They were pluralist 

in their thinking, which c m  be seen from the various ways they chose to define their 

musical identities. However, whether they intended to or not, they contributed to the 

slowly growing group who perceived their activities as outside official structures, whether 

the activity was expressly oppositional or not. The aforementioned poli tical theorists argue 

that this growing independent activity, this fledgling civil society, was partially responsible 

for the breakdown of the Czechoslovak pst-totaiitarian regime. Thus, the rock musicians 

who were fighting simply for the right to play their music were also, sometimes 

217 ibid. p.19. 
?18 Gordon Skilling. however. wrote about a v i l  society in his book Samizdat ond rn ln&pendent Sociery 
in Cenfral and Earrerrz Europe but this book was not given a substantial review at the time of its 1989 
publication. 



inadveriently, fighting for democncy by actively participating in a civil society. Timothy 

Ryback has written with some insight about this in his book about rock music in the East 

Bloc: "In a very rd sense, the triumph of rock and roll in Eastern Europe and the Soviet 

Union has been the realization of a democratic process."219 

Yet it is probable that. had it not been for Jirous acting as  organizer of many 

independent music events, the cultural underground would have consisied of small pockets 

of activity across the country, independent activities which would have had much less 

comection to each other. In such a situation -- an even smaller closed system -- even less 

musical experirnentation would have taken place. In addition, on a political level, i t  is 

possible that underground rock musicians would have had a much smaller, and thus 

weaker movement and perhaps not have played such a visible part in the panllel polis. 

p p p p p p p p p -  
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CHAPTER 4 

Samizdat Music Magazines 
and Global Distribution of 
Czechoslovak Magnizdat 

The music was important, in my opinion, not because of the music itsev, 
but the ilLegaL albums that were distributed throughout Czechoslovakia 

showed people thut it war possible to demonstrate revulsion. 
Even under the conditions of n communist dic*rtorship, 

it is possible to do something. -- Petr Cibulku -- 

My moitu is: 
Lend, Copy, Distribute! -- Petr Cibulka -- 

I thought that when the spoken or the written word 
wouldntt touch them, 

m y b e  theg would be touched by music. -- Petr Cibulka -- 

Z worked in it alone. Petr worked in it alone. 
I know when a band was involved 

they distributed their o w n  recordin p. 
I t  wasn't some big thing. -- Mikolas' Chadirna -- 



Jntroduction 

The first part of this chapter familiarizes readers with ways in which magnizdat was 

created and circulated, both inside and outside Czechoslovakia, under the communist 

regime, and with those people who at this point in time are known to have been 

instrumental in this oppositionalist work. 1 found that although there were notable 

independent initiatives for circulating unofficial music in a country whose citizens were 

renowned for their complicity with the regime, the initiatives were largely b s e d  on the 

efforts of o handful of people. As 1 studied the distnbution systems, it became increasingly 

cl= that the momentum of these initiatives resulted frorn the efforts of individuals who 

were involved in sevenl  independent ventures. More specifically, Petr Cibulka and 

Mikola Chadima were responsible for a great portion of large-scale magnizdat distnbution 

within Czechoslovakia. These rare independent initiatives are thus that much more 

remarkable and admirable, as they sometimes boiled down to individuals single-handedly 

working at great risk to create a freer, more open society. 

This chapter also surveys the samizdat magazines, reviews and joumals that were 

relevant in one way or  another to the Czech unofficid/semi-official rock music scene. The 

list of these publications is intended as a review of the literature published in this medium, 

as to date, no such comprehensive listing exists. 1 include a list of samizdat magazines in 

appendix 1 bat, however periphenlly, touch on  this area of Czech culture; they were either 

unofficial, and therefore illegal, or belonged to the nebulous area known as the 'grey zone'. 

In this chapter, 1 will outline how information about music was circulated by means of 

these publications, and discuss issues which seemed important to the (often anonymous or 

pseudonymous) authors and editors. 

These initiatives did not necessarily work smoothly, and did not always have the 

support of the general population. In fact the people involved in these independent 



initiatives were o fkn  at odds with each other about the direction and ethics of oppositional 

work. In some cases, the ethical choices made by certain oppositional activists are 

questionable. When 1 began my study, 1 assumed that the people working in independent 

initiatives were generally believers in democratic principles. They took many risks in doing 

independent work, 1 rûasoned, because they did not trust the ruling eli te, the establishment. 

But it became increasingly clear that democratic principles were not always exercised in 

independent activities. As my research in this area progresseci, 1 began to wonder if the idea 

of democratic process in these independent stnictures was simply an illusory one, and 

whcther there were simply miniature hierarchies set up independent of the overarching 

'communist' hierarchy . My questions about this issue are manifest throughout the text. 

Connecteci to this issue is the outlook of these political activists with regards to their 

own work. Since 1 am interested in why some people put themselves a t  risk through 

political action while others did not, the narratives 1 have constmcted to some degree 

inciude the ideas of these activists on their I d  situation, their criticisms of the distribution 

of money for opposi tional work, as well as their views on the responsibilities of Czech 

citizens. 

According to a lecture given by Ivan IUima> there was effective1 y no organized 

underground movement during the 1950s, and no rnagnizdat o r  samizdat materiaIs were 

circulated. This account is not surprising because while post-invasion policy generally 

punished dissent with socioeconornic hardships, the repression of the 1950s relied much 

more heavil y on old-fashioned i mprisonment. Wi th the newl y-found freedoms of Prague 

220 This lecture was given in rhe summer of 1995 at Charles University in m e .  Ivan Klha  is a weU- 
known Czecti 'dissident' writer whose books include J d g e  on Trial and Love and Garbage. He was 
involved with the underground culture, s p d ~ c a l l y  with samizdat materials. His lecture, part of a series 
heId by the International Writers' Conference, focussed on samizdat activities under the communist regime, 
and the challenges wnters face today in bis country. He was one of the few Czecb wri ters abte to make a 
Living off royalties from bis books published in the West. although for many years îhe goveniment 
confïscated bis eamings. Today he continues to write and works for the Ministry of Culture in Prague. 



Spring taken away with the 1%8 Russian invasion, great unrest was prevalent throughout 

the Czechoslovak population; independent activity began spontaneously as different parts 

of society began acting in self-defense. It  is at this point in histoxy that my exploration of 

unofficial music dis tri bution networks begins.*l 

Distribution of Unofficial Music Inside Czechostovakia 

Acquiring Unoflcial and Foreign Music -- Accordi ng to Zdefie k BartoSe k, 

(1) the blackmarket was a good place for acquiring both local and foreign unofficial 

m ü s i c .  In the absence of a rationalized distribution network, the blackmarket played a 

cornpensatory function in socidist econornics. It twk  on severai fonns, one k ing  an actual 

market, which usually took place every Sunday in Prague?= It moved to ten different 

locations over a period of ten years, dthough at one point i t remained in the same place for 

a four-year period. The secret police always knew about it of course, but did not always 

choose to act against it. Whenever the market was shut down, however, i t  changed 

locations, and people who frequented it received an anonymous phone cal1 stating the new 

location. Prices of recordings here were considered affordable, and many albums could be 

bought and traded. The blackmarket, however, was not without its dangers. People did 

sometimes get mested for k i n g  at the market (BartoSek was included in this group), so 

there was delinitely risk involved in k i n g  there. 

22l Two very ioteresbg books - one fully autobiopphical and Ibe other fictionai from a historicai 
perspective - which deal with this eariy communist time period (up to 1968) are : 1) Josef Skvorecaj. 
The Engineer of H u m  Souk. Paul Wilson, tram. London: Vintage. 1994; and 2) Rosemary Kavan. 
Freedam at a Price: An Englishwoman's Life in Czechoslovakio. Lnndon: Verso. 1985. 
222 BartoSek. conversation with author. Bartokk, a Cbaner 77 sigmtory, is a jas musician witb an avid 
interest in Keith Jarrett's music. Under cornmunism. he active1 y sought out foreign music recordings. 
223 The terni 'blaclmarket' could also be applied to any ocha illegai trading activity. 



(2) The Jazz Section Wednesdays -- While the Jazz Section224 was still 

operating, it ran a music distribution center, where every Wednesday custumers could buy 

samizdat and magnizdat. Even though they were illegal, these ossette tapes were put on 

display, while Jazz Section employees cast a blind eye. "Of coune i t  wasn't allowed, but 

everyone pretended to not see what was going on. It was simply coexisting side by side 

with Section publications. People would bring their own samizdat in if they had it. There 

was always a pile of people."z= The police knew about the center, and eventually closed it 

down, dong with the whole Jazz Section organization. As Chadima says, "eventually they 

jus; jailed everyone, so this distribution ended.n226 While it was still working, the Jazz 

Section was the most centralized source of magnizdat distribution in Prague. After it was 

closed in the mid 1980s, much of this network rnoved to (3) concerts. Further exchanges 

were also made through the postal service. 

Many recordings, videos and books on Western music could be found at the (4) 

American Embassy in Prague, if one was willing to risk going there as merely 

entering the building could be constituted as anti-state activity. S t B m  agents were located 

ai the gates of the embassy, photographing each person who entered; these photographs 

would then serve as proof of anti-state activity and the visitor could lose hislher job or 

suffer similar consequences. Some brave people familiarized themselves with much of the 

jazz and rock that was popular in the Western worid at rhat time (paying for this dearly, of 

course), and h d  the oppomini ty to explore some of the many in teresting exhi bits at the 

embarsy (e.g ., Hany Partch's instruments'=). 

?24 Piease =fer to chapter 3 for a disaission of the Jazz Scctioo. 
225 Chadima. interview with author. 
226 ibid. 
227 StB (Stiimi BnpeEwst) was the C d  secret police. 
228 Harry Partch is considered to be the faiha of microtonalism in îhe USA. He built many insûumeots 
in order to accommodate his own tuning systems. 



if one was lucky enough to have friends in the West, one could have (5) albums 

sent through the mail. This was usually not a problem, although occasionally these 

albums were exarnined at the p s t  office or at customs and were confiscated. Since the 

charge of 'illegal business activity' "hung over the heads" of Czech citizens, people had to 

be very careful in the way they exchanged remrdings, needing to ensure that their exchange 

could not be construed as a business activity. Chadima states: "People would wnte to me 

to record them this and that. And that was played according to the laws at the time, so it 

would be very difficult to prove. If someone writes to you requesting your recording, why 

wouldn't you make them a copy? It was very difficult to prove illegal business activity in 

this way."229 

I f  one received permission to (6) travel to the West, then one might bring back 

recordings. One cornmon practice was to rip the label off the recording or blacken it with 

marker, so that in case of a search one could mask the fact that one had acquired imperialist 

Western music or 'anti-state' music by exiled Czechs. Sometimes fake record jackets were 

printed, advertising torally different contents. Karel Kryl, a now deceased famous Czech 

oppositionalist singer-songwriter who was exiled to Germany , recalled how people would 

travel to Germany and buy records from him? Even though he recorded under various 

names, he would always wam custorners to np off the record labels before travelling back 

to Czechoslovakia. Careful Czechs heeded the warning and others (who were perhaps 

looking to boast to their friends of their new possession, according to Kryl) did not. A few 

of the latter found themselves in jail as a result. 

In  order to mask its repressiveness, and to convey a sense of openness, the 

govemment founded (7) a couple of record clubs. through which certain Western 

229 Chadima, inimim with author. 
î30 Karel Kryk Filrnovi Porîréi. Czech Television. 1990. This documentary film about Kryl captured 
some of the thoughts of this famous singerhonpriter before bis deaih in the &y 1990s. 



records could be ordered. The Gramofono@ Klub and the HiFi Klub both distributed 

recordings by musicians li ke Oscar Peterson, Dave Bmbeck, Miles Davis and Kei th Jarrett, 

and these were made available in limi ted numbers. The former was a state-run organization, 

releasing western artists on Czech labels, whereas the latter was mn via the amy. The 

legitimation of 'serious' jau. -- which had been the regime's enemy before rock music 

became wide-spread -- may have been mother calculated move on the part of the regime to 

show that it was in lavor of 'good' or 'serious' music; its restrictions on rock music were 

simply restrictions on %ad' music. 

Organized magnizdat distribution networks -- The s tory of magnizdat 

distribution in Czechoslovakia is in large part the story of Pea Cibulka - he was probably 

the most familiar name to people who sought magnizdat and was also visibly active in 

vanous other Czech independent structures. As Chadima states: "everyone interested in 

underground music here (1 mean underground in that it wasn't official) would get to 

Cibulka. Everyone knew about hm, some people hated him because they thought he was 

profiting from it, but everyone knew that Cibutka was doing it. He wris the most well- 

k.nown."~l Cibulka worked dmost single-handedly making copies of recordings for his 

magnizdat distnbution network: "The music on cassette was mainly done by me and my 

mother. 1 prepared things technically and she prepared them administratively. That is such 

an effective m m e r  of working that with it, the whole republic was covered. 1 had about 5 

recording machines, and at thût time, that was basically a factory. 1 could do tens and 

hundreds of pieces, even though there wasn't a market here that could absorb hundreds of 

pieces."n* 

Chadima. intpvicw with suthor. 
232 Cibulka. interview wiîh author. 



In his interview with Milo3 Muller, Cibulka said that he began circulating 

recordings at the beginning of the 1970s. as a protest against Hu&'s normaiization, which 

he felt Iimited his opportunities to create contacts with the outer wor1d.m He began by 

distributing Westem music, particularly what he calls 'underground' music,=" music 

which he thought might help intemally change the Czech situation. He believed that by 

making music other than that promoted by the establishment available, he could help break 

down a 'cultural monolith': 

I tried to use the experiences of the Amencan underground in 
creating an al temative scene, al ternative communities, to 
support sornething similar in Czechoslovakia. 1 thought that 
eventually islands of positive deviation could be formed 
from the circles of Czech fans of Western culture, which 
could serve as a grassroots cultural movernent for greater 
democracy and freedom. Basically. 1 was trying to break 
down the cornmunist dictatorship from inside.a5 

Cibulka used to frequent discotheques in 1969, lW0, and 1971, where he was 

introduced to a great amount of Western music. There, he met people wi th similar interests 

and he acquired a lot of information about the music he liked. In the mid 1970~~ he asked 

his father (who was exiled in Austna) to send him a subscription to a German music 

magazine, where he found more infornation. In order to build up more contacts, Cibulka 

requested his father to place advertisement for him in Western newspapers, as he was 

seeking people with whom he could trade recordings. He started exchanging LPs from 

Czechoslovakia with music fans in West Gennûny, who were eager to find out what was 

happening in the East, behind the Iron Curtain. He thus built up a network of people who 

233 Muller. p . a .  
234 Cibulka said chis was music that be heard in dismtheques uotil 19'71, after which point many of them 
were shut down by the establishment. In Czechoslovakia, Frank Zappa, Captain Beefheart. the Velvet 
Underground and the Fugs are most frequently referred to as Amencan underground han& of tbat time 
period. 
235 Cibulka, intmiew with author. 



would circulate recordings. Though some of the albums were 'lost in the mail', the 

majority arrived safely, and in this way, he managed to receive a large number of 

interesting Amencan, British, Geman and French recordings. When 1 asked Cibulka if he 

sold these foreign albums in Czechoslovakia, he said that he dubbed those recordings he 

considered to be the most interesting and of the highest quality, and then distributed the 

cassettes across the country. He also used to seIl and tiade some of the LPs which were of 

lesser interest to him: "The meaning of this [activity] was to get the most Western rock 

music, underground music, or what was considered underground, to as many people as 

possible in this republic. This work was less nsky than distributing literature strongly 

opposed to the occupation. One would immediately go to prison for that, while this, after a 

certain time, was tolented by communists."?J6 

One of the greatest problems Ci bulka faced with this smail international distribution 

network was that almost al1 rock music was forbidden in Czechoslovakia, and from 1971 

to 1977, very few Czechoslovak rock LPs were released. However, Hungarian rock was 

available at the Hungarian House of Culture, as was Polish rock at the Polish Cultural 

Center, both of which were located in h g u e :  "1 used to send out more Polish and 

Hungarian rock than Czech rock to Germany, but later, in 1977 and 1978, more 

Czechoslovak rock groups started to appear, so I trkd to collect them ail, and send them 

out of the c0untry."23~ The recordings he sent out were mostly official recordings, as 

unofficial groups had no access to recording technology other than that which they built 

themselves. Consequentl y, the quali ty of unofficial recordings was not very high. 

It was only in the mid 1970s that Cibulka was introduced to a DG 307 recording 

and learned that a "culturai underground" existed in his own country. Ironically, i t  was 

236 ibid. 
237 ibid. 



through an article in an official paper, Madi Svët, that he discovered the names of people 

involved in this cultural movernent, and so he headed from his hometown Brno to Pngue 

to become involved. There he promptly started recording albums and began working for 

the Jazz Section, onying on his former independent work of recording and distnbuting 

tapes of unofficial music groups. He continued to record and distnbute music from 1977 

on, wi th the exception of time spent in jail . Since he also worked a regular 8 hourlday job, 

he could devote himself to distribution oniy in his spare time. 

Cibulka began serving his first political jail sentence on Apnl 15, 1978. He had 

been found guilty of the following: The organization of private concerts of banned folk 

singers in his apartrnent, namely Jaroslav Hutka, Vlastimil TieSiiik and Zbyngk Benj7Sek; 

the recording and distribution of cassette tapes of the Plastic People, DG 307, and other 

groups who had participated in the Third Festival of the Second Culture (which took place 

at V&clav Havel's fann in HfideEek238) and; the distribution of Charter 77 materials. 

Cibulka had never been secretive of his activities because he assumed that since (at that 

tirne) neither the Charter signatories239 nor the aforementioned musicians had been arrested 

by the police, then he should be quite safe. He had even implicated his mother in his 

activities. never thinking he was rnaking her suspicious in front of the police. He 

considered his work to be on the margins of the primary activity,m even though later he 

would maintain that people who did this kind of technical work -- distribution of 

magazines, music and literature - received the harshest prison sentences .Ni 

z8 See chapter 3 for a fuii listing of underground music festivals. 
239 individuals who had signed the Charter ïî declaration. This was a declaration asking the Hus& 
govemment to abide by the human rights laws outlined at the Helsinki Accord. Czechoslovakia bad agreed 
to abide by the laws, but failed to see this cornmitment through on a practical Ievel. There were only 1300 
signatories in total (in a population of 15 million). ûnly 300 individuais participated in the fmt round of 
signatures. 
24û Muiier. By vrimary activity', 1 mean the wnting of tenu and musical composition and performance. 
241 ibid. 



According to Cibulka, during the most oppressive years of the normalization 

period, people who chose to become involved in such work could count on a five-year jail 

term if they got ought. This was not an easy fear to overcome, knowing that as a poli tical 

pnsoner, one could be sent to the worst prisons in the country and rnight spend tirne under 

unimaginable conditions arnong the most hardened cnminals. There are quite temfying 

accounts of these prison stays, and it is Iittle wonder that people feared the repercussions of 

involvement -- this partially accounts for the low number of visible dissidents in this 

coun try.242 

As Cibulka puts it, at the outset he was not distributing recordings under the name 

of a Company. Since he did not have the requisite licence to legally opente a business, he 

distributed the recordings illegally. I t  was therefore necessary to operate the distribution 

network anonymously. As the regime started relaxing in the 1980s. Cibulka began 

distributing music under the name S J.C.V. -- Samizdat Tapes, Cassettes, Videos. Later 

on, he also met saxophonist Mikola Chadima through the Jazz  Section, and together they 

decided to distribute materials in a systernatic, comprehensive manner, through a joint 

project with the Jazz  Section. However, the Jazz Section wuld not participate in the end. 

because it was under attack by the establishment at that time, so Cibulka and Chadima 

opted to put together a basic list of M titles from the 'alternative' scene. Chadima decided 

that al1 the recordings should be released in a similar manner as in the West - with a cover, 

242 Read. for example. Jin Wolf and Siuart Rawlings. Good Soldier Wofj? One Man's Struggle for 
Freebrn in Czechoslavakia. New York: University Press of America. 1994. For unexplained reasons , 
very few dissidents have talked or written in detail about the horrors of their prison stays and the 
psycholo$cal and physicd torture they were put through by the StB. This does not mean that these rhings 
were not a part of the reality of the times. It is merely tbat some people do not have physical s i p  of 
mutilation or they do not show them in the fortbright manner in which Wolf shows his ùandicapped hands 
(which were trampleci on repeatedly duhg interrogation sessions and have become pennanentiy deformed as 
a result of such torture). My speculation is that these sorts of issues are ones which are not being dealt 
with by the population as a whole. Torture was a part of the system, yet it is mar~naiized or more often 
completely iguored in dissident narratives. 



liner notes, the name of the distributors, etc. This led to the founding of the First Records 

publishing company - the f int  independent record company. 

So, while Cibulka claims to be the f i a t  person in the country to systematicdly and 

anonymously distribute unofficial cassettes, Chadima was the first to issue these materiais 

under a label. Cibulka's philosophy differed from Chadima's in that the latter released only 

the 'best quality' musicp3 while the former fel t i t was his duty to make public almost 

e v e w n g  unofficial. He had only two basic conditions for his choice of music: "1 tiy to 

propagate things which are suppressed by the communists, and secondly, they need to be 

good. Sometimes this creates a conflict. For example, in the underground, which is 

stnctly persecuted by the communists, the second [musical] condition is not met: 

quali ty."zM Ironically, Ci bulka's beginnings wi th magnizdat distribution started wi th 

Jirous' underground. According to Chadima, Ci bu1 ka had hel ped the Plastic People release 

a compilation tape of underground music. This band was the first to independently 

distnbute greater quantities (tens to hundreds of pieces) of its own tapes, at a time when 

musicians were still using reel-to-reel tapedech. 1 ndeed, the underground continued to 

distribute its own recordings independently until the end of the regime, even having some 

corne out in LP form in the West. 

First it [distribution] started when they jailed the Plastic 
People in 1976. They put together N o  tape decks and taped 
music ont0 9 cmlsec. tapes. It was a four track tape so lots 
of music fit. There was quite a selection - the Plastic 
People, DG307, Sanhednn, Urnela Hmota I and II, and ihen 
folk music, Svatopluk Kmlsek, &die Soukup. It was like 
an underground compilation. That was the first that was 

243 1t is wt clear how Chadima & f i  'good music'. 
244 "SoaZim se propagovat &ci. k r t  jsou kornunisty potlaEov&ny. a za druhk aby to bylo dobG. ObEas 
v tom v& rozpor. NapWad u soudobého, kornunisty velmi ose perzekuovaného undergroudu, coZ je 
ta zakladoi podminka, aby m5 to z a a o  zajimat, tam neni spln6m daisi podminka: kvalita." MuZakovai. 
Unmarked page. TJnderground' in this context refers to a p u p  of approx. 1 0  musicians associate. wirh 
Ivan Jirous. Cibuika does not however elabonte on the criteria he uses to define 'quality'. 



made ... Cibulka and someone else went to jail for that at 
that time.245 

By 1989, CibuIlcars list of magnizdat included nearly 550 titles. (An excerpt of this list is 

included in appendix 3) H i s  archive includes the music of singer-songwriters (e.g., Hu&& 

Merta, Tf&Mk), American avant-garde musicians (e.g., John Cage), expenmental j a u  

groups such as Jabl kofi, expenmental music using 'ethnic' instruments (e.g., Vlastimil 

Marek), Czech reggae bands (e.g., Babalet), and electmccoustic music. 

Al though Ci bu1 ka received the majority of his recordings from other people, he also 

recorded many himself. In the first part of the 1980s he worked with a partner, Petr 

Werner.= Werner became a 'professional' when he began doing this type of work for the 

regirne and left independent activity. Until he found Chadima, Cibulka distributed materials 

on his own. As he said at that time: "In Brno, people are not willing to work in this area. 

They are willing to work in others, for example in amateur theatre, or in some group, or 

they paint, are interested in videos, collect LPs, but it is impossible to find people for 

confrontational, risky activities. Not even for literary samizdat, even though 1 consider it to 

be much more important than music sûmizdat."~7 

Ci bu1 ka's views on civic responsi bilities towards using samizdat and magnizdat are 

shaped in part by his knowledge of the nsks involved in creating these materials. I t  is for 

this reason that Cibulka became highly criticai of people who acquired samizdat or 

magnizdat, rad i t or listened to i t, and then placed it on a shel f never to be looked at agai n. 

245 Chadima. interview with author. 
246 1 was unable to fmd any background information on Werner. 

247 'V B r d  cotir nejsou lidk ochotni v této rovinZ pracovat. Isou ochotni pracovat v jinfch, napi. v 
amatérském divadle nebo n5jaké skupiné! nebo si maluji, zajimaji se O video, sbiraji pmofonové desky, ale 
pro Einnos ti, M jsou koafmntaihi. rizikovk, tam neni mohé sehnat nikoho. Ani na i i terhi  samizdat. 
Ten pfitom, pokud se  dobre vybere, p o v h j i  za mnohern dilleZité!j%i ne2 hudebni samizdat," M W o v i i .  
Unmarked page. m s  lack of involvement in independent structures and passivity penneated Czech 
society, and is in great contrast to the independent movement in Poland, for example.) 



After al1 the effort put into wnting a book, for example -- and the risks taken by the author, 

the typists, the distributors, the financial problems needed to be overcome to put out the 

piece - the least one could have done, in his opinion, was to further the piece so that it 

could mach as many people as possible: 

A writer works on a book for many months or  years, putting 
in the b a t  he has, sometimes risking or suffering years in 
jail; a series of  other people also take risks by copying or  
distributing, others by smuggling [the items] to the outside 
world, or the opposite [into Czechoslovakia], which is 
particularly dangerous (and I'm not even talking about the 
fact that ail exile publishers are constand y battling to survive 
financially and they still manage to transport literature, LPs 
and cassettes into Czechoslovakia for free). And then some 
small Czech intellectuai gets his hands on this book and with 
a clear conscience buries it in his library or under coal. 1 
emphasize that this is done with a clear conscience -- it 
doesn't even occur to them that their first responsi bili ty is to 
make that kind of book available to a broader public. I'm 
saying that if they do not introduce that book, magazine or 
recording to at  l e s t  10 or 20 other people, who of course 
should do the same, then al1 this effort, money, risk and 
agony is not appreciated enough.8 

In Brno, Cibulka's native city, he recorded music ont0 45 minute, 60 minute and 

90 minute cassettes, and was often helped with packaging by other people. When 

distribution was first beginning, liner notes and lists of pieces seldom accompanied the 

recordings. Genenll y people who received these recordings knew what they were about, 

because they were circulated among groups of fnends nther than among strangers. Details 

"Spisovatel rnéJice nebo mky na kniz pracuje, aby do ni ulo5l to nejlepgi, k b u  se v svém 5vot.ë 
propracoval a b s t o  potrp81, nZkdy i riskuje pfi rounno2ovaai a mzSiFovani, jini pfi propdovani do 
zatuaniW nebo naopak, coZ je zvlarSt nebezbeZnd (a to nemluvim O tom, 2e v S e c b  exilova vydavatelstvi 
neusae bojuji O frnanEni pieZiti, a pksto dopravuji fiteraniru, LP desky, kazety do &skoslovenska 
zdarma). Apak tuto knihu zisU mal9 intelektual a s klidn* svEdomim ji pomi ve své knihovnt 
nebo pod uhlim. Z d h u j i ,  Ze s klldn$n svëdomim - vilbec ho nempadne, fe jejich prvni p v h o s t i  je 
zpnstupnit tyto hodnoty CO nej3ir6hu okmhu tidi. TvrdM, Ze pokud se  s takovou kaihou, bop i sem 
n e b  nehdvkou nesezoami nejméne deset a2 dvaœt dalgich lidi, kteK by to mZli sruno~ejrné zase pienaet 
U ,  talc celé toide Wi,  fuianhi prastkdky, riziko a ut- neni dostatdhE zhodnoceno." ibid. 



of recordings would be published in samizdat journals such as Vokno. Interested fans 

would find these on their own, copy them out by hand and then put them together with the 

music. Later, w hen Chadirna introduced the idea of liner notes to Ci bu1 ka's cassette output, 

people volunteered their time as graphic artists, but they would also work in exchange for 

ossettes, covenng only the price of blank tapes. In Prague, Chadima generally bomwed 5 

or 6 tape decks from his friends and made 100 tapes, if there were enough blank tapes 

available at the time. Since tapes were considered fairly expensive, sornetimes only 50 

copies were made at the outset. Those wou!d constitute the first wave of cassettes, which, 

after being sold, would cover the cost of the next M cassettes. Mass production would 

genenlly end at this point, and then Chadima would tape individual copies, if someone 

wrote to him requesti ng a particular recordi ng. He says: 

The last three yeûrs [19£36-891 1 was continually sitting at the 
tape deck making copies. 1 t was very uneconornical, because 
the Jazz Section no longer existed to facilitate public 
distribution. We could only rnake, let's Say, 5 copies of 
each cassette, and 1 would sit here taping 20 orders of 
different cassettes. It was not possible to keep a supply of 
tapes, because there was no money. 1 t took up dl my time. 
At the end, 1 was really not enjoying it anymore! As soon as 
the system changed, 1 gave everything to Black Point, the 
whole catalogue, and I'm glad I dont have to do i t  
any more  .249 

Cibulka favored exchanging tapes over selling them. He encouraged people to go 

out and record concerts and for these he would exchange his own prepackaged tapes 

including liner notes. He even accepted samizdat for these tapes. He maintains that had it 

not ken  for a group of people who frequently recorded concerts and traded tapes wi th him, 

his idea of archiving and distributing tapes would no1 have becorne a reality. Although his 

collection is vast, many musical works were never recorded as a result of the fact that many 

249 Chdima. intmiew with author. P k k  Point is a pst-rrvolutioo -rd label loaced in Prague. 



artists simply didn't see (or care to see) their works as political, and consequently neglected 

to record their work. 

1 have the feeling that a whole group of wonderful works in 
the area of music, theatre, maybe even amateur films is 
irreversibly lost, for the specific reason that very seldom 
does an artist see hislher works as political, as he isn't able 
to evaluate it properly and put it in a context of uncensored 
Czech culture ... Either it is lost forever, as is the case of 
most recordings by Milan KniCUk's band Aktual, or  the 
groups DuSevni Hrob, Bat? Svitlo; a handful of Plastic 
People and DG307 concerts are not recordeci at al1 or  badly 
... It does not even occur to most perfonners that what they 
are doing might in retrospect be interesting ... When they 
d i z e  later that what they were doing was p s i b l y  the most 
interesting thing at that time and in years to corne, that which 
existed is usually irretrievab1e.m 

In his opinion, this work was one of the ways in which resistance could be built up 

against "the cornfortable slaveryn of the totalitarian state. Copying and distributing formed 

a cnicial part of the network of resistance, bewuse these activities were fundamental in 

providing alternative recordings and thus texts and different perspectives on the local 

situation. So, for oppositionaiist reasons, Ci bulka concentrateci his efforts in the area of the 

written word and music: "1 went out of my way to accommodate those who wanted to be 

active, but who were prevented from doing things because of a lack of te~hnology."'~l 

When Cibulka reproduced tapes, he typiwlly made 10 copies of each recording, although 

there were some more popular recordings of which he made over 100 copies. Pnces 

250 "Mdm vSak dojem. Ze Fada skvéljkh di51 z oblasti hudby. divadia. rnofo6 i amat6rskdho fiimu je 
nedvratne! ztracena pdvE pmto, Ze maloktee umlrlec vidi svoji produkci politicky, nedokaZe ji spravng 
ohodnotit a pofadit do kontextu necenauované Es. kultury..Bud je prosci? nedvratnt ztracena, to se q k d  
tfeba vEt3iny nahriivek skupiny AktuAi Milaoa KniZaka, nebo skupiny DuSemi Hrob, Bflé Svttio. fada 
konzertii Plastic People a DG 307 neni nehrand vifbec nebo Spatn5 ... Divadelniky vSak vEtSinou ani 
nenepadai. Ze to, m e laj i ,  m e  bit s odstupem nEkoIika let mjimavé..a kdyZ pak tfeba zjisti, Ze to bylo v 
ré doM a dal3ich to neJepSi, CO existovalo, uZ se vEtSinou neda nic dZlat. MuZakovii. Unmarked page. 
251 Cibuka. interview with author. 



ranged from 120 CZK to 180 CZKFz depending on the length of the tape, the packaging 

and the time pend. Even though he was accüsed by various people of profiting financially 

from his work (both by the establishment and others whose materials were used without 

their knowledge o r  permission), he d a i m s  never to have made any money doing this 

business: "1 can say that in a system like the one 1 work in, the whole thing actually Ioses 

money.*s3 He says he could have made money if out of the (at the time) 350 unofficial, 

'unrecommended' albums available at that time he had only distnbuted 10 or 20 aibums of 

bands in which there was greater public interest. The rest of the unofficial music scene did 

noi seem to be of great interest to the public. He estimates that in order to cover al1 of his 

cos& and have rnoney left over to prepare new items, it would have k e n  necessary to seIl 

10 to 15 copies of each album. Unfortunateiy, on1 y a small number of albums actually sold 

at quantities of 10-25 cassettes; in fact he believes only 20 percent of the products he 

distributed were sold in those quantities. "Pd say that, in the best cases, we'd make 100- 

150 pieces, in the worst cases, only 1 piece. These were played until the tape was 

physically liquidated. I'd say that at  least 20 people would listen to one tape. So probabiy 

tens of thousands of people made contact with these tapes over the yems."= 

The release of 250 albums dunng a period of 4 years would have been impossibie 

without financiai help from his father, who was exiled in Austria: "If 1 had not had this 

financial support from my father and if I hadn't liquidated with my mother's knowledge 

our family's assets, it wouldn't have been possible to organize this activity and continue in 

252 The average moothiy salary at chat tirne was appmx. 2500 crowns; 35 crowns = 1 USD. 
253 "Ja muhi Kct. h v systému, jakjh jd praeuju. ta deZjtost je vlastni5 prodClePoii." MuZakovi. 
Unmarked page. To put Cibulka's expenses in perspeciive: one tape costs 120 crowns; i t taiies 6 tapes to 
make a release (ït took approximately 6 concerts by a band before there was enough material to put together 
an album - this meant 6 tapes per release); the average monthly salary is 2500 aowns. Thus one album 
release costs approximately 30% of an average monthly salary! 
2S Cibulka. interview with author. 



it."255 In this sense, Cibulka acted in a way which was directly opposed to most of Czech 

society; he favored activity that benefitted the greater population, even at  the expense of his 

family. He estimates his initial investment at  100,000 CZK, and most of this money was 

spent on technology which was 10-15 years out-ofdate in the West. In addition to this, 

Cibulka invested heavily into cassettes. Had he wai ted for his renirns before releasing new 

materiai, he thinks the total album count after 4 years would have only ken 70-80 albums. 

In general, magnizdat distribution could not compete with the returns on samizdat 

distribution, which he claims was the most financially profitable distribution under 

coinmunism, and an activity in which he was also involved through Charter 77 and 

VONS. 

Finances and the lack of appropriate technology were aiways issues with which to 

contend. Foreign technology was difficul t to aquire and very expensive, while locally 

manufactured tape recorden, which in the 1960s were still comparable in quality to 

Western ones, became much rarer in the 1970s. By the end of the 1970s, good tape 

players had al1 but disappeared. At the begiming of the 1980s, cassette tapes gained 

popularity, and foreign cassette decks could be bought in Tuzex shops?s  Many people 

bought these because the qudi ty of the cassette decks, even the cheaper types, was superior 

to the domestic tape players. Fmm 198Zâ3, almost everyone who was interested in music 

owned a tape deck, although acquinng technology for mass reproduction was almost 

impossible. 

But even more difficult than finding money was finding people who wanted to be 

involved with independent activities. And even when people willing to create copies of 

255 Takir kdybych nemtl tyhie pfijrny od otce a nezlikvidoval s rnatEinjh vëdomim mdinnk hpory. 
nebylo by vilbec mo&é nihle Einoost ~ r ~ z o v a t  a pak v ni pokraEovat." MuZakov6. Unrnarked page. 
256 Tuzen shops were stores reserved for those who had Western cunency with which to buy Western 
goods. 



books or magazines were found, and 500 copies of an item were laboriously m i i d e F  the 

distribution network in the country was not built up to effectively distribute the materials. 

There were not enough people willing to becorne involved in the process to create an all- 

encom passing Czechoslovak network. Since fi nding fearless , courageous people to be 

involved in this kind of activity was the biggest problem, it was a great sharne to find these 

people and not be able to provide them with an extra pnnting press o r  some other 

necessary, dbei  t outdated, technology. 

As far as financing was concerned, Cibulka thinks that had there been more money 

to go a m n d  for independent initiatives, or  had the available money been "more fairlyn 

distributed (his words) then much more activity could have taken place. He refen to 

MikolaS Chadima as a case in point of what could have k e n ,  but never was. Had Chadima 

had the financial and technical assistance, he says, he could have created his own superior 

recording studio, where he could have recorded independent musicians. Chadima was 

willing to take the nsk, but he lacked the necessary support system. His will to do this was 

really the b a i s  of oppositional aciivity, but without resources, veiy little could be done: "In 

my expenence and that of my friends, 1 know that people whose work is prohibited, or  

greatly limited by lack of resources, have never received much financial support.Q58 

Cibulka's bittemess in mûtters of economics are further revealed through the following 

anecdote. 

They only remembered me in 1985, probably on the 
recommendation of Vdclav Havel, with whom I'd spoken 

ZS7 Cibulka describes the work that went into making liner notes as fhe followinp: listeniog to eacb 
individual tape, timing the pieces, wriMg out a text, typing out the text on a typewriter, sbrinking the text 
by means of a xerox machine, and f i l y  cutting and pasting until the appearance was desixable. M W o v i .  
Unrnarked page. 
258 "2 své &uSenosti i rkuSenosti svicb pFatel vM, fe pdvà iidt, kteh. ber toho vybaveai nemohou 
vlastnE prawvat, aebo jen v omezeném rozsahu, nikdy Zadnou v@znou f7anEn.i podporu nedostaii." 
hluZakovii. Unmarked page. 



about financial support because we weren't able to initiate as 
extensive a publishing project as we wished. That was with 
Chadima that we were preparhg this. Apparently after his 
[Havel's] intervention, we, wi th Mi k o l a  C hadima, were 
placed (in one of the last places, however) on the list of 
people who received symbolic support.z9 

At that time, Cibulka was ailotted 360 Bons biannually over several years, from the 

Charter 77 Fund. One Bon k i n g  worth 5 crowns, Cibullca daims the sum was "really 

nothing ... if 1 smoked, then that wouldn't even pay for my cigarettes, not to mention xerox 

machines, or studios ..."a According to him, there were 100-200 people on the mentioned 

list, al1 seeking financial assistance from Charter 77, and they were primarïly from Prague. 

The list, however, remains confi~dential to this day. Cibulka believes that were it to be made 

public, the decision-makers in this organization might be asked some very difficult 

questions about why certain people were favored over others for financial support. 

At one point in tirne, C ibu lh  wanted desperately to start releasing more albums 

through the Jazz Section. In order to buy the necessary technology he needed an initial 

investment of 100,000 crowns which he sough t through various sources, including Charter 

77 (of which he was a part). No finances were available, or  perhaps as he suggested 

before, they were unjustly distnbuted. He thinks that what was really needed was 

technology which could be used for further activism, since in his opinion, financial suppon 

from wel 1-meaning groups outside of Czechoslovakia often went to supporthg the drinking 

and smoking habits of the people who received the money: "Rominent underground 

personalities managed in effect to successfully drink their way through the money sent to 

them by various foreign goodwill organizations and individuals, to be used specifically for 

259 Cibulka. interview wiih author. 
260 ibid. 



humanitarian aid and cultural activities."*61 He doesn't accept the argument that people 

needed money for their own upkeep, as he thinks that under communism, everybody's 

basic needs were met - everybody had a roof over their heads and food to eat. 

Money was coming into the country in various ways. One of the greatest financial 

sources was the Charter 77 Foundation headed by FrantfSek Janouch in Stockholm. Petr 

Cibulka's view of the distribution of this money is as follows: 

The origin of this money remains a mystery to me to this 
day, but whatever it was, the money only went to certain 
selected people, although 1 never understmd the marner in 
which these people were chosen. They were defini tely not 
chosen according to their needs and the demand of the work 
they did - financial demand. The money was divided up by 
groups of people who could not be monitored -- at that time 
this was quite normal because public control of these illegal 
activities, these very dangerous activities, was not 
possible ?62 

While Cibulka's daims demonstrate the lack of available information in genenl  on the 

subject of funding and distribution of funding for independent activities in Czechoslovak.ia, 

new infornation is now k i n g  made available about the sources of funding to the Charter 

77 Foundation in Stockholm. In a forthcoming article about independent activity outside 

Czechoslovakia, Gordon Skilling writes that "the Charter 7 7  Foundation for the 'support of 

independent thinking' in Czechoslovakia and for 'publicizing independent Czechoslova)i 

culture and thought in the West' ... at  first obtained financial support from writers' 

organizations of the three Scandinavian countries. Its main funding came frorn the Open 

Society of George S O ~ O S . " ~ ~  According to Skilling, the foundation sent some 900,000 

261 "Undergroundové prominenti dokonœ d o W i  iis@nE prochlastat i ty prostkdky. ktcd sem poslaly 
riluid dob&imé organizace a jednotlivci ze zahraniEi, pdvE na humanitni pomoc a kutturui aktivity." 
M W o v A .  Unmarlced p a s .  
262 Cibulka. interview with auibor. 
263 S killing. 'Archive of F d o m !  



Swedish Crowns monthly to Czechoslovakia.264 The support of Charter 77 therefore 

cannot be underestimated; the organization was at the center of independent activity in the 

country under cornmunism. In fact, it is c la imd in a TV documentary about the Charter, 

that the Swedish Charter 77 Foundation had sent money to 150 addresses in 

Czechoslovakia, rnost of which was used for oppositional activities.2s 

When 1 asked Cibulka how he thought decisions were made about money from 

Charter 77-Stockholm via Charter 77-Prague, he said that in his opinion, Vgclav Havel, 

Vaclav Benda, and Jin Dienstbier were among the small group controlling the financial 

distribution in Prague. In Moravia, those responsible for the distribution of money were 

Iaroslav Sabata, Jan Simsa, Zdeiiek Kotrly, Jiïi Miler, and Petr Posplchal. "These five 

people decided in Moravia who received or didn't receive funding."266 Although there was 

also money coming through an organization calIed Podzemni Fond Undergroundu 

(Underground Fund for the Underground), over a 15 year p e n d  of tirne, Cibulka was 

never able to receive any money through this organization. 

Controversv over Distribution Practices 

Cibulka distributed the vast majority of music without the knowledge or consent of 

the musicians who had recordeci it. He decided on this approach after speaking with many 

musicians who were adamantly opposed to their recordings k i n g  circulated in such a way: 

"1 found that the majority are cowards and are paranoid about having their music distributed 

unofficially. After participating in many excruciating interviews, 1 realized that if 1 left it up 

to the artist, I wouldn't be able to issue almost anything ... Those who were indifferent or 

264 This amount was equivalent to approrrimately 1.50 thousand CND. 
26s Charter 77. Czechoslovak TV. l99O. 
X6 Cibulka. intwview with author. 



pleased were definitely a minonty."z67 This approach obviously presents large ethical 

problems, a point that did not go unnoticed at the time; it is telling of the differences in 

opinion with regards to oppositional work. One of Cibulka's main goals was to circulate 

materials at al1 costs. He was willing to suffer the consequences of such activity, and did 

indeed suffer throughout the years. What he also did was impose his vision of reality on 

everyone who became a part of his activity, however inadvertently. Some of the people 

involved, such as MikolaZ[ Chadima, conceived of their activities as oppositional; others, 

such as the greater part of Jirous' followers, were simply having a good time playing 

music, and wanted to have nothing to do with the establishment; yet others, such as Iva 

BittovB, were acutel y aware of the establishment, wanted to avoid confrontation wi th i t, but 

still wanted to play music independently. Some musicians belonging to the last group 

found themselves arrested for playing music without a licence and distributing i t illegally 

(except they weren't distributing it at dl, it was k i n g  done without their knowledge by 

Ci bu1 ka) 

1 asked Chadima how he viewed the ethics of Cibulka's activity, and he defended 

the latter's actions, saying "it was rûilly the only way of furthering these recordings." He 

claims that al though he, himsel f, always asked permission from the 'head of the band' as to 

whether or not they could circulate the band's tapes, sometimes this person would at first 

agree, and then deny the agreement if s h e  was harasseci by the police: 

1 tried to talk to at l w t  one person in a band, and corne to an 
agreement, to get their consent. Or, if they started doing i t 
[distri buting] themselves, then 1 stopped, and I would give 
people their address. Petr dealt with things the same way. 
The biggest problem was with some groups who had cleariy 

267 "Jscm zjistil Zt vttSina kapel jsou zbabtlci a maji Mzu t SPcni sve hudby neoficialné. Po 
aûsolvovani dkolika trapnYch rozhovonll, jsem zjstii, Ze kdybych mi51 dat na tyto unElce, tak nebudu smét 
vydivat tëmef nic ... Ti k t e j m  to bylo jedno nebo naopak byti ddi.  rozhodn8 patfiii k menSiniLw Muller. 
p s o .  
268 Unfortunatel y. 1 have not been able to fi id the names of bands to whom this bappened. 



agreed [to have their tapes distriouted], and then when the 
police harassed them, they said that they hadn't agreed. 
Sometimes it was very difficult. There were no problems 
with bands that no longer existed. 1 was more careful about 
this with new bands. But Petr said, this is not a normal 
situation here, s o  i t  doesn't seem unethicai to  me. There 
was no other way of getting music out into a b r a d e r  circle 
of peopIe.269 

S o  while Chadima seemed to abide by a band's decision not to circulate recordings, 

Ci bulka did not operate under the sarne system. While Chadirna saw his activi ty, in part, as 

beneficial for the promotion of a band, Cibulka tended to see it more as a tml for breaking 

down the system. Chadima said that sorne people had the impression that money was king 

made from their recordings, and a t  that point they woufd confront him o r  Cibulka. 

Chadima was happy to hand over the distribution to those people, because his ul timate goal 

was to have each band distributing its own music, n the r  than someone else doing it for 

them. 

In the latter part of the 1980s, certain musicians forbade outright the taping of their 

concerts, having guards search for mncealed recording equipment as audiences entered the 

theatre, concert hall or pub. In a certain way, this marked the beginning of a new era - up 

until that point only the police were disturbed by the distribution of recordings. The reason 

for such restriction was obviously not security as the StB knew who was playing publicly 

without licences, even though they didn't always take action against them. Perhaps 

successful musicians did not want bootlegged recordings circulating without their 

knowledge or  without any personal profit being madeno Cibulka criticizes this motive for 

forgetting that it was the public who had initiated circulation of unofficial music, in this 

manner making many of these musicians known, and who had played a part in creating 

these musicians as public figures: 

----- - 

269 Chadima. interview with author. 
1 was unable to to discuss this parcicular point with anyone affected by Cibulka's distri butioo wolli. 



if it hadn't been for these hundreds of fans -- who over the 
past 15 years recorded performances of their favorite 
singerdsongwri ters and distri bukd the recordings in such a 
way that tens of thousands of people today know them -- 
nobody would know about Karel KryI, Jaroslav Hutka, 
Vlastimil TPeSfi5k. Vladimlr Veit, Svala Karbsek, Carlie 
Soukup, Vladimir Merta, Pepa Nos, Pave1 DobeS, Jarka 
Nohavica, Oldfich Janota, Karel Plihal, Iva Bittovg or DSa 
Voiikov6. The communists would have silenced them a11 
long ago.271 

I t  should be noted that some of these musicians at one time or another gained officiai sta tu .  

In a way Ci bulka argues that without help from their fans, they would never have been 

accepted by the establishment as musicians. The implication is that they owe something to 

their listening public, even when their recordings are available on stiite labels. Other 

musicians who had never gained official status, such as Jim cert, explained that they 

weren't happy enough wi th the quality of certain recordings to feel corn fortable with their 

circulation. Other musicians blamed bad instruments, while some never bothered to 

explain their reasons, siating simply that they did not wish to have their matenal circulated. 

Ethicdl y questionable distri bution pnctices were also found in the emigré 

distri bution network. Czech ernigré Vgclav Horn, who emigrated to Fmnldurt and ran the 

Diaiogue Bookshop in that city, is an example of such a case. He bought dburns of Czech 

musicians which were released in the West, copied these albums ont0 tapes, created his 

own artwork for the cassette cases, and then sold the cassettes to interested listeners. I t  

must be stressed that these albums, for exarnple the Plastic People's Passion Play, were 

already available from Western distributors. According to Milo3 Muller, Horn's practices 

were accepted by some of the musicians; in fact some were grateful their music was king 

2'1 "VMyt kdyby nebylo stovek nadZenc0. ktefi ri v uplynulIch patnscti letech oahdvali 
vystoupeni..s~ch obii'beu~ch foikovfch pisniEW a kt& dal jejich nahdvky ZiX, ta& dnes jsou mhé 
desetitisicifm. nikdo by dues nevëdifI nejen O Karlu Krylovi ... atd, Komunisté by je vkchny uZ &vno 
uml&li ." MuZakov5. Uamarked page. 



circulated through various channels.272 Others, not surpnsingly, complained about 

unethicd behavior. It is not clear whether al1 the profits from such r e d i n g s  were directly 

pocketed or whether they were syphoned into Czechoslovakia to help further music- 

making. 

A similar case is that of the Apon label, locûted in New York City. This label began 

releasing albums (not unofficial, but official music) in the 1%0s, and by the end of the 

1%0s had released over 100 albums, al1 pinted directIy from the Czechoslovak state 

recordi ng company Supraphon. The company released LPs wi th corn pletel y remade 

jackets, and often compiled songs of several Supraphon albums into one. Muller says that 

the head of this Amencan distribution network is not known by narne, only by a box 

number in New York. 

The two Czech emigré initiatives are perhaps less examples of oppositional activity 

than of opportunism. However, 1 am personally intrigued by Cibulka's motivations and 

near religious sense of duty to oppositional work, and his value system which developed in 

part from this work. First of ail. what was Cibulka's motivating factor for his distribution 

activity at that time? How did he think that this action would help accelerate the breakdown 

of the political system? If he was modelling this assumption on other systems that had 

profited from such musical distribution, what were these systems? Did he do this for the 

sake of being a thom in the side of the regime? For the sake of creating a record of the 

cultural activity of the time, for the sake of history? How did his distribution help keep up 

the courage and hope of the citizens who heard this music, reaffirming that independent 

activity on some level existed, in spite of the wishes of the establishment? How would this 

help build asense of solidarity? Did he feel he was helping mis& get heard, an important 

mission, even when in opposition with their wishes? How did he justify ignoring demands 

272 Muller. cooversatioos wiih author. 



by musicians who did not want their rewrdings circulated? How does he think, in 

retrospect , that such inde pendent activi ty actuall y i nfiuenced the regime? 1 n my interview 

with Cibulka, 1 asked him about his actions, and the factors which motivated him in this 

regard: 

NV: You corne across as always knowing you have acted 
rightfully. I want to know whether this was a behavioral 
mode1 you created for yourself or whether you adopted it 
from the way other people acted under other repressive 
governments, seeing that their actions had somehow helped 
the situation. 
PC: The development was naturai, in genenl. When, nt the 
age of 12,I realized that even adults lie, and that even Mr. 
President lies, that was a great shock to me. From that time, 
I'd have to be convinced 10 times before believing, from 
official media sources, chat something is white. Basically, 
they had to convince me that what they were saying was the 
tnith, and that was very difficult ... So I started 
investigating, as much as possible, the things the 
communists hated the most ... When 1 was 12-15 years old, 
1 was getting my most important information from Radio 
Free Europe, the Voice of Amenca ... 1 started informing 
other fnends about my findings. 
NV: Did you manage to achieve, even in part, what you 
wanted through your activity? 
PC: No, 1 didn't. 

Cibulka also said that the archive that he created was a result of  his main distribution 

activities, nther than k i n g  his initial goal and motivating source. He viewed distribution of 

magnizdat as a moral duty of sorts, an important way to be politically active against the 

regime (he was also involved in Charter 77 and VONS). He thought that bit by bit, this 

activi ty would break down a repressive regime or at least force i t to accept a societal space 

in which people could live more freely. In fact he was very critical of certain opportunities 

that people missed to release albums. For example, he cnticized Jaroslav Hutka (and later 

&die Soukup, Vlastirnil TPeSnak, Sv6h  Karhek, ZbynEk BenfSek and Vladimir Veit, al1 

exiled singer/songwriters), who was a very popular unofficial singertsongwriter, for not 



becoming more involved in these activities; he would have liked to see him using his name 

to be an example to others. He thought that Hutka was irresponsible for not publicly 

releasing and distributing his music until 10 y e .  after his ernigration from Czechoslovakia 

to the Netherlands, beause when he did actually release it, it was impossible to get in 

Czechoslovakia, where it was intended to speak its message. Although the albums should 

have been available by the thousmds, Cibulka claimed there was not a single one to be had. 

In this sense, Cibulka once again seems to have viewed the release and distribution of 

recwdings as an important part of the political battle for a more open state. 

He would d s o  have Ii ked Hutka and other exiles in the West to d o  more work for 

the country. Complimenting his suggestions for increased activity was his encoungemen t 

for more coopention with radio stations which could be heard in Czech in Czechoslovakia, 

especially Radio Free Europe. He was highly critical of the Iack of political involvement 

after these musicians' departure. Although they had been worshipped in their home 

country, according to him, they were hardly ever heard from after they defected; they 

neglected to keep up the struggle from the outside. Karel Kryl2m was a rare exception to 

the rule. Kryl, who wûs exiled in Germany, personally financed four of his own albums - 
in 1969, 1970, 1971 and 1973 -- and had them srnuggled into Czechoslovakia by the 

hundreds. For some unclear reason, the albums were never paid for and an indebted Kryl 

stopped releasing albums. Nonetheless, he collaborated with various ndio stations in 

Genany, and through his activity his music reached its t q e t  audience. Kryl, however, 

defended those musicians who chose not to play on the ndio ,  saying that "heroism, 

Zn IEryl was a very important figure in the history of Czech singerslsoogwritm. He resisted the label 
"singer of protest songs," ernphasizing that he iiked to state history as he saw it rather than protest against 
it. Nonetheless, many of his songs are provocative and anti-state. Kryl faiis under Havel's definition of 
oppositional, about which Havel expounds at great length in The Power of t k  Powerless. Kryl died in the 
eatly 1990s. after rehiming to the Czech Republic from Gemany, where he lived for many years in exile. 
Karel Kryl . 'PisaiEkaisw repariit .' Pcziermstm. No.17. 1981. p.100. 



courage, and bravery have their boundanes. We don't play many Czech songwriters on 

Radio Free Europe because they are adamantly opposed to it."*74 Contrary to what 

Cibulka believed, Kryl pointed out that exiled singerlsongw~ters undoubtedly helped 

improve recording techniques, and most importandy, they gave necessary Czech input 

(much more than that for which they were given credit) into foreign radio stations such as 

Radio Free Europe and the Voice of Amenca. 

Even if exiled musicians produced music after their depamire from Czechoslovakia. 

and if that music could find its way back into the country, the themes no longer reflected 

those occupying the minds of the people who had never left the country. Once in exile, the 

musicians began to adopt a different outlook on the world, perhaps subconsciously, and 

this outlook did not resonate well with old fans, who simply couldn't relate to the lyrics as 

they had at one time. So, even if these musicians did produce records, and did work hard 

at distributing them in Czechoslovakia, perhaps these recordings would not really have 

served the same purpose as Cibulh thinks they might have. The context was lost for these 

musicians, and they were therefore unable to communicate with Czechoslovak listeners as 

they had in the pst Y.. their recordings are practically impossible to get for their followers, 

and furthemore, &ter severai years of living abroad, these songwriters lose the necessary 

contact wi th everyday reali ty here, which is the alpha and omega of  every folk singer."m 

Looking back, Cibulka thinks that the music of FnntiSek HorSEek, who was 

known to the public as Jim Cert, was consistently the most popular of al1 the music he 

distributed (ironically, Jim cen was later thought to be an active StB agent who accepted 

bribes for his work -- to be discussed further in chapter 5). Cibulka, al though one of the 

Czech Republic's most outspoken advocates for the persecution of former communists and 

274 "..brdi.usvi. odvaha. Ei statehost maji své m m .  MnohC z &@ch phifkahl nehrajeme na vlnich 
S v o h i d  Evropy proto, 2e si to vjklo*m€ aepkjji." ibid. p-101. 
275 Anonymous. 'Alternativni Folk: Hosr. No.4. 1988. llnmarked page. 



StB agents, does not regret distributing &rtts music. In my interview with him, he stated 

that cert inspired many people under communism and despite what he may have done as an 

StB agent, his music remains pristine in its artistic and political value. Because this 'artistic 

and political valuet has never been defined fully by the people involved in these 

independent initiatives (it is often defined simply as art created 'honestly'), it is difficult to 

h o w  what exactly is meant by ihis phm~e.2~6 As for çert, it is a wonder that he could be 

so good at keeping his îwo faces separate that his work for the regime did not interfere with 

(or was not hinted at in) his music and oppositional l yrics. 

RaZsl@ ViWr and Jasd Rika also became quite popular once they were banned by 

the establishment in the early 1980s (they had both played officially before that).m But 

there were a lot of other banned popular musicianslgroups as well, including the Plastic 

People, singerlsongwri ter Karel Kryl and others. In Ci bu1 ka's distri bution network, the 

most popular genre was folk music followed by rock music. There was not as much 

interest in what Cibulka calls the underground-style of music, but he attributes this to the 

fact that this music was distributed independentiy through various other channels -- people 

were actively distnbuting this particular genre in their own social circles. Chadima 

distributed the great majonty of the music of the PPU as well as music by his own bands, 

MCH Band and Extempore. He claims these three were the most popular of the recordings 

he distributed, al though he did not keep a statistical record for fear that a list of such kind 

be discovered by an unexpected house search. 

z76 The implication of this phrase is that dl art created in official structures is created with a certain 
amount of 'dishonesty,' and as such, is not an authentic representation of the musician's experiences. Such 
statements are ripe for argument. For futher discussions of 'authenticity', please see (among others) 
Middleton's Studying Popular Music or Simon Fritb's Perfonning Rites on the Value of Popular Muiric. 
Cambridge: Harvard University Ress . 1996. 
Zn Cibulka says that in the late 1980s. the line between official and unoffical music became very hard to 
draw. Some bands that were officiai had th& Licences revoked (Jasa5 P h )  and others who were unofficiai 
then meivecl Licences (Ga&). Bands seemed to move between the two statu levels quite freeiy, accordiug 
to him. 



Tension sometimes arose among various independent initiatives over tools for 

producing products created by these independent initiatives. Since there was a great 

shortage of technology, people or groups were often seeking similar pieces of equipment to 

get their work off the ground. After the mentioned 1985 meeting with Havel, Cibulka was 

also given a piece of recording equipment, unfortunately coinciding at that time, with 

another of his prison sentences. By the time he got out of jail, the recording machine had 

been requisitioned by another initiative, setting Cibu1kafs work back to where he had 

started. So not only had he been set back by his sevenl-month prison sentence, but also 

by the fact that a machine he despentely needed in order to preserve a piece of 

Czechoslovak music history had been confiscated by another. This incident points to the 

lack of cooperation that was sometimes found between independent initiatives, as well as a 

void in communication which led to the missing of cornmon goals. Given that 

communication is a basis for democratic negotiation, i t  is important to note that 

communication baniers were erected which inhibited Czechosiovak independent activity. 

Indeed, one needed a will as strong as steel to overcome such constant setbacks -- 

something most people did not possess, even if they were interested in oppositionai work. 

Possibly as a result of this, Cibulka estimates that at least 90 percent of those interested in 

such work lost interest within a year, and most of the remaining ten percent lost interest 

within another two to three years. 

D l  

Production and dishibution of Czech unofficial music was also taking place outside 

the country , and even managed to generate money for some of the musicians still inside 

Czechoslovakia. Not on1 y were exiled musicians releasing albums, but domestic 

recordings were king smuggled out of Czechoslovakia to have them released in the West 



in LP fom, which were then often smuggled back into Czechoslovakia. Just as Vaclav 

Havel, Ivan Klha and other writers had publishem for their books in the West, so too did 

musicians release LPs. The people who were important in music distribution abroad 

usually had a close co~ection to the Czech context, for the most part being Czech 

immigrants or people who had spent a signifiant p e n d  of time in the country. There were 

five main exile record companies for Czech unofficiai music; listed in chronological order 

by founding date they are Caston (Germany), Safi& (Sweden), Boii W n  (Canada). 

Saturn (Aus tralia) , and Fossil (Holland) .* 
Caston was Czech singer-songwri ter Karel Kryl's label. Immediatel y upon his 

departure from Czechoslovakia in 1%8, he began working towards the release of his own 

albums Rakovina ( 1%9), Maikary ( IWO), Bratniu.  zavirej vrita ( 197 1 ) and Karavana 

mrnkj (1973). His albums were mainly smuggled into and distributed in Czechoslovakia, 

and his returns were minimal. Albums outside of that counûy were not met with the sarne 

success as those of many rock bands, m a t  Iikely because his lyrics -- of crucial importance 

to his music -- were ody undentood by Czechs. Czech songs could not be translated and 

therefore depended more heavily than literature on a Czech-speaking audience. Since he 

had lost a lot of money through the release of these albums, he decided against further 

recordings. Singer-songwriter Jaroslav Hutka dso released his own recordings (a total of 

52) on his Dutch label Fossil. This label wos only founded in 1986, almost ten years after 

Hutka left Czechoslovakia and three years before the revolution. His label included one 

recording by another singer-songwnter Petr Lutka, but the rest of the recordings were al1 

Hutka's own works. The Australian-based Saturn label was a company founded by 

musician Jin S i m a ,  which released a total of 10 albums. 

278 Muller. conversation witb author. 



In my interview with Paul Wilson, he described how he founded B o i i M j n  (God's 

Mill) in his living room which released four Plastic People albums. Wilson came to 

Czechoslovakia in 1%7, and after a year moved from Brno to Prague. He worked for the 

Board of Education, teaching English at different high schools, the language school, and 

the university. In  19'72-73, freelance translating replaced his career as a tacher .  He 

became involved with the Plastic People in 19'70, singing with them in English (some of 

the Plastics' own compositions were translated by Wilson from Czech to English, as at  that 

time English was the lmguage of choice for their music). He had a special conneclion to 

this band, as well as to the underground culture from which he was tom by the Czech 

establishment. After the rock trials of 1976 (as a result of which many members of 

underground rock bands were jailed27q md because of his connection to the underground, 

he was expelled from the country in 1977. Having smuggled out what becarne the Plastic 

People's first LP, he proceeded to spend the next few years trying to release the record. 

When album sales did not make profits for the band, he decided to found his own 

Company, which, as it tumed out, made qui te a bit of money. On his label, he released the 

Plas tics' Egon Bondy's Happy Hearts Club Banned ( 1978, wi th Scopa Records, France). 

Passion Play (1980). Lending Horses (1983) and Midnighr Mouse ( 1987 - this one in 

- - - - - - - 

2'9 Hartel describes in detail the circumstances leading up to this vial in 'A New Era Has Bepun! 
Unmarked page. in brief, the most notonous intervention against rock music took place at a concert in 
Mar& 1914 near &skt Budëjovice (the Budtjovice Massacre) where the PPU were appeûring as puesu. The 
police attacked the crowds - 1500 people from ai l  over Bobemia and Moravia - with tmcheons and while 
no bands were arrested, many of the fans were expelleci from school or not pennitted to write their final 
enams. In July of that year, six people wete sentenced to up to 14 months in jad, and in Decernber, seven 
more followed, with sentences as Iong as 2 5  years. The Second Festival of the Second Culture was held in 
February 1976, at which the police virtuaily left the musicians and their fans alone. This was ody the calm 
before the stonn, however, and in March of that year, a full-smle attack on the underground began, with at 
least 27 arrests. It was these arrests that led to what have becorne known as the rock trials, sinœ many of 
those arrested were mernbers of undeqmmd rock bands. 



collaboration with Chris Cutlerm through Freedonia Records). He also played a part in 

the release of Svata Kar&ekts Say No Tu The Devil and DG3Wts Gifr To The Shadows 

(both put out by Safrcin). Money made through album sales was then used to buy 

instruments for the Plastic People, instruments which were srnuggled into Czechoslovakia 

over the Austrian border. 

Chris Cutler reuiled meeting with Paul Wilson in Prague to discuss the release of 

Midnight Muuse, ultimatel y deciding against i ts relerise on his own label Points E.t .281 

He explained that the m o n  for this decision was that he was a regular visitor to Rague, 

and feared his visiting pnvileges would be revoked. He decided to set up the release 

through intemediq, Freedonia, out of Holland, so that his name could not be traced. 

AI1 correspondence between his sources in Czechoslovakia and himself went through this 

mediator. At the time, the Plastics were unaware that this album had k e n  released in the 

West .2*2 

Wilson said he was surprised to find a worldwide network of alternative, 

independent record companies, some working right out of living rooms, and these 

companies showed great interest in these recordings. Every 3 or 4 months he would iake a 

truck full of his records from Toronto, Canada to Buffalo, USA and mail them to various 

points in the USA: "The raison 1 did that was that 1 didn't have to pay duty, and 1 figured 

that if I smuggled them, this was in the spirit of the music."283 He sold sevenl thousand 

Cuiler is an exprimental drummer for British propressive rock bands the Art Bears and Henry Cow. 
Cutler has been a regular visitor to Czechoslovakia since 1978, when he played at the Jazz Days Festival 
with Fred Frith (dthough they were very neariy restricted access to the stage by the StB). 

Cutla. interview with author. Poinis Eirrr rrlcesed quite a lot of rock music from East Bloc counuies. 
includiog East Germany, Yugoslavia, Ukraine, Poland, and Hungary. 
282 When 1 asked Cutler what individuals in Czechoslovakia tiad helped with the release. he refused to 
reveal their names. 1 asked him if he felt that this would in some way compromise these people at this 
point in history. He said he didn't know. 
283 Wilson, interview with author. 



copies of the Passion Play album, and fewer of the otheis. Even though al1 these albums 

were reissued after the revolution by Globus Records, the onginds remain collectors items. 

Boti'Mlin albums were distributed mainly in Europe and North Amenca, but there 

were also orders from Japan and individual orders could be traced to various parts of the 

world. Wilson sent them to individual distributors who sold them to non-Czechs, but he 

also used the Czech network that Zdena Sa1 ivarova/Josef S k v o r e c ~ ' ~  and other Czech 

distnbutors of literature had built up. Through the Czech network, they got distributed 

wherever there were Czech expatriates, some even going to South Africa, Australia and 

New W a n d .  Wilson said however, that although some of the listeners were Czechs and 

young people of that genention, most of the listeners consisted of people who were 

interested in alternative music or politics "or something like that." The older genemtion of 

Czech emigrés was definitely not interested in this music, and Wilson interpreted this as 

being largely due to the fact that the music was "something very foreign to them." The 

audiences the Plastic People (then in a slightly different fornation called PUlnoc) attncted 

during their first trip to Amenca in 1988 consisted of people interested in experimentallart 

rock 

Sapin was responsible for releasing the greatest number of albums of any exile 

record Company. Founded in Czechoslovakia as an informal grouping of singer- 

songwriters which organized concerts and published literature on folk music, safiin was 

unable to release the few albums it had recorded while still in that country. I t  was not until 

1978, when Sajian was relwted to Uppsala, Sweden and carne under the direction of one 

of its former group members, Jifi hllas, that the organization started to put out what would 

SaiivarovP. wiih the help of h a  husband Josef &vorec~.  founded the pblishhg houe 68 Riblishers 
in Toronto. This house published over 200 books by Czech authors who could not publish in 
Czecboslovakia. The books were distributed world-wide to interested parties. 
28S \Vïiilson, interview with author. 



becorne a total of 24 albums (including a couple of plays). This list obviously overlaps 

with works already reiwed on another emigré labels: 

J. Hutka - Prmdëpodobné vz&7enosti (1979) 
V . TwreSW -- Zemzmevr'iCr ( 1 979) 
S. Karasek -- Say No To The Devil (1 979) 
V. Havel -- Audience ( 1979) - play 
J . Seifert -- VSechny krdsy svëta ( 1  979) 
J . Hu tka - Minulost d v a '  & ( 1979) 
Slowo (1979) 
K. Kryl -- Karavana m d  (1 979) 
K. Kryl - Bratr'iau, zzmirej vrarka (1980) 
K .  KryI -- Rakovina ( 1980) 
K .  Kryl - MQSkav (1 980) 
C. Soukup - Raàio (198 1 )  
V. Veit -- Texty (1982) 
Postulat 22 (lm-) 
J .  Kaczmmki - Strucanie unioldw (1982) 
DG307 -- Gift To nie Shadows (1982) [with BoiiiMjn] 
ZakaSané zpevvki druhé kultury ( 1982) (il1 egal si ngers of the second culture] 
V. TWiidk -- Koh-i-noor (1983) 
K-1-- PluvkWek (1983) 
V. Veit - Quo Vadis (1984) 
D. Vokata - U k a  ( 1985) 
Berani - Berani ( 1985) 

After the revolution, & z . i n  became active again in Czechoslovakia, publishing a bulletin, 

organizing concerts and vanous activi ties for singer-songwri ters, releasing albums, and 

generall y s tarting up again w here i t had left off over a decade eariier. Unfortunaiel y, i ts two 

main organizers in Czechoslovakia, Jaroslav Hutka and Vladimir Merta, disbanded the 

organization after only one year, as a result of an unclarified personal dispute286 

Other labels released individual albums or compilations of Czech unofficial music, 

but io date a complete listing of these other releases has not been gathered, although it is 

one of Milog Muller's present projects at Libri Prohibiti. Chadima told me of one LP 

released in Italy on the label Old Europa Café, that he helped release. He started 

- - - - - - . . . 

2a6 Muller. conversation with author. 
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collaborating with an Italian whose m e  had ben given to him by Cibulka.287 The 1talia.n 

never actually visited Czechoslovakia, and al1 the correspondence was by mail. He wrote 

to Chadima saying he had received various cassettes from Cibulka, and that he wanted to 

release a compilation of Czech bands on cassette. Chadima sent him more cassettes and 

had the texts and sleeve notes translated into Italian- After he sent him 5 cassettes, the 

Italian wrote that he believed the material to be so interesting that i t meri ted being put out on 

LP. Ultimately, he did release the compilation (consisting of bands which would probably 

have never played under the same roof, in the same scene, let done on the same album in 

Czechoslovakia). However, the big problem was that the LP had a cover advertking its 

contents, which of course is the typical format in the West, so it was impossible to bnng 

into Czechoslovakia. Chadirna however, did later tape the LP and distribute it on cassettes. 

This contact in Italy also sent Chadima some cassettes by Czech immigrants who had 

emignted to the West and recorded albums there -- Pepa KanfiiP and V r a h  Bnbenec, both 

ex-Plastic People then living in Canada, for example. The exchange of Czech music thus 

carne around full circle. And there were various other similar small ventures. So far, 

individual releases may be found on record labels Alfo (headed by Czech singer-songwriter 

Vladimir Veit, out of Vienna - released 6 albums), Old Europa C a p  (Itaiy), Hidden Voices 

(England), Paladyn (Netherlands), Apon (USA), Vogue (France), Sofi Music 

(Switzerland), Artes (Switzerland), West Recordi (Canada), and Kampu Dise (USA). 

Samizdat Music ManazinesIMusic on Video 

Based on preli minary infornation from Milo3 Muller at Libn Prohibiti, an independen tl y- 

run archive in  Prague which has taken on the enormous task of organizing al1 

Czechoslovak samizdat and magnizdat from the communist en, there were approximately 

îû7 Unfominatd y. he did not d l  the man's name. 



150 samizdat magazines in circulation during the 1970s and the 1980s. Each had its own 

character and readershi p, al though severai magazines shared readers as well as pub1 is hed 

matter (articles, advertisements ...). The magazines were typed or hand-written and then 

tmtworthy people were chosen in the community to copy the texts. 

In his lecture at the 1995 International Writers' Workshop in Prague, Ivan Klima 

recounted how one person would make 10 copies of a text which s/he would hand out to 

10 of their friends; those people would do the same, and thus the copies multiplied 

exponentially. Itve heard accounts of people who did thk for a second income (although 

many did i t free of charge), using the typewn ters at their regular day jobs instead of doing 

the work for which they were actually being paid. In Klima's opinion, and his sentiment is 

echoed by various other wri ters, the public was much more interested in reading under the 

communist regime than it has ken since the revolution. In a certain way, he believes a 

stronger culture was at that time fostered. Chns Cutler told me he has similar feelings 

about concert audiences; under communism, when a known or lesser-known musician 

performed, eveiybody went to see himlher -- somehow everyone with even minimal 

interest knew about an event ahead of time. This is not the expenence in Western muntries, 

where in Cutlerls opinion there is an overwhelming abundance of activities from which to 

choose, nor that of the pst-communist Czech Republic. 

When 1 asked Cibulka whether he thought samizdat magazines helped unofficial 

music distribution, he answered that they helped very little. It was only in 1987 and 1988 

that some activists aquired stencil duplicators and production increased dnmaticall y: " 1 f 

comrnunism had lasted another, let's say 5-10 years, then the stencil duplicator could have 

filled up the information vacuum about the dternative, political and cultural scenes. But it 

was ail oniy starting in those years."a But Cibulka did not limit advertising his magnizdat 

- .  - - -  

288 Cibulka. interview with author. 



to samizdat publications. Amazingly enough, Cibulka used to put his name in official 

magazines, advertising his recordings! Chadirna's comments about this fact were: 'Ci bu1 ka 

was tough, he'd have an ad saying: Petr Cibulka is releasing this and that. Of course it was 

illegal business, but the secret police couldn't keep an eye out on all these advertisements." 

Bewuse normal distribution didn't exist in Czechoslovakia at the time, it was fairly 

common for an ad to advertise LPs by various artists in official music magazines like 

Gramorevue and Melodie. "People offered to make copies of musical recordings. All 

kinds of them -- '1 will record the Sex Pistols, etc. ... And Petr was among these?g9 

Later on, in 1987, samizdat videos would also be used as a means of advertising, 

and idonning an audience about, unoffcial musical activity. The very first samizdat video 

was Vokno Video Magazin, of which two numbers (the second in 1988) were released. 

People sent blank tapes to FrantEek 'eufias' Stilrek (samizdat magazine Voknu's editor-in- 

chief), who would rnake copies of the video free of charge. Or, the videos were sold for 

the pnce of a blank videotape. People would later make copies of these secondary copies 

for their friends, the tape quality becoming progressively worse. These videos showed 

coverage of various concerts, both in Czechoslovakia and abroad, live poetry, videos by 

unofficial bands, and unofficial art exhibi ts. The second tape, for example, included the 

following: Psi Voj~ci290 playing pieces in a private apartment; British coverage of an 

interview with Andy Warhol at one of his exhibits (provided by Pave1 Tignd and Karel 

Kynclm*); the Velvet Underground in concert; PPU performing songs from their Leading 

Horses album (music videos); poetry by G. Corso; Fnnk Zappa in concert; coverage of 

289 Chadima. intmriew with author. 
290 Psi Vojaa was a pre-rev01uti00 'underground' band. They continue to play to date and are popular in 
w- 
29 l Tigrid and Kyncl were two Czcch emigrés. Tigrid was cditor-in-chief of the iduential emigré journal 
SvZ&crvr'. 



"Meeting at m i e ' s n  in Alsatia, France292 After the first Video Magazin, the intellectual 

dissidents who were central to Charter 77 and VONS began making their own vide0 series, 

called Videojourm'l, the first also wming out in 1987. Various political topics and other 

topics of interes t were covered in these videos, but most importantly, they gave faces to 

names, music, paintings. Often, people had no idea how a performer actually looked on 

stage or what hislher performances were like. They only knew music through audio 

recordings, since few had the opportunity to see illegal performers in concert. 

I t  was only in the eûrly 1980s that unofficial magazines devoted solely to music 

appwed. Previous to that, articles could be found in a variety of magazines but there was 

no magazine designed specifically as a music magazine. Over time, Czechs created 

nationwide unofficial information systems, using magazines as one of their tools. These 

networks at times extended beyond the borders of the country, as Paul Wilson recalls: 

In Wroclaw there was a bookstore that sold underground 
Czech books and the Czechs would actually buy books in 
this bookstore. They could put their money down, they 
would wwp the books up into a package, and then a Pole 
would put the books into a mcksack and walk across the 
border and drop it in a p s t  office on the Czech side, mail it 
to the Czechs. 1 mean they were were smuggling Czech 
stuff into Czecho~lovakia.~~~ 

It is difficult to speculate on the extent to which these networks were successful in 

disseminating inîormation. or estimate the number of peopie involved in this dissemination. 

This area of research is fairly new, and therefore such questions will hopefully be 

answered in time. 

2% Over 300 Czech expatriates came from around the world for this get-together at the farm of emipé 
singer-songwrita m i e  Soukup. 
293 Wilson. interview with author. 



Libri Prohibitifs musicd section has plans to compile a comprehensive list of 

articles on music found in these magazines as well as  organizing a collection of recordings 

and videotapes from the era. In 1997 however, the organization was still underway; thus, 

many titles on the list of samizdat music magazines in appendix 1 were taken from a 

preliminary handwntten list belonging to the music librarian, MiloS Muller, who kindly 

allowed me to copy what 1 needed and patiently answered the many questions I h d .  I t  

should be noted that some of these magazines had a limited number of publications; in 

some cases the number can be counted on one hand. 

A few samizdat magazines survived the revolution. Certain magazines listed were 

of greater musical importance than others, and 1 will go into some details about these. 

Among the most musically important samizdat magazines, Vokno (colloquial for 

"windown), was founded in Prague in 1979 and continues to be published in 1997. 

kbelled as a "magazine for the second culture and other culture,"294 fifteen issues were 

published under comrnunism, the last of which was dedicated to Ivan Jirous and FrantrSek 

Starek (both editors) who at that tirne were in jail. One issue was confiscated by the StB 

before its editors managed to make a single other copy. These confiscated texts, dong with 

various other underground materiais, have been lost in the secret police abyss and have 

never tesurfaceci. 

The fint issue of Vokno is intmduced by Ivan Jirous, through an essay outlining 

the editors' objectives: 1) to provide information on the second culture; 2) to provide a 

place for open discussion about the arts; 3) to make public articles translated from foreign 

magazines which nomally couldntt be found in the country: 4) to make available lyrics and 

poetry, both from Czechoslovakia and a b r d  (here they do not follow copyright Jaws, and 

294 Rcsumably. Jirous is malong a distinction between official culture. the culture (or philosophy of 
culture) he created in the form of the second culture. and other (theoretical or re.) cultures within 
Czechmlovak society. 



they do not censor a single word) and; 5) to keep a sense of humor, since "it's hard to 

corne by at this timew. He encoumges insights into the creation of art, the living conditions 

of the times, as well as discourse on the underground and its problems. His enthusiasm 

fostets this kind of dialogue in succeeding issues of Vokno -- one o n  find varying 

opinions about the quality of music-making, the politics between the Meny Ghetto and the 

r a t  of the unofficial culture, critiques and descriptions of concerts, essays comparing the 

Czech music situation to other historical music situations, and many other interesting 

discussions. Extensive writings on other art forms, and their inter-relationships are also 

included. It is interesting to note that many of the articles written are meant as 

encouragement to people who are doing time in jail. Certain names, such as Karel KryI, 

the PPU. DG307, Svah Kailtsek, and others, continua11 y resurface as " uncom promisingn 

artists who should be used as symbols of behavior in the fight against state repression. 

This magazine and others serve as rnediums for analyzing and polemicizing about the 

events of the day, without the censorship of official media. These magazines provide a 

forum in which independent activity can be analyzed and discussed in an open manner, in 

the way it might in a democmtic society. The magazines make alternative culture visible in 

spite of its invisibility in mainstream media. They contain the message that activity is 

possible outside official structures, providing a support system for individuals whose 

thoughts are outside the dominant ideology and whose creations are not accepted by 

mainstream culture. 

Jednou Nohou/Revolver Revue, edited by the well-known author Joachim 

Topo1 ,z95 was established in Prague in 1985. Its narne was Jednou Nohou for the first 

four issues, the next two were released under the duai name mentioned above, and fmm the 

295 Joachim Topo1 is one of the k t  known cootcmporary young Czecb writen. He is the brocher of filip 
Topol. the Iead singer and pianist of the previously mentioned band Psi Vojaci. The two brothers have 
done a fair amount of daborative work togecher. 



seventh on, the journal had becorne Revolver Revue. The nme  Jednou Nohou ('with one 

foot') was chosen because the edi tors, by publishing this magazine, were "putting one fmt 

in jail'. Two or three issues of this "professionaln2% magazine were released every year 

and some later numbers were 300-400 pages in length. Summaries in Hungarian, English, 

French, German and Russian are found at the back of every issue, and the Viennese 

address for magazine contributions gave this publication an international character, unli ke 

Vokno. While it does not approach Vokno in its quantity of articles about music, there is 

usually one article about the unofficial music scene per issue. This is perhaps due to 

Topol's close affiliation with the band Psi Vojdci, and his resultant attempt to make some 

information available on the unofficial music scene. 

The only exile magazine to include a substantial amount of material about music 

was Paternoster, a Viemese publication put together through the efforts of visual artist and 

musician ZbynEk BenfSek and lasting from 1983 to 1991. This was a quarterly, formulated 

as a srna11 revue for arts and criticism, which borrowed material from other samizdat 

publications and also published new matenal. It soon became labelled by the Czech 

establishment as a publication of the Czech underground. The magazine circulated quite 

widely in the Czech Rep~blic.2~~ 

The first number of Paternoster outlines the prices, with the editors cleverly 

deciding that readers in Czechoslovakia would receive the publication free of charge. 

Presumably the nsk of reading the review was somewhat neutnlized by the fact that the 

reader was getting the publication free of charge.298 I t  is also possible that the cost of 

296 This is how it was labelleci by the auchors. even thouph it was an iliegal magazine. R e d  that in 
chapter 2.1 explained why only 'official' musicians could be 'professional' musicians. The usage of the texm 
'professionai' in this context may indicate a refusai to accept 'officiai' work as the only 'professional' work. 
297 Of partinilar wte  is no. 27 (1990) which includes a complete Listing of artides fouod in all the back 
issues of the review. Libri frohibiti has most issues. 
298 It must be remembered that one risked k i n g  chargeci with 'iUegal business activity' if one sold 
puMications wbich were not approved by the Party-State. 



publication was made up by readers in exile, so that the magazine could circulate without a 

fee in Czechoslovakia, as was often done with records smuggled into the country. The 

composition of the editorial board illustrates the international chamter of the enterprise -- 

Jana St5rkovb (editor-in-chieo, Zbynik BeniSek in Viema (musician, visual artist), 

Vratislav Brabenec in Canada (ex-Plastics saxophonist), Paul Wilson in Canada (ex- 

Plastics singer and translater), JiH N6mec in Prague (psychologist and 'father' of the 

underground'gg), Eugen Bnkcius, Martin Hybler, Vlastimil ThSMk (underground 

singerlsong~riter).~00 Two new h g u e  board members joined later -- Ivan Jirous and 

VBclav Havel, al though Havel dropped off the b m d  in 1990 after he became president. 

Othen were responsible for distribution in Europe and in North Amenca. Caution was 

taken to not endanger any of the people whose works were published, by the following 

staternent on the back cover: "AI1 authors' publications and publications about authors, 

who live in Czechoslovakia, are published without their knowledge and without their 

participation. We ask the responsible officiais to be aware of this statement." In the fint 

year, the magazine was distributed in 13 countries, which the editorial board considered to 

be quite a success. Some of the later editions received funding from the Charter 77 

Foundation in Stockholm and, afkr the revolution, from the Czech Ministry of Culture, 

then under the direction of Culture Minister Pave1 Tigrid. 

It is oniy in the eighth issue that the philosophy of the magazine is outlined in detail; 

i t was not to be a magazine about arts, but nther a magazine that included "authentic living 

art," by a generation of artists who started to wnte in the 1970s but never had a chance to 

299 I refer to NZmw as the Yather' of the underpuad based on Helena Wilson's vicw that he and bis wife 
Dana NbcovA could be seen as the parents of the underground. Martin Machovec also testified that their 
house was always full of various activist.; it was a centrai meeting point in Prague for people of various 
waiks of iife. Both individuals were actively involved in all sorts of independeot activities. 
3ûû 1 was unable to trace where aii the members were Living. but they w m  eicber in Prague or emigrCs to 
other parts of Europe. Neither was 1 able to ascertain how many people on the board were active members 
or which of hem simply functioned as a fipreheads. 



publish their works. This gave these people a chance to make their works public, and a 

chance to receive criticism for these works. The editorial board states that it attempted to 

choose works on the bais of one critena: that the work could generally be described as 

good. The editors also wnte that they wanted to print everything that they receive, 

regardless of the achial circle from which that work is taken, whether i t be from Safran, the 

Brno poets, or texts of New Wave music groups. They wanted to emphasize that this 

publication was not an 'underground' publication, and was not the property of only one 

group of people, but was rather a forum for anyone who chose to make i t hislher own. In 

this eighth issue, the editorial board also notes that only 10 authors of the 60 that were 

published in the first two years of Patermer were actuaily a part of the  unde erg round'?^ 

Among the contents of interest in Paternoster is Jirous' Pravdivy' Pfi%ëh PIartic 

People of the Universe, in 1997 still an unfinished book, which runs through the first 

seven issues of the publication, and is accompanied by an analysis of the text by Martin 

Hybler?m Excerpts from Mi kola Chadima's book Altermtiva , significant for k i n g  the 

first full-length book on the history of Czech rock, are printed from 1988 through 1990. In 

fact, the last excerpt appears with a preanble reminding readers to read the text (most of 

which appeared before the revolution) with the knowledge that it was written in 1985. This 

samizdat text had apparently been self-censored to some degree, censored by the editorial 

board, or both.303 Other issues include poetry, short stories, and continuations of longer 

stories. Advertisements for recordi ngs relaed by Czech exile publishing companies such 

as Toronto's Bof. MZjn, for independent joumals (especiall y Revolver Revue and Vokno) 

301 Def~tiom of the underground can be read in chaptcr 3 of this thesis. Underground in this oontext. 
however. appears to refex to Jirous' Prague underground. 
302 Io the spring of 1997. Jirous had a g r d  to complete this book. which was due for publication (hat 

same year. 
303 if such ceosorship unild be found in unofficial samizdat. one cau only wonder why it was thought lhat 
eveo certain iiiegal publications should be censored. This statement also undermines the popular 
assumption ihat "unfl~cial" rneaas "unamsoredn. 



and for Czech bookstores, are interspersed throughout the pages. In the last few years 

before the revolution the number of such ads grew, a sign that the regime was starting to 

loosen its grip on the arts. Since the ads were paid ads, the increase in number could also 

signify an increased wmmerciaiiwtion of independent activi t y .  The revue probably also 

serveci as a way of getting knowledge back into the country that activity on Czechs' behalf 

was taking place abroad, and would have sewed as a mode booster for both the members 

of a demoralized society and the many citizens who had served (or were serving) time in 

jail as political prisoners. 

Another exile quarteriy revue Svëdecivi (Testimony), was published in Paris frorn 

19% to 1992 under the direction of Pave1 Tigrid and routinely included contributions on 

Czech unofficial culture. This was an independent review for politics and culture, 

published in both Czech and Slovak. Devoted essentiaily to Czechoslovak affairs, its aim 

was two-fold: to provide a free platform for Czech and Slovak intellectuals who wanted to 

express their views or publish their work in a periodicd devoid of bias; and to introduce 

readers in Czechoslovakia to the thoughts and the work of their compatriots living outside 

their native country. In addition, the review attempted to contnbute to the understanding of 

major political and cultural issues and trends by commissioning or repnnting articles of 

specific interest to Czechoslovak readers. Milo3 Muller daims that "Tigrid was very 

empathetic towards the youth in Czechoslovakia" and thus tended to be open to wntings 

about the Meny Ghetto. Ads could be found in Svëdectvi for publishing houses such as 

Safren, which released many underground recordings?os 

- - - - - - - - - -  -- 

304 This was brought to my attention by Michaei Kiibum. a doctoral studcnt at Emory University who is 
cornparhg undergrounds in North Amerim and the East Bloc. 
305 The las< issue came out in 1992. and Lists an index of al1 anides found up until 1987. alphabetically 
under authofs name. or chronologicaiiy under type of article (poiitics, econorny, literature-arts, history). 
Artides are aoss-referenced. 



A Brno magazine which came out in limited numbers is Host. Its publication 

commenced in 1985 and i t continues to be published today. According to an introductory 

statement written in issue no. 5 (which was dedicated to the Tigrïds), it is "an independent 

magazine for philosophy, litetanire, creafive arts, music and ...." In other words, it was 

left wide open. Various color reproductions of art from around the world are interspersed 

throughout the text, which is often dominated by lengthy interviews with political activists. 

DuSan Skdla headed the magazine, although Petr Cibul ka's nme and telephone number 

are given as a contact as well. Only five, very thick numbers were published before the 

revolution. Host includes Petr Cibulka's list of magnizdat, which, incidentaliy, can dso be 

found in Jazz Stop, another periodical. Host is full of Czech plays, short stories, poetry, 

opinion pieces, as well as writings by foreign authors such as Aldous Huxley, John 

Updike, Ezra Pound, and others -- al1 tmslated into Czech of course. 

Jazz Stop was founded as a result of problems faced by the Jazz Section. This 

periodical w;ts created as a forum for discussing those problems, and to expose injustices 

perpetrated by the establishment against the Jazz Section. I t  is an excellent source for 

details about the Jazz Section after it was banned. There are letters and articles intended to 

enlighten the public about the status of the trial proceedings of the editon and of the 

Section's activities (including several petitions sent to the Czech govemment from the 

West, signed by dozens of high-profile artists). Under editor-in-chief Ota Hovorka, ten 

issues were released al together, starting in 1981. The first issue States specifically that the 

magazine is not published by the club known as the J a u  Section, but nther by members 

who had belonged to the organivtion (prohably a safety procedure in case the publication 

could be used in court against the Jan Section's leaders, who were on trial). 

Other samizdat on music was also published at the time. Attack was a punk 

magazine published in 1988 and on1 y two issues exist. Number one includes a history of 



punk music in Bratislava as well as interviews and reviews of concerts. Number two has 

similar contents. The following are less important to unofficial music, but the occasional 

relevant piece a n  be found: MarWurkovské Podzemné, published in Moravia, continues to 

be sold today, and includes interviews, descriptions of concerts, and interesting essays; 

Osli UE (published in Monvia); Punk Maglajs (published in Jihlava) ; Sklepnik (the on1 y 

magazine from the Eastern Bohemia); Inflagranti (the only magazine from Slovakia); 

43/10/88 (published by the Jazz Section); and P W r  (part of a 4-day folk festival in Plzen - 

- one jouniallday describing the events). 

At times there were nearly insurnountable problems with publishing these 

magazines. Not only was the risk of such activity great, but often, as discussed earlier, the 

technology to publish magazines was simply unavailable, due in part to a lack of money. 

People willing to do the work often could not get their hands on the proper tools needed to 

do this labour -- stencil duplicators, typewriters (with memory. ability to write on discs, 

ability to perforate the stencil adequately), cornputen appropriate for editorial work, discs, 

quality stencils capable of producing a large number of copies, laser printers, xerox 

machines, small quiet offset printers, and storage places?& One of the greatest problems 

in Cibulka's view, was the great lack of writing (or artistic activity in general), so  even 

when the right technology was found to publish a magazine, it was very difficult to find 

materiai to publish. While one explanation for this is a stagnant official culture and a small 

independent culture, another is that individuals, in the privacy of their own homes, were 

simply not actively creating for their own sense of well-being: 

I thought that those thousands of silenced authors were 
creating out of an inner necessity during that whole time, at 
Ieast something to put in their own dnwers or  to send to an 
exile publishing Company. But because there are not great 



quantities of materiais being released by exile publishing 
houses, I thought that the first possibility was probably the 
most likely one ... but these people achially managed to do 
almost nothing in the past 20 years. And the majority of this 
has already been published in exi1e.W 

Conclusion 

I t  is difficult to estimate whether the proportion of independent artistic activity reaily 

was as small as Petr Cilbulka appears to think it was. Given the difficulties, i t  is 

remarkable that anything got done at all. Milo3 Muller daims that there was a lot more 

activity than people realize, and much of it, surprisingly, was kept secret from the StB. In 

one of my talks with hirn, he said that he continues to receive new materials at Libri 

Prohibiti, and these were recordeci and written materials no-one had ever known about. But 

it is also possible that since mementos of much activity have been lost and thus forgotten, 

they are simply unavailable to be included in what will be a collection of music and 

discourse of that tirne period. Secondly, much of the evidence for this activity has also been 

lost, as Cibulka pointed out. Thirdly, an assessrnent would require a cornparison with other 

countries who had had similar histories. Czechoslovakia only had a total of 17 million 

citizens. One does not h a  very much about Slovak culture at this the308 but there are 

certain Czech artists that have becorne quite visible on a global s d e  -- Vdclav Havel, Ivan 

mima, Bohumil Hnbal, Milan Kundera, Iva BittovS;, Pave1 Frijt, just to name a few. 

There were also a fair number of exile record distribution networks, as listed earlier. 

Although it is impossible to give an accurate estimate of the number of people who 

came in contact wi th these samizdat magazines, Cibul ka's estimate for magnizdat listeners 

307 "~edstavoval jsem si. Ze ty tisice umlfenich autod celou tu dobu dal tvofilo z vniFni ouioosti 
alespoii do Auvky  nebo s vidinou exdovéb nakiadateisvi. PriotoZe v exdu toho zase tak moc nevycbau', 
pfipadda v tivahu spB prvni moniost ... Ti iidé totiZ dokazali dvacet let nedëlat skom nic. A to nic u2 stejnt 
vsdinou vySlo z zahraniEi. ibid. 
308 This is eiiher because this advity is unexplored due to the Ragueuecenîric writing. or because there 
was in fact much less activity than in the Czech Lands. 



is in the tens of thousands. And what exacdy each of these tens of thousands of people 

gained from their contact with this music const i~tes  a study in and of itself. Most people 

that 1 spoke with taiked about the inspiration they received from knowing that in a "regime 

full of 1ies"there were "people out there, expressing themselves honestly." When 1 

remarked to Radim Hladik?* for instance, that many of those behind independent 

initiatives had really laid their lives down for nothing, he vehementl y disagreed. 

NV: That is especially sad when one hears from people that 
their battle wasn't worth anything at al1 -- 20 years fighting 
for nothing at all. 
RH: It wasn'r worthless. 
NV: Some people say this. 
RH: We can view i t  from the present day perspective as 
k i n g  worthless. But at that time, it was really good that 
someone was fighting. 
NV: For what? 
RH: For us, who were playing. It was very encounging, 
that it wasn't al1 completely dead. It's really awful to be 
saying that about someone who fought, because 1 didn't. 
Some people are tough and others aren't. 

So not only were activists encounged by this music and the magazines, so  were people like 

Hladfk, who worked within the official structures. Arguably, this work contributed to the 

breakdown of the regime, but perhaps its main ment lay in the fact that it was a great 

inspintion to many people. It also, however inadvertently, created a record of independent 

cultural activity of the t h e .  Even if this record is incomplete, enough remains for posterity 

to provide insight into the independent, illegal culture and political backlash of the time 

Throughout this tirne, there were still people who criticized opposi tional activists, 

probably as a result of their k i n g  indoctrinated by mass media propaganda. Others were 

309 Nad& was a profcssional musician. Rcfcr to chapter 2 for details about his carrer. 



unwilling to participate in oppositional activity while silently cheering on those who did 

chose to participate. Hadk's statement reflects the complicity of this vast majority of 

Czech citizens. It reminds us that these independent acüvities (whether or not they were 

intended to be oppositional or not) were kept in motion by a very small minority of risk- 

takers. Indeed, in the case of large-sde magnizdat distribution in Czechoslovakia, there 

were only two or three individuais who initiated and kept projects going. Because these 

dissidents lived in a redity unknown to the majority, many activists' ethical views are also 

seen as quite radical to this rnajority?1° Now that the regime has changed, however, i t  is 

interesting to see the great number of people re-creating their past to sound as though they 

were ail involved in oppositionalist work of some kind, nther than living their lives in 

relative cornfort, waiting for others such as Cibulka and Chadirna to do this on their behalf. 

3 i0  1 don9 mean to imply that Cibulka's views on distribution and consumptioo of rnagnizdat and 
samizdat are the nom for dissidents. Li acnial fact, his views tend to be perceived as even more radical than 
those of many former dissidents. 



CHAPTER 5 
The Underground and 

S tB Collaboration 

The hard part wasn't truiling Chartists but 
keeping u p  with the department's quotas for agents. 

-- Josef Novdk (pseudonym) -- 
StB omce& 1 

Whot we are confronted with is a wizole way of life 
interpenetruted by a whole symbolic system, 

not a series of discrete bits of behuvior 
alongside a series of discrete culture artifacts. 

-- Paul Willis 312--  

31 Rosenberg. 
l2 Paul Willis. Symbolism and Practice: A Theory of Social Meanings of Pop Music. University of 

Birmingham Center for Contemporary Cultural S tudies skncilled paper S Pl3. No Da te. p.6. 



As 1 discussed in chapter 2, official and unofficial rnusicians lived in very different 

realities. Their existential crises often revolved around completely different issues. An 

official musician might, for example, have been concemed about how to play a certain Song 

without risking hislher licence and how to negotiate hisher  way through the bureaucracy in 

order to be given permission to tmvel abroad to play a concert. Timothy Ryback, for 

instance, noted that in preparation for a tour of West Germany, the pop singer Karel Gott 

spent an entire day arguing over the length of his hair with state officials!313 On the other 

hand, an unofficial musician wûs more Iikely to be thinking about not giving in to police 

interrogators' demands to collabonte or  how to keep hislher menial job when slhe wûs 

blacklisted. Playing music independentl y was necessaril y accompanied by many hardshi ps 

under the Czechoslovak authontarian communist regime. There were many more 

frustrations for these rnusicians than the mere fact that they could not make a Iivelihmd at 

playing music. By not k i n g  official musicians. but insisting on playing nonetheless, these 

musicians put themselves in the most difficult situation of continuous StB harassment. 

Unlike official musicians, who were not hamssed on a continuous basis because they 

agreed to various degrees of political compromises (beginning from the time they t w k  the 

requalification e x m s ) ,  the underground musicians were under constant s tn in  from SiB 

interrogation sessions and harassment. While many official musicians compromised their 

basic principles in order to gain such stature, it took much more than a lucrative job 

opportunity to break other musicians. These musicians, as a result, were forced 

underground, if they wanted to continue playing music. 

A discussion of these musicians' contact with the StB shows the extent to which 

these musicians were willing to go, in order to play the music they liked. It is a wonder that 

with the constant StB surveillance and regular interrogation sessions they had to endure, 

313 Ryback. p.141. 



they did not simply give up playing their music, if only to gain the more cornfortable 

position of having less contact with the S B .  The underground music culture attracted the 
a 

StB like a magnet, particularly during the most repressive years of the normalization 

period. These musicians underwent dozens, if not hundreds, of interrogation sessions, dl 

the time refusing to give up the music-making which had been the catalyst for such contact. 

Ironically, though some of these musicians may have dreamt about the end of communisrn, 

a vindictive pst-revolution climate brought forth unexpected difficulties. As a result of 

alleged association with the StB, some individuals involved in the musical underground 

were once qain forced into a marginal and ovenvhelmingly difficult position after the 

revolution. 

In this chapter, 1 explore the relationship between the StB and the musical 

underground. Contrary to what 1 believed nt the outset of my research, these two groups of 

people had a very tangible and personal comection through virtually daily contact. Many 

individuals were on a first name bais with their interrogators. This experience, perhaps 

more than any other, contradicts the construction of a Manichean view of the real world of 

authontarian communism. Y et, 1 am able to do little more than pose questions on the effect 

of these relationships on the musicians themselves and on the underground as a whole 

since StB collaboration remains a volatile and unresolved issue in Czech society. 

Moreover, unlike the former East Germany, for example, which hosts regular TV 

discussions between police agents and dissidents, the issue continues to be taboo in the 

Czech Republic. 1 have chosen to also write about interrogation sessions because they were 

part of most oppositionalists' lives and they shed some light on reasons for apparent 

compromises, as well as the way relationships muid have been built in this setting. 

It is perhaps easiest to examine the p u t  by first introducing the present politicai 

climate in Czechoslovakia. Certain wnters, such as Vitclav Havel. have attempted to 



examine the collective psyche of the Czech peoples. In one such examination, Havel 

discusses the concept of 'ideology' in an attempt to draw distinctions between the views 

and perceptions of Czechs and Westerners. In communist Europe, he writes, there was 

much more skepticism about various manifestations of ideological mentality: 

1 am taken aback by the extent to which so many Westerners are addicted to 
ideology, much more than we who live in n system which is ideologim! 
through and through. Those perennial reflections about whom this or that 
view serves or abets, what political tendency it reinforces or weakens! 
What idea can or cannot be misused by someone ... 1 wish i t  could be 
understood why for us, against the background of our experiences, under 
conditions in which ideology has utterly terrorized the truth, this d l  seems 
... f u  removed from what is actudly at stake314 

Pandoxically, Czechs have become very ideological as is manifested in their 

cleansing of society after the revolution. Although everyone played a role in the workings 

of the system, past actions are now often king reinterpreted in an anti-communist light, 

regardless of their original intentions. Most citizens in the East Bloc believed the Party- 

State to be a dark, evil source against which the vast majority of people nllied, either 

silently or outspokenly. "Not since the sixties had there k e n  Czechoslovaks who believed 

that their system was humane, efficient and just. What set people apart was only whether 

they would say this aloud. The vast majority did not ...O" Ivan Jirous demonstrates this 

contempt for the ruling forces when he wntes "... the devil (who today speaks through the 

mouth of the establishment) ...."316 As a result of such widespread attitudes, Anna 

Szemere, writing of Hungarian underground musicians, is able to say that the breakdown 

of this 'evil' "produced a sense of existential insecurity, potential or actual isolation, and a 

l4 Havel. 'Anatomy of Reticence.' p. 178. 
3l5 Rosenberg. p29 .  
316 Jirous. 'Report on the Third C z s h  Musical Revival.' Unmarked page. 



loss of meaning ...."317 In a similar vein, Ramet says that "a source of positive bonding 

was opposition to communism itself; here was an enemy that everyone could undeetand, 

that certainly affectai everyone, and that even claimed responsibility for the basic societai 

processes. Now that ihis 'enemy' has been vanquished, the negativi ty it evoked, which 

once provided a societal glue, has evaponted."3*8 

The substantially critical view of ideology that Havel describes is certainly not 

present in people who focus solely on the demise of a system. Neither is i t  present in 

people who judge a person's monlity solely on  the basis of whether one allegedly 

coliabonted with a regirne. Such judgements are particularly out of line when made against 

people who were visibly opposed to the regime and who, as a result of their resistance 

activities, were incarcented. The view that 'al1 individuals who collabonted with the 

regirne need to be punished' is very ideologicd, even when Czechs in general do not (wish 

to?) see it as such. In fact, in his presidentiai post, Havel has repeatedly pleaded with 

Czech citizens to reflect on the p s t  honestly, and not condemn those who were found 

collaborating with the regime in some marner. In one of his many speeches about the 

subject, Havel stated: 

... al1 of us have become accustomed to the totalitarian 
system, accepted it as an u n d  terable fact, and thereby kept i t 
running ... Noneof us is merely victim of it, becauseall of 
us helped create it together ... We c a ~ o t  lay the blame on 
those who mled us before, not only because this would not 
be true but also because it would detract from the 
responsi bility each of us now faces -- the responsi bili ty to 
act on our own initiative, freely, sensibly, and quickiy?lg 

l7 Aima Szemere. 'Subcultural Politics and Social Change: Alternative Rock Music in Postcornmunist 
Hungary.' Unpublished papa presented at IASPM. 1995. p.6. 
318 Ramet. Social Cutrenrs in Eonern Europe. p.433. 
319 Quoted from: LawreoceWeschler. The Velvet Purge: The Trials of Jan Kavan: The New Yorker. 
October 19. 1992. p.78. 



Havel has tried to illustrate the greyness of individuals' positions in the former regime, 

seeking to eliminate the artificial 'good' versus 'evil' dichotomy which had becorne 

pervasive dunng the former regime. Havel often wrote and spoke about every individual 

k i n g  responsible, to some degree, for the perpetuation of comrnunisrn; thus the blame for 

the old system could not be laid on the shoulders of a few individuals. Nonetheless, 

Czechs were upset about the suffering of the victims of the StB. Moreover, Weschler 

writes, " they were even more galled by the seemingly bIi the impuni ty k i n g  lavished upon 

the perpetntors. Un punished, these earlier winners were quickl y turning their advantages 

of position to more purely financial advantage, and thus were setting themselves up to 

emerge as the new winners."320 No matter how rnuch the new president pleaded with the 

citizens of his country, they wanted someone to blame, someone other than themselves to 

have k e n  responsible for the repression. 

After the revolution, the new Czechoslovak govenunent passed the Lustnce L m ,  

to which opposition was voiced m ~ i n l y  by former communists and hurnan rights activists 

in the West; it was popular with the majonty of the Czechs. The tenn 'lustrace' cornes 

from the Latin term for ri tual puri fication321 and the law banned the people who had run the 

old regime from important govenunent posts. A list of SB-affiliated people was found on 

a computer disk a t  the StB headquarters after the revolution. These people had been 

ciassifieci according to their degree of collaboration with the regirne. Rosenberg writes: 

A person received an StB-positive certificate if he or she fell 
into one of eight categories, given Ietters A ihrough H. A's 
were officia1 employees of the StB. B's were those 
registered in the files as secret agents of various types. C's 
were mainly those the StB had tried to recmit as agents -- 
more on them later. The rest of the categories dealt with not 
the secret police but the Party structure. D's were high 
Comrnunist Party functionaries down to the district secretary 

320 Weschla. p.78. 
32i Rosenberg. pS .  



level, with the exception of people who had held these 
positions only dunng the Prague Spnng. E's were those 
who had held the equivalent post in the National Security 
Corps. F s  were members of the People's Militia. G's were 
members of commissions that had purged dissidents &ter the 
Communist coup of 1948 and the 1968 invasion?= 

This list, which was rneant to be kept under tight security in order that massive 

purges be prevented, was smuggled out secretly on disks by students working in the StB 

archive (and its successor BIS), and was published in three parts in 1991, under Petr 

Cibulka's supervision, in a magazine entitled Ruda Krivo med Cow] (a take on the 

communist daily Rude' P ~ V O  med Rights!). This act was widely criticized by the new 

govenunent officiais, human nghts activists and former communists. Apparent1 y, the list 

of 160,000 names that had been smuggled out of the archive was incomplete, and was 

riddled with inaccuncies. The Interior Ministry denounced this public list for this reason, 

saying it should not be used as any kind of authoritative list to prove an individual's past 

prirticipation in the regime. 

The public, however, went crazy over the narnes. Thousands of copies sold out 

within hours. Families were tom apart over a relative's appearance on the list, friendshi ps 

which had pepersered through thick and thin were ended. Much controversy arose over 

individuais whose narnes were found in the aforementioned C category: 

There were two kinds of C's: confidants and 
candidates. Confidants were people like factory personnel 
directors whose job included reporting to the StB."In 
parliament they thought that if you were a candidate, you 
were trying to become an agent," said Jaroslav BaSta, ..., 
one of the original signers of Charter 77. "In fact, it was 
exactly the reverse -- these were people who interested the 
S tB but who had no desire to be agents. If you did agree to 
work for them, you were moved to the Agent category. So 

322 ibid.. pp. 73-74. 



if your final designation was candidate, you were someone 
who refused the 

There were some people on the list who did nothing but sign a collaboration form at a 

weak point dunng an interrogation session. The secret police would "set their sights on a 

given individual, and through artful blends of threat and seduction, of extortion and 

bribery, they would endeavor to get that penon to cross over to their side, to join their 

rads. And this dance always culminated ... in the offering of a fonn, a mere sheet of 

paper, and the requat of a ~ignature."3~~ If one's strength did not stand up to the pressure 

of repeated interrogation sessions, the ethical way to act when one signed was to make this 

signature public among one's friends. Then one was considered "clean". I t  was also 

relatively acceptable, dthough not an ideal approach, to infom the StB of certain activities 

if one then reiterated that exact information to one's friends, so they could be made aware 

of the circumstances, and no secrets were Seing kept. In  fact, some people made pacts 

with the 'devil' in order to outwit the police; by going to routine interrogations and 

pretending to collabonte, they could find out what the StB knew about the activities of 

various groups, and then could inform those groups about that knowledge. These people, 

and others in a variety of panllel situations, were ail found on the list. "Sometimes, al1 that 

was king asked for was [a] signahue; sometimes more would be required. Sometimes, 

that signature connotecl the cornmitment to do considenbly more, sometimes nothing more 

than solemnly to promise never to speak to anyone else of these dark contracts (an odd 

agreement, that 'Sign here your confirmation that we never met.')."325 

There were cases in which one's collaboration appeared, at the very least, unlikely. 

One such example is Zdena Salivarovd, founder of Sixty-Eight Publishers. Her name was 

found on this list of collaborators. Although she had signed a collabontion fonn, she 



claims she left the country shortly thereafter; she went on to become the founder of the 

biggest Czech emigré publishing house out of her home in Toronto, to which she devoted 

her life until the revolutiod26 Through her work, she made available texts which were 

illegai in Czechoslovakia, and distributed them world-wide as well as in her country of 

origin. When her name appwed on this list of collaborators, she t w k  the issue to court in 

Prague, where her name was cleared. Many others followed suit, and won their cases. 

She published a book of Ietters written by these people calleci OsoCeni, to demonstrate the 

unjust accusations against her and many others.3" However, what is never mentioned in 

this book is the fact that the court was unable to use Interior Ministry documents.328 

There has ken much debate about whether or not these lnterior Ministry files are 

staple documents for cases such as these. Some people believe that secret police files in 

general are notorious for containhg fdse information, and are not to be tnisted in any way. 

Others 1 spoke with expressed doubts that StB officers could fabrîcate information at d l ,  

and believe that al1 the materiais found in people's StB files accurately convey interrogation 

sessions. It is usually these people who are the most highly critical of the individuals 

whose nmes were found on the Ruda Kr& Iist. But, Rosenberg and Weschler both write 

that StB agents were under considenble pressure continually to extend their web of 

complicity, to recmit more informes, to collect more signatures. "They got bonuses -- 

three more signatures, a television set!"Zg In an attempt to fil1 such quotas, they frequentl y 

made up names and information about people. 

326 Salivamvii explained her situation to me and a gmup of graduate students during an infoimal seminar at 
Gordon S killing's apartment in the spring of 1996. 
327 ~alivarovb-Skvoreck~. Zdena. Osofmi: Dopisy Lidi Ze Seznmnu. Toronto: Sixty-Eight Riblishen. 
1993. 
3 s  This fect was later pointed out to me by Milo3 Muller at Libri Prohibiti. 
329 Weschler. p.80. 



There were many different reasons for collaborating and different types of 

collaboration, as Jaroslav Ba ia ,  one of the first individuals posted to the Interior Minishy 

after the revolution, points out : 

Some people infonned out of ideological conviction -- 
though actually , surprisingl y few. Wi th some, the 
motivation was petty jealousy or small-time revenge. Some 
were just born informers; in many ways, these were the 
worst -- the twisted ones. Some collaborated for material 
gain, or to advance their careers -- so as to be able to travel 
abroad, for instance - or not to have their careers dashed. 
There were some who were blachailed into collabonting: 
the StB was regularly on the lookout for people's 
weaknesses, and it would exploit every lapse, every 
vulnerability. I've heard homble stories ... Some people 
were put under temble pressure while serving jail sentences 
for various political mimes [playing music illegally - note by 
author] ... some did it out of love -- so as not to blight a 
child's education, or so as to be able finally to visit a family 
mem ber stranded abr~ad?~O 

It is with the awareness of the pre-revolution pressures and the post-communist 

politicd climate that 1 discuss Jirous' Underground. The Merry Ghetto, as explained in 

chapter 3, has traditiondl y been represented as an opposi tionalist society which fought the 

regime at the expense of the health (physical and psychological) of individual members and 

their families. In this respect, the Ghetto was seen as comprised of a gutsy group of people 

who stood against the regime, no matter how much discomfort/terror this caused in the 

group's personal lives. They were among the very few individuals who appeared to 

publicly oppose the regime. They were considered brave, and even though they were 

considered Nhilists by rnany, their fight was noteworthy and respecteci. 

330 ibid. p.81. 



One would think that in this very radical, allegedly opposi tionalist society, it was 

not an option to be linked io the StB, to the enemy. According to most people that 1 talked 

withp l  this group was looked up to for its 'pwity of poli tics'. for their absolute refusal to 

have any contact with the regime. 'Courageous' is one of the main adjectives used to 

describe both the people who were involved in independent initiatives, and the manner in 

which musicians publicly criticized the regime (consciously o r  unconsciously) in their 

performances and through their lyrics. In a regime where the secret police did house 

searches on whirn, picked people up to be intemogated on a regular basis, and tortured 

citizens in both subtle and overt ways. individuals associated wi th independent structures -- 
particularly with underground music -- are by Far descri bed as having had it the worst.33' 

The Merry Ghetto has always been described as such a group of people, yet it becomes 

incrraçingly obvious when one listens to oral histories333 that this society, as noted earlier. 

had its own various grey zones?% 

331 It must be emphasized here that almost a i l  my discussions on this subject took place with rock 
musicians and with people who were somehow involved with independent activity. Zdentk BartoSek 
commented on the fact that mainstream society actually disapproved of the musical underground. 
332 Electric sbock, physical beatings. verbal îhreaîs, continuoui psycholopical abuse. even rape and 
murder were acts taken agahst these activists. 
333 Even though a few people were wiliing to opedy disaw the issue of StB collaboration. I found it very 
difficult to tafi to the vast majority about this because the whole issue is a very sensitive one and people 
tend to tiptoe mund it rather than confront it head-on. Most people who are addressing the issue of 
cotiaboration are North Americans. whiie Czechs prefer to (publicly) remain quiet about it. 1 see this as a 
direct outgrowth of the present Czech mentaiity which dreads confrontation, since citizens of the Czech 
Republic have been socialid through their communist past to not talk opedy about controversial poiitical 
issues. It was especially difficult to draw information from musicians who had been labelled as 
oppositionalist because since the revoIution, journalists have only been interested in their political 
involvement rather than the actual music they playied. I was toId directly, and more than once. that people 
are "aller&" to these kinds of questions, and that 1 should avoid them. In her book The Haunted Land, 
Tina Rosenberg also suggests that many counuies are oot dezling with their pasts because th& pasts are 
still with thern. 1 beiieve her statement implies two things: fmt . emotions are still running high about the 
ps t .  and it is therefore very difficult to put the p s t  in some kind of perspective; second, many of the 
fonner highiy-placed communist officiais, ihe fonner 'admiaistrators' of the country, have rerained a certain 
amount of power by having becorne the 'owners' of the country. 
3% Refer to chapter 3 on a discussion of the p y  m e .  



Although certain names such as Mejla Hlavsa (founder, composer and 20 year 

member of the Plastic People), Igor Hfijek (poet and best friend of Vntislav Brabenec, 

saxophonkt for the Plstic People), Jim cert (very popular underground singedsongwriter, 

accordion player) and Egon Bondy (underground philosopher, guru to many in the 

underground, including Ivan Jirous) were found on the list, it is exceedingly difficul t to 

speculate on the depth and kind of involvement these people had with the StB. 

When 1 spoke to Mejla Hlavsa about this issue, he refused to give me names of 

people that had 'collaborated' with the StB; when 1 asked if he  h e w  of anyone in his direct 

circle that had signed a fom of collaboration, he looked away, and then replied "no'. He 

qualified this answer by saying he didn't know of anyone who h d  really inforrned, since a 

saxophone player for the Plastics, Michd Jemek, had actually signed but he  never hurt 

anyone by doing so -- he had never been a real / t l .  335 Indeed, some people who signed 

did virtually nothing, offenng no information of any importance whatsoever to the StB. 

Others, however, went on to do temble d m n g e  to the liva of their neighbors, coworkers, 

or friends. Still others, as Weschler points out, "signed and almost immediately thought the 

better of i t; racked with guilt. they may have collaborated for a few weeks and never again. 

Some of those then joined -- or rejoined - the dissident movement and subsequently put in 

years of solid, important work."336 

Hlavsa pointed his own self out as an example of a person who had never signed a 

form of collaboration but was still found on the list of collabontors in Ruda' Krailo. He 

said he had been found on the Ruda' Krho list even though he had never signed anything. 

After doing some investigative work, he found the real name and address of the S B  officer 

who had been following him for 13 yean (who he knew fairly well as a result of this 

335 Firl is a term commoniy used to describe someone who collaborated with the StB. i t  could be 
translated to "fink". Estebek is an Sti3 agent. 
336 Weschler . p.8 1. 



lengthy interaction), and went to visit him with a colleague. Finding the officer severely 

aged and grey-haired, very much changed from his pre-revolution self, Hlavsa dernanded 

to know how his name could have appeared on the list. In front of the witness Hlavsa 

brought with him, the officer admitted to fabricating information, but refused to Say so  

publicly, in court, because he was frightened. 

Somewhat contradictory information was given to me by Jones?37 who said that 

he knew that Hlavsa had signed a collaboration agreement, because Hlavsa had corne clean 

with this fact as soon as it had happened; Hlavsa had admitted to his friends (who were 

also Jones' friends) that he had broken down in his intenogation session. Jones thought it  

was a bit "suspicious" that Hlavsa had told me he hadn't signed anything; he backed up his 

suspicion by stating that one of his friends, an employee a t  BIS (Secunty Information 

Service -- the successor to the StB) had viewed Hlavsa's file. At one point he had k e n  

speaking with this friend who, dthough sworn to secrecy through his access to sensitive 

information, indicated though facial and hand gestures that everything was not 'a11 right' 

with Hlavsa. Even stronger statements were made by Petr Cibulka in his interview with 

Milo3 Muller, when he called his old fnend Hlavsa an agent (rather than just a informer 

from the C category) who had worked under the secret name Xytarista' [Guitar 

Player] .338 Other people have minimalized Hlavsa's involvement with the StB , saying 

that he can only be accused of saying foo much during his interrogation sessions. Indeed, it 

is very likely that if Hlavsa did sign a collaboration f o m ,  it was simply as a result of his 

337 'Jones' is a pseudonym. as my source wished to remah anonymous. for fear ihat his own work on the 
issue could otherwise be ampromised. 
338 Muller. p 3 .  To put Cibulkats statements in perspective. it should be pointed out that he is 
considered, in ihe Czech Repubiic, to be fanaticdiy against anyone whose name was fowd on the list. He 
beiieves that society shouId be cleansed of aiI individuals who had taiks with the S tB , evea at the expense 
of persecuting innocent individuals . Cibutka is considered just as much an an ti-estabiishmentarian today as 
he ever was under cornmunism. He has heavily critiazed many of the former dissidents now running the 
country for their lack of action agabut former communists. 



finally breaking down due to excessive pressure by the secret police. In my interview with 

Wavsa, he spoke about weeks at a time when the StB picked him up on a daily b i s  at 5 

a.m. at his home for questioning. Under these conditions, he came to expect the early 

morning footsteps up io his dmr. He could never be expecled to corne to work on time due 

to unexpected interrogation sessions and hence, as he was an unreliable employee, 

struggled to retain jobs. 

A slightly different story can be seen through lgor Hdjek, who was ex-PPU 

saxophonist Brabenects best friend before the latter was forced into exile by the StB (his 

iniemogators h d  threatened to punch in his teeth so that he would never again be able to 

play the saxophone, if he didn't lave the country). Because Brabenec lived in an 

apartment with no phone he was fully dependent on Hdjek's phone both for outgoing and 

inwrning ~aIls?3~ Hdjek was therefore made awiire of any activities planned by the Meny 

Ghetto, and knew who was planning them. Smith, a friend of Brabenec, told me that 

HAjek had agreed to collaborate after the StB threatened that his son would not be admitted 

to university?m This was in general considered a very poor excuse for his actions, but 

apparently Brabenec and Hajek met to discuss the situation when Brabenec retumed on a 

visit to Prague after the revolution, at which tirne the two reached some kind of 

understanding. 

A possible third StB-positive example from the underground is Jim çert, who 

today continues a very successful musical career wi th his band 'Life After Li fe' in both the 

C m h  Republic and America. I t is thought that this musician collabonted to a greater depth 

with the StB than probably any other in the Memy Ghetto? I t  has k e n  rumored that his 

339 Many dissidents 6ad their phones mnfscated and phoneha  uit off by the authonties as a puoiave 
rneasure for their opposition. 
340 'Smith' is a pseudonym. 
341 1 was told this by two different people who wisb to rcmain anooymous. but who know Cen 
persona11 y. 



file shows proof of various negotiations with the S B ,  such as bargainhg for greater 

payments. To this day, Cert refuses to publicly admit his collaboration, and as such. 

pretends that nothing has changed from his p t .  Again, his 'guilt' or ' i~ocence'  is 

impossible to reliably ascertain in accordance with Western legal standards and burdens of 

proof. His successful career is built on new audiences who enjoy his music and are 

unaware of his past. 

I t  is now widely believed that one of the gurus of the underground, Egon Bondy, 

was an agent.342 He turned up on the list of informers, and Paul Wilson remarked that 

there were actual tmscripts of hirn "spilling the beans." Wilson doesn't believe that this is 

something he did deliberately, "but there was a lot of pressure on him, and he  was pretty 

n w  collapse ."343 According to underground li tenture expert Martin Machovec, Bondy - 
a philosopher and a writer -- had really k e n  'undergroundt since 1948. He was not a 

well-known author, even though he was promoted to some degree by the esteemed writer 

Bohumil Hnbal. When Bondy met up with Jirous and his underground group of musicians 

in the Iate 196ûs, Bondy became highly revered -- after 20 years of near invisibility. This 

inspired Bondy greatly. Although he was over two decades older than most of the 

musicians, he found it enormously fulfilling to be a part of their wmmunity.m According 

to Machovec, Jirous associated wi th these working class musicians because he was against 

the 'ivory tower intellectuals' whom he viewed as king disconnected from the problems of 

the population at large. Bondy however, associated with the working class because he was 

a tme grass-roots M d s t  and very much respected this group. 

342 1 have spoken to a number of individuals who had v a y  close untact with Bondy. and who aii believe 
this to be tme. There was talk of Bondy's comection to the StB even before the revolution, and Bondy's 
wife oftea asked his fiends not to discuss their personal Iives with him. (Machovec, interview with author.) 
343 Wdson, interview witb author. 
344 Machovec, interview with author. 
345 Bondy's Marxist views wcre in tine Mih those of the philosopber Rosa Luxemburg. who bciieved that 
a revolution from the +grass-mots was possible. (See Luxemburg's The Russian Revulution: teninisrn or 



Bondy carne to be considered a guru to the underground, even by Jirous, with 

whom he 'invented' the underground and second culture by giving them their narnes. The 

Plastic People's first LP attests to  this fact -- the album consists of Bondy's p o e w  set to 

music, and is called Egon Bondy's Lonely Hearts Club Banned. Bondy had, for some 

time, also provideci a rehearsal space for the Plastic People (which were very difficult to 

obtain in those days) in his aparfment building. In my interview with Machovec, he 

pointed out that from 1973 to 1977, Bondy's texts were prominent a t  underground 

festivals. He was a 'silent s igna to ryw of Charter 77, but somehow avoided a prison 

sentence throughout the communist regime. Given his close relationshi p to the 

underground, and as one thought to have collaborated with the StB, what actions did 

Bondy take to help the underground, and conversely, take to hurt the underground? How 

did he make his decisions? What exactly caused him to break, &ter s o  many years of 

resisting the authorities? How do  other people view Bondy's  collaboration?^ 

Machovec, whose father was a close friend of Bondy's and who housed Bondy's 

archive under the communist regime, attempted to answer some of these questions in my 

interview with him. He spoke about the fact that many people who were in interrogation 

sessions inadvertently said too much, rather than remaining silent. There were very, very 

few individuals capable of remaining absolutely silent throughout such sessions, even 

while this was generally considered to be the recommended procedure for those involved in 

oppositional movements. When Machovec spoke wiih Bondy about his interrogation 

Marxism? Westport: Greenwwod Ress. 1981.) Her views in this regard are in contrast with those of VJ. 
Ldn. who believed that a revoIution needed to be Ied by the intelligentsia. (See Lenin's Whar is tu be 
Done? hndon: Penguin. lm.) 
346 These were Charter 7 signatories involved in oppositional work but in order to not jeopardize ihis 
wo&, they did not make their signatures public. Atthough these signatories attempted to keep their support 
for the Charter secret, the establishment eventuaüy found the List of these secret supporters in a house 
search. (Macbovec, interview with author) 

1 have been told by a couple of Jimus' friends that he was devastated to leam ihat Bondy was on the 
StB-positives List. 



sessions, Bondy suggested that he only spoke to the police about matters with which, he 

believed, they were already familiar. Bondy was an insomniac, according to Machovec. 

and it was not difficult for the police to pry infonnation out of him if he had spent a few 

sleepless nights. The secret police took advantige of this weakness. In addition to this, 

Machovec emphasized, the police sometimes fabricated information to ful fiIl quotas, nther 

than undergoing long, tinng interrogation sessions with their informants. 

Interestingl y, relations hi ps often developed between the interrogaton and the 

interrogated.8 These relationshi ps took very unusual forms. Eugen Loebl , who served as 

a Czech political prisoner in the 1950s, writes: "1 t would be false to describe the 

relationship between a pnsoner and his interrogator in simplistic tems."349 h b l  explains 

that even in prison, under temble and unnatunl circumstances, human beings "do not 

behave like two-dimensional cartoons out of a play by Moliere."350 Not al1 StB officers 

were against the underground - in fact there were various agents that attempted, in subtle 

ways to help it out?' Since rnost people were against the communist regime after 1968, 

this would help explain why some secret police members silently encounged dissidents 

(however, nt the same time king sure not to undermine their own jobs). There were other 

StB agents who were converted by the people they were interrogating on a regular basis. 

Such was the situation of Bondy's pre- 1 %û interrogator. Bondy did not al ways reveal the 

desired information in his interrogation sessions. His interrogator at thai time, a Mr. 

348 Vddav Havel, inaedibly. wrote a letter of recornmendatian for his intcmogator for a new interrogation 
job for which this man was applying after 1989! This piece of infonnation was the subject of an article in 
the Ottawa Citizen, December 19%. 

Eugen Loebl. My Mind on Triol. New York: Hmwun Brace Jovanovich. 1976. p. 100. Loebl was a 
high-standing communist officiai in 1950s Cz.echoslovakia. and was a member of the Sl-ky show trials 
in the early 1950s. These trials took place in Czechoslovakia as a resuit of Stalin's paranoid attempts to rid 
the Czechoslovak poiitburo of conspirators. 
3s0 ibid. p.141. 
351 For some fascinating stories of this khd.  read Rosenberg's The Haunted L o d .  One particularly 
unbelievable story is about the founder of the StB who later became a Charter 7ï signatory. 



KoiYnek, was thrown out of his job in 1968 because of the Trotskyist and Maoist views he 

had adopted through his conversations with Bondy!352 Nonetheless , Bondy's nerves 

appeared to break down considerably in the 1970s and 1980s. Because he was known to 

Say too much in his interrogation sessions (he was not alone in this, this was a common 

occurrence) his wife finally began telling his friends not to confide in him at d l ,  if they 

wanted thei r secrets kep t d e .  

I asked Machovec if he thought Bondy was playing both sides -- the underground 

and the StB. He replied that it was highly improbable' that he be both a prominent member 

of the underground as well as a 'real' StB agent. In the 1980s, when the police were 

searching his house from time to time, he would go through fiis of panic during which he 

buned some of his most pnzed correspondence and manuscripts. Machovec did not feel 

this was the behavior of someone who was collaborating closely with the police. 1 

wondered whether Bondy, then, may have thought he was actually protecting the 

underground in some way by revealing only selected pieces of information. Machovec 

replied that it was possible dthough he personally doubted it. 

Bondy's story is one of the many in the underground that include regular contact 

with the SB. It was neariy impossible to exist in the underground without greater or lesser 

contact with secret police officers. Given that reality, it is perhaps not that surprising that 

the five aforementioned individuals -- including the guru of the underground, the composer 

and founder of the most famous underground band (PPU), a PPU saxophonist, and the 

most successful (in terms of independent record sales) underground singedsongwriter -- 

were found on the list of StB collaborators. However, had these musicians not chosen to 

play their music independently, to become members of the underground, they would 

probably never have had to undergo such a great number of interrogation sessions, if any 

352 hlachovec, interview with author. 



interrogation sessions at all. The majority of the population was never interrogated in such 

ways because most people avoided outnght oppositional activity altogether. Thus, it  is 

unfortunate that the general public is so quick to overlook this fact and condemns those 

who were involved, dmost certainly not of their own volition, with the StB, particularly 

when it was precisely their activism that lead them to such a fate. 

The manner in which people reacted post-1989, when they found out about StB- 

positive friends, confirms that activists were in genenl much more forgiving and 

understanding of the events than was the general population. Wilson believes that 

it's a very complicated question, this question of 
collaborating and not collabonting. Of al1 the people 1 
know, it was the people who were the most harmed by 
inforrners that were also the most forgiving of those 
informers, of having been informed against. This is my 
experience. There are quite a few people out there that 1 
knew in the 1970s, who turned out to be informers, and 
theylve ken  more or less forgiven by the people they were 
informing on?= 

This insight is particularly interesting considenng the fact that the underground has 

continuousIy been represented as a group of people who led politically and artistically 

independent lives. However, these dissidents were al1 forgiven by the people closest to 

them, people who knew the difficulty of their circumstances - of the near irnpossibility of 

holding out against continuous StB ques tioning. In this sense, their forgiveness 

demonstntes that there was more at play than a Manichean view of "us vs. themn. 

As al1 this information is very sensitive, some of these m i e s  could at this point be 

considered nimor, as no-one's files have ken released by the Interior Ministry. Since there 

is no equivalent to the Canadian "Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy 

Legislation" in the present-day Czech Republic, journalis ts and other researchers have no 

353 Wilson. interview with auihor. 



access to sensitive government files without the permission of the governrnent or the 

courtsfs.54 Various questions surface, many of which unfortunately cannot be answered 

under the present political climate: Did people's dilemmas after making the decision to 

collaborate (could it reaily be called a decisioq in those kinds of circumstances?) show in 

any way in their music and lyrics? Was there any difference in the music they produced 

before and after deciding to collaborate? In my interview with Cibulka, he said that even 

while (in his opinion) cert was an StB agent, his music was exceptional, and inspired 

many, many people. Through his music, he "raised people's self-confidence and showed 

ihem that there wasn't only the path of resignation and capitulation under cornrnunism, that 

there was the possibility of doing something for one's own release from captivity."35s 

Paradoxically, as both an agent and a musician, Cert would have been both strengthening 

and weakening the opposition -- both inspiring other musicians and undemining their 

independent lives. Can the power and influence of Cert's music be sepanted from his 

personal position, as either an StB collaborator or an anti-establishment monlist? 

Could any of their friends notice a difference in these people after they became 

collaborators (i t is often said that someone was 'suspected' of collaborating -- myslelo se to 

O nëm)? How did their involvement infiuence activity in the Meny Ghetto? Did it make 

them more militant and uncomprornising in their music-making, in an attempt to 

compensate for the information they were giving the StB? Were any of these informers 

responsible for telling the police about the Plastic People concert a t  which the Bud8jovice 

Massacre took place, leading to the imprisonrnent and expulsion of hundreds of people 

[rom schml? Could they have k e n  protecting the Meny Ghetto in some way? Were they 

in any way partially responsible for the seizure of samizdat literature and magnizdat tapes 

- - -  - 

34i This information was provided by a l aper  f d a r  with both ibe Canadian and Czech legal systems . 
Dr. V&vrov&, an eaiployee of the Czech consulate in Montreai. 
3SS Cibulka, interview with author. 



(sometimes years worth of work), which were then lost in the StB abyss, never to be 

retrieved? Should we view the underground, this 'open society' any differently if some of 

its dwellers were informen, or even StB agents? How does one explain such seemingly 

enormous contradictions in personal actions - 1 have explored the case of  Bondy to some 

extent, but what about the others? What motivated hem to continue associating with active 

dissidents if they knew they could be hurting them by this association? Josef Novak (a 

pseudonym for an StB officer) says in Rosenberg's nie Haunted Land that although the 

ideal agent was involved in some oppositional activity -- "he could not only report on what 

w u  going on, he could influence the circle, spread disinformation, suggest tactics that 

would help us" - these agents were ephemeral because they might be tnnsferred to other, 

less interesting jobs, and would no  longer be able to provide nch  information3s6 

Knowing this, why wouldn't one in that kind of position simply stop socializing with 

one's group in order to prevent them from king hurt? Or why didn't they teIl their friends 

that they had signed? Wouldn't this have let them off the hook in t e m s  of StB hanssment? 

What exactly led them to become agents or informen; was it just poor nerves that 

differentiated them from those who never signed? If so, it could be argued that musicians 

who becarne official had even poorer nerves (unless they had no principles whatsoever), to 

have joined official structures a t  the outset, while independent musicians held out for a 

while longer. 

lnterroeation - Sessions 

The issue of interrogation sessions themselves sheds light on some reasons for 

signing collaboration forms and for revealing information. The ways in which people dealt 

with interrogation sessions is a worthy topic for trying to delineate which people were 

356 Rosenberg. p W. 



useful sources of information to the S B .  Although an individual may not necessvily have 

signed a fonn for collaboration, s/he might nonetheless have, under the strain of an 

interrogation session, revealed knowledge which s/he considered inconsequentiai. This 

fact lads one to wonder if the confidantlcandidate distinction is as important as it is made 

out to be, in terms of judging the amount of information pulled out of the interrogated 

person. If one said anything at dl during an interrogation session, it could be used as 

idormation in some way, and most people fouldn't manage to stay silent through these 

sessions. This is why one commonly h e m  ' O  nèm se vfdicky fzkzlo, fe mot mluv? -- it 

was always said that he said tm rnuch. On the other hand, informers sometimes played 

durnb, in typical hejkian3fl rnanner, thus making themselves completely useless to the 

StB. In this way they would escape StB harassrnent and the police would sooner or later 

stop asking them for information because they never revealed anything worthwhile. 

To catch a glimpse of the reality of such situations, anecdotes are very telling. In 

one of her interviews, Rosenberg manages to coax some coping methods and strategies for 

dealing wi th the police from one of her informants, VenSk Silhan, a Charter 77 signatory 

and eamomist who became a hke cleaner: 

"One friend would take a book of criminal law with him, ..., 
whatever they accused him of, he looked it up and would 
say,Thatts not a crime. There's no law about that. We 
have nothing to taIk about.' Then he'd close the book and 
sit silently. Another friend would tell them personal stories - 
that his child couldn't study, that one couldn't think and 
write the tmth in this country. 1 would tell them to write 
down their questions. They would type it up and I'd wriie 
my answer. If they were not satisfied, I'd Say, This is my 

357 Svejk is the main characta in the Cmch writer Jamslav HaSekls book The Good Soldier Svejk. 
Elizabeth Wheaton dacnbes him as a typically Czech, inept. bumbling baffoon ... he is a subversive. 
playing the fool whi le underminhg au thority witb surprising finesse. (in 'Prague's Li b r q  of Banned 
Books; Libri Prohibiti,' The Progressive. August, 1993. p.40.) 



document, not yours.' Or they would ask long questions 
and I'd answer yes or no."3* 

Interrogation sessions were a fairly routine part of dissident life, and everyone dealt 

with h e m  differently. Even the most courageous and fearless could be broken: "When I 

listen to Pepa Nos, Pave1 DobeS o r  Jirka Nohavica, 1 watch the people around me and 1 

imagine how they sweat during an interrogation. How many of them would be able to 

dictate for a protocml that there was no upnsing or disruption of the peace at the concert, or 

at leûst keep silent? In the case of Hutka's. TieSMk's and BenjXekts concerts, not a single 

person succeeded [in doing this]?s9 And of course people involved in the second culture 

were goldmines for the StB -- this is one reason why they were continuously interrogated. 

It was n w l y  impossible not to be broken, and the fact that officen needed to fulfil quotas 

made intenogation sessions that much harder. Stress and f w  was built from the top down. 

In general, Czechs seem to have difficul ty dealing with their past, and this applies 

to the connections between the dissidents and the secret police. Czechs in general would 

nther forget the past and get on with building the future. East Gemany, which is heavily 

i f l u e n c d  in its political decisions by West Germany and the processes of de-nazi fication, 

has opted to have public discussions between former Stasi members (East G e m a n  secret 

police) and dissidents. Such discussions are seen on prime-time TV on the first Monday of 

each month in Germany. The openness of such debates is in marked contrat to the way in 

which the Czech Republic is dealing (or not dealing) with the issue of StB  collaboration?^ 

Perhaps the openness shows that East Germany is developing at a Pace imposed by West 

35S Rosenberg. p27 .  
359 '..kdyL posloucham Pepu Nose. Pavla DobeSe nebo Jarka Nohavicu. sleduji ty iidi kolem a 
pTedstavuju si je. jak se poti u ~slechu. Koiik z nich by d o W o  nadiktovat do protokdu, Ze na konzerte 
k 2idnbu pobtGovani nebo vj7trbosti nedoHo nebo alespoii m h t .  V pKpadi5 d i c h  konced  Hutky, 
neSiiaka a Benflka to nedokazal ani jeden." MuZakovA. Unmarked page. 
36û This difference was brought to my attention by Annabelle Lue. a German PhD student doing a 
comparative snidy of East German and Czechoslovak dissident movemmts of the 1WOs and 1980s. 



German politicians rather than that which it has set for itself. After dl, West Gemans have 

had over 50 years of experience coming to terms wi th the atroci ties mrnmitted by their own 

people in WW2, and are by now quite used to discussing openly problems of the pst. 

At this point in history, when few people are willing to be honest about their past 

collaboration, many questions cannot be answered. Indeed they might never be answered. 

In fact, 1 think it is particularly hard to receive honest answers because: 1) these people 

lived in a regime which taught them to be dishonest with everyone other than their families 

and their closest fnends (sometimes even these realms werc not havens for honest 

discussions). As a result of this schizophrenic state of affairs, most people have 

du plicitous personali ties ?61 and today appear corn fortable wi th a dual worldview -- one 

when they are with people they trust, and another around people they do not know or 

distrust. 2) If they were used to interrogation sessions, they are accustomed to fil tering 

selected information into their answers. In this way, the given information could not be 

manipulated for vanous motives. 3) A (possibly insurmountable) difficulty is that StB 

collaboration, or even having a comrnunist membership card, is comrnonly viewed as the 

ul ti mate mont sellout. In the present day govemment, the favori te and frequentl y-used 

attack on one's integrity is the accusation of having had sympathy for the comrnunist 

regime, or having in some very marginal way ken involved with communist work (leaving 

aside Havel's theory that everyone, on one level or another, was responsible for the 

system). With today's popular views of collaboration as the darkest evil in the Czech 

Republic, no one is willing to tdk opedy about 

given, i t  is as if one was to admit slhe was a 

past collaboration. If an andogy could be 

pedophile -- a complete taboo, a nearly 

36i This was also noted by former Canadian charge d'affaira in Czechoslovakia Robert McRae. on CBCts 
Summerside, July l4/ l997,9:3O am. Mcbe was taiking about his recently released book Resistunce and 
Revolution. based on his experiences in the former Czechoslovakia. (Ottawa: Carleton University Press. 
1997 .) 



automatic way of ensuring loss of one's friends, job, respect. This king the case, even if 

one was to admit to collaboration, slhe would very likely restrict the publication of such 

admissions. In today's society, only problerns result from revealing this kind of 

information; emotions are still mnning high about the topic. With such difficult 

circumstances, it becornes a very long term project to gain the trust of certain informants. 

The curent silence is not being challenged intemally, as can be seen by the fact that 

President Vaclav Havel, who serves as a moral authority both nationally and 

intemationally, has publicly declared that former communist authorities and collaboration 

are a thing of the pst. While Havel did reluctantly sign the Lustrace Law, he has, in some 

people's view, done very little to purge the country of communist handmaidens.362 

Although Havel has repeatedly spoken about how al1 Czechoslovaks were responsible for 

perpetuating the old system (he even points this criticism at himself. even though he spent 

repeated ternis in jail for his oppositionalist activity), many claim he is unwilling to discuss 

publicly and honestly the issue of collaboration, even when dissidents pressure him to take 

action. In reply to Helena Wilson' question at a private party about what was going to 

happen to al1 the StB officers personally responsible for sentencing and torturing poli tical 

prisoners, Havel replied "Well, most of them have committed suicide anyway."363 Not 

having, de Jacta, answered the question during this private conversation, one wonders 

where he actually stands on the issue. Very few people encouxage discussion about the 

greyness of col laboration, to emphasize the lack of clear-cu t answers . 
Some former dissidents are very angry that their torturers are not king punished. 

Dissidents are the ones speaking up most about the issue, because they are the ones who 

experienced the torture, interrogations, and abuse. The rnainstream citizen did not; for this 

362 Indecd. Havel vetoed the law in 1994. claiming that he could not remw it with a dear conscicmt. 
363 Helena Wilson. conversation with author. 



reason a dissident minonty is once again fighting for something that the majority seems to 

be willing to forgive and forget -- on Havel's request -- never having directiy expenenced 

the same intensity of suffering. Petr Cibulka, for one, has several times taken Havel to 

task publicly on his Iack of action on this issue. 

Grurnblings of dissatisfaction can also be heard about cases in which StB officers 

have k e n  tried and found innocent. Not a single agent has ken  found guilty in the Czech 

court system to date.364 Rosenberg writes that "by early 1993, 150 people accused of 

informing had sued the Intenor Minist ry... By April 1993, the courts had rendered 

judgements in 70 cases, finding al1 70 SB-positives innocent of co l lab~ra t ion .~~~ Many 

blame the judges trained in former communist schools. MiloS Muller explained to me how 

he had been asked to testify against a former StB agent w h o  had been his interrogator. In 

the courtroom, the judge asked h m  how long a specific interrogation session had lasted. 

Milo3 said he couldn't remember exactly, but his guess was 1 hour to 1 5  hours. The 

judge replied that he was wrong b u s e  the StB agent's report stated it had only lasted 314 

hours. T h e  implication was that because the StB agent had a wxinen report, his testirnony 

was more tmsnvonhy and correct. I t  doesn't take special knowledge of the legal system to 

see the unfairness of such questioning. First of dl, how can one be expected to accurately 

estimate tirne, particularly in the stressful context of an interrogation session? Why are StB 

reports considered tmthf'ul, when it is often thought that agents fabricated information in 

their reports? It was clearly a case of one person's word against another. As Muller sees it, 

while this particular agent was singularly responsible for putting ceriain dissidents to jail, 

sometirnes into very cruel prison conditions, he was ultimately found innocent. And this 

3a MuUer. conversation with author. 
X.5 Rosenberg. p.70. 



was one of the very few cases to have accnially made it into and through the Czech legd 

system, which is notorious for king backlogged. 

Tina Rosenberg descn bes beauti full y this problem of finding justice for past 

injustices: 'The line between whitewash and witch-hunt , amnesty and arnnesia, justice and 

vengeance is often a blurry one. Justice must be done -- but too much justice is also 

injustice. Drawing this line has become one of the most important new human rïghts 

challenges of our time."3" 

Conclusions 

While no part of Czechoslovak society was entirely immune to StB interference 

during the communist regime, the dissidents - arnong hem independent rock musicians - 

were the most prone to constant police surveillance. As a result of daily StB hamsment, 

unofficiai musicians led very different !ifestyles than officiai musicians and the pressures of 

such a lifestyle, no doubt, had an effect on the sonic qudities of their musics?* Although 

the secret police were attracted to independent musicians and the people who helped them 

distri bute their recordings, these dissidents tried as best as p s i  ble to limi t their contact 

with the StB. In many ways, their success as independent musicians lay in their ability to 

'retain their integrity' (Le., not give in to StB demands). Ironically, while it was their 

activism that led to such contact in the first place, it is these dissident musicians who are 

now king criticized by the gened public for having in some way been associated with the 

secret police. 'By definition, the delibentely disengaged were not likely to be on [the list of 

StB collaboraiors] ," Weschler wri tes. '1 t is those who never lifted a finger to oppose the 

old regime w ho are pushing these purges, demanding the publication of al1 those lists e-g., 

- - -  - - 

366 ibid. p. xix. 
367 WhiIe 1 think chat a rnusico1ogic.d analysis of underground and official rock music would illustrate 
this fact çoncretely, this analysis is outside the scope of my thesis. 



Ruda' Krdvo]. The nice thing about a list is that if you're not on it you can consider 

yourself pure."368 

The underground musicians are once again king highly criticized by the dominant 

culture, for an association with the StB that they did not seek. During the communist 

regime, they were persecuted because they did not agree with the dominant ideology. Now, 

in a sense, they are being persecuted again for their contact with the secret police. As 

Rosenberg writes: "In a country whose opposition had used mord behavior as the currency 

for ail measure and had made great sacrifices in its cause, few punishments could be worse 

than to be revealed as a mem ber of this most-hated group [collaborators] ."f69 Perhaps the 

only greater punishment is to be judged by the population at large -- a population which 

could never understand the extent to which these musicians had gone in order to play the 

music they wanted to play. 

368 Wescbla. p.83. 
369 Rosenberg. p5. 



CHAPTER 6 

Other Issues and 
Final Remarks 

Other Issues 

In this final chapter, 1 bring up briefl'j a few other issues which 1 believe to be 

interesting and pertinent to the music underground but which 1 was unable to address in 

any detail in the body of my thesis - gender, musical styles and the differences between 

pre- and ps t -  1989 musical developments. As 1 was doing my research on Czechoslovak 

underground rock music, 1 beume increasingly aware of gender and the invisibility of 

women in this independent movement. In some ways, this came as no great surprise 

considenng that women in general have not had a long history playing rock music, in any 

part of the world. However, as hv la  Slabd's comments in chapter 2 indicate, one of the 

reasons that few wornen were involved in that particular music scene is that the attitudes of 

the musicians were sometimes blatantly misogynous. 

A conversation 1 had with Milo3 Muller at the archive one day is demonstntive of 

some of the attitudes held by Czech rockers on the subject. One day, when 1 was at Libri 

Prohibiti watching a video of an underground concert, 1 asked Muller why 1 never saw 

wornen perform in underground bands, and why 1 never r a d  about women performing in 

such bands. Muller smiled (the kind of smile that indicates, 'Oh these North American 

feminists ...') and replied at first that he really didn't know. Many women came to hear 

bands, partook in the action on an audience level, but there were very, very few who 

actually performed. He told me of a time when a three-mernber dl-women's band was to 

play at a concert and he and al1 the other men who normally participated in these events 

were really looking forward to hearing them; they were curious. Muller said that he and al1 



the others actually tended to be much more positive about the female band's performance 

than those of the other male bands. Even though they thought the band was not great (a 

precursor of the band Dybbuk) , they admired the fact that they plûyed a t  d l .  

Muller went on, with another grin, to say that he has heard some men say that they 

didn't want to have women as part of their bands because a woman would make the band 

"les  stable" and more likely to break up. 1 replied that bands break up and re-group even 

when there are no women involved! He said that he knew this, but it is even more likely if 

a woman is a part of the band; the& more likelihood that the men in the band will 'fight 

over her' and more gender tensions will arise. There's probabl y not m m y  more wornen 

who play in bands in the West either, he added. 1 said that I'd never actuall y done o r  read a 

statistiwl count, but it's never stmck me that women are as invisible in the West as they are 

here. 1 can't think of a single female bass player in the Czech Republic, for example, and 

when women are involved, they seem to be picked for their looks -- to act as sex symbols 

to sel1 the band. Chadima confirms my view in Alternativa, when he writes that for his 

'alternative band' he chose Na& Vdvrovd as the percussionist with the anticipation that a 

woman would popularize the band. Later, he writes that the percussionist Marta Zelinkova 

-- whom he later mamed -- couldn't hun the populanty of the band because she was an 

attractive woman?O In my interview with Chadima, he too g n ~ e d  sheepishly as  I nised 

the subject of gender, and made the point that many of the men were trying to protect the 

women; by keeping them out of their (unofficial) bands, these women would not be under 

the risk of going to jail. 

Back at  the archive, Muller smiled at  my comments and agreed. He continued, 

well, there's Deep Sweden, a fairly new band in Rague. 1 pointed out that yes, there are 

two women in this band, a singer and a violinist, but this is a Rague band forrned of 

370 Chadima. p.79 & p.106. 



Westerners! Westerners! We both laughed and agreed that the issue was worth exploring 

further. 1 added that the comment about women causing gender tension sounded exactly 

like an orthodox religious statement about men and women worshipping in the sarne area of 

a religious institution, pointing out that this was no longer the nom in most communities. 

Muller said, in defense, that no, it's not the same thing, because his band, for example, 

never purposely tried to keep out women; it's just that women never expressed any desire 

to join the band when they were looking for musicians. Chadirna also claimed that women 

in general did not want to play and there was no interest on their part. Women didn't play 

the guitar or  the b a s ,  he claimed. No exclusion was made on a conscious basis. On the 

other hand, there were always many, many men wanting to play in bands. 

There is almost no discussion of underground musical styles in my thesis. 1 feel, 

as do others afliliated in some way wi th the Czechoslovak musical underground, that most 

of the music of this movement is neither tremendously rnusically interesting nor tembly 

original (as explained in earlier chapters, this was not the goal nor the point of much of the 

music). While these are my personal feelings about this music, I nonetheless believe that a 

detailed analysis of the music would shed more light on the musical styles that ment the 

label 'underground'. In Jirous' music underground, there is definitely a predorninant 

musical sound. Aside from it being heavily influenced by the Plastic People (and more 

distantly by the Velvet Underground), these rock groups usually incorporated a bowed 

instrument -- a cello, viola, violin or  bass. While the use of string instruments in a rock 

band would have been a subject of ridicule in the 1960~~ their use is said to have k e n  

introduced by the singer Vladimir MiSik and his group Etc...?71 This n o m  has filtered 

down to much Czech rock music, as  bands like Nahlas, ZOO, &kt? Srdce, DobrohoSt, 

and Ciment incorporate the same sound. Interestingly, when women sing in bands, their 

371 Opkar. l ü e  Influence of Cmch Folktore on Czech Rock Music! p.230. 



voices are usuaily altos -- the lead singers of Wlnoc, Fiction, Deep Sweden, and the pop 

singer Marta KubiXov&, just to narne a few , exemplify this cornmon trait. Men in these rock 

groups (Hlavsa is a perfect example of this) tend to sing in a very deep, growly manner, 

which Chris Cutler calls the "bear roar."3" However, the bulk of my thesis has focused on 

the brader issues sumunding the independent music making of the time period. 

1 regret not being able to spend more time researching the differences between 

music making pre- and post-revolution. The subject nonetheless did surface in 

many of my interviews. While my informants shared with me their surprise about the 

difficulty of making music in today's Czech capitalist society, most were careful not to 

express too much nostalgia for the past regime. Petr Cibulka stated that the situation for 

independent musicians today was similar to that of the past, except for two factors: first, 

one was not threatened by a jail tem for this ûctivity, and two, it is now theoretically 

possible to make money as  an independent musician. In addition, technology o n  now be 

acquired relatively cheaply, or it c;in be rented. Even though it is much harder to achieve a 

decent quality of life under the present-day ewnomic system, he believes it is possible to 

achieve this if one works hard -- "If one works 7 days a week, 12-16 hours a day, after 

seved years one creates a foundation that one can build on."m 

Radim Mad~k believes that ' from the point of view of creation, of freedom," music 

making today "is not comparable" with that of the past, but economically it  is rnuch harder. 

He remembers 'old times' with mixed feelings: 

Not that I'd like to reminisce how wonderful things used to 
be, but because there waç no freedom here, people felt the 
need to get together and go to concerts. For 10 years, our 
concerts were always sold out, everywhere. Today there is 
freedom, and people aren't going out nearly as much. 

372 Cutler, interview with author. 
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Because it [rock music] is no longer restricted. In the p s t ,  it 
was secretive, it was forbidden fruit, so people used to go. 
Today everything is possible, people have many options to 
do various things, so music is suffenng economically. The 
sales are small [because of the smdl Czech population]. 

Hladik talks about how many bands are now singing in English in order to tap into the 

global market, but in his opinion, these attempts will bear no fruit because the global 

competition is too tough. "1 think that if individual musicians go into the world to gather 

expenences, then they might make it, but Czech bands trying to get ont0 the Western 

market -- that's hard." HIadk discussed the fact that high foreign CD prices are driving up 

the price of domestic CDS, because local companies are trying to match these prices. 

Because Czech salaries d o  not match those of their western counterparts, many cannot 

afford to buy recording. He claims that if a musician or  band sells 7000 CDS today, this is 

considered very good. In contnst, during communism, he reIeased 1 1 LPs (between 1 %9 

and 1989) and never sold fewer than 150,000. This drastic change rnay be largely due to 

the fact that his music is competing with a vanety of genres previously unknown in the 

Czech Republic. 

h v e l  Fajt was another to express mixed feelings about the developments in music 

today. One the one hand, he was quite positive: "Everything is much more alive. You can 

start to play in a band, and after a year, everyone knows that you're out there playing. This 

didn't exist in the pst." On the other hmd, he dso cornplains of economic difficulties. 

It's pretty bad right now in the Czech Republic because 
commercialism bulldozed over everything that used to exist. 
Amenca -- "the Bon Jovi Tarn" -- invaded, and large 
companies are only willing to advertise known nmes. Even 
radio has becorne commercialized. The state doesnlt actually 
give support to alternative o r  non-commercial culture ... 
under communism there were ail kinds of cultuml centers 
that got money from the state, and none survived the 
transition; they no longer exist. 



While many musicians (who succeeded in getting licences) could easily support themselves 

by playing music under communism, this is no longer a possibility for most musicians 

(then again. maybe it never was). In addition to this, many people's interests have turned 

from making music to making money. Fajt be!ieves that most people, including many 

artists, are thinking primarily about how much money they will make and the ia'nd of status 

they will achieve through their incornes. "1 t never used to be this way, because money was 

never important, i t was never r d 1  y worth anythingn374 

For Pavla SlaM, the atrnosphere today is much more conducive to music making 

than if  used to be. "It's much more naturai, one can hardly imagine how awful it used to 

be. It's great to be able to receive money for playing, to be able to buy good instruments 

which weren't available in the p s t  ... equipment was particularly difficult to acquire [in the 

pst] .  Itts possible to release records." She does however miss 'the rnagic* of going to 

rock concerts during the communist regime. 

It was really something very rare for people to go to a 
concert. There was a very unique, unforgettable 
atmosphere. It was always kind of a heroic act to go to a 
concert. It was kind of an exciting thing. it had kind of a 
politicai undertone which ... well maybe some of this is 
retained. or I'd like to believe it is, but very little [of it]. 
And in this sense, it used to be better. But of course I'm 
not saying this in order to recreate the ps t !  

SlaM was the only interviewe to elabrate at some length on the way rock music itself had 

changed as a result of the political changes in the country. "We used to play on these 

keyboards, these 'Delicias', which used to cost 200 CZK and could be bought at the House 

of Soviet Science and Culture. They would emit these funny sounds. S o  when you buy a 

Korg, then it's cornpleteiy different music. Weil, the other music was attractive, in a certain 

sense; it was wacky, fumy. And of course, a11 bands bought themselves good instruments, 

374 Fajt. interview with author. 



s o  it [the music] has changed a lot that way.' She also spoke about the fact that many 

groups, in their present attempt to be "worldly or cosmopolitan," now sing in English, 

which was not the case in the 1970s and 1980s. 'It used to be an attractive feature to have 

in teresting Czech texts . ' 
Mikola  Chadima was another to point out the nsing popularity of  English texts. 

'The market here is very smail, so i t's bulldozed over by Anglo-American pop. 1 think that 

in 3 or  4 years, al1 the bands here will be singing in English. If any bands continue singing 

in Czech, then that will be a totally marginal genre ... that's Anglo-American music 

irnperiali~rn.~ He thinks that however much these tniths apply to mainstream rock, 

'alternative' rock has not changed a great deal since communist days. However, he brought 

up the same issue about business as did Hladlk. "1 have a lot of problems finding people 

for auditions, because they are entrepreneurs and every one has a thousand other interests." 

The  alternative rock scene has thus changed, because there are fewer people who are 

willing to play this genre of music?s It is also not possible, according to hirn, to make a 

living playing this type of music. 

Chadima stated that the music k i n g  made today in the Czech Republic fails to meet 

his expectations. He used to believe that " there would be interesting music on TV after the 

faIl [of communisrn]" but he  has k e n  disappointed. Neither of the two main Czech 

channels, TV Nova and Czech TV, feature many independent Czech bands. According to 

Chadima, only the charnel C17 provides an opportunity for independent bands to be seen 

and heard by a larger public. If the public likes a clip, the station wiil show it as many as 

three times. Chadima never expected this limiteci visibility in a capitalist system, and seven 

years afkr  the end of communism, his expectations shattered, he has taken a fresh view of 

375 Unfominately, it is not absolutely dear how Chadima defuies 'altemative rockf. I am wt s u  whether 
he continues to use the same criteria for this geruc as the ones he used under cornmunism. 



cornmunism. He sums up that "capitalism for Our market means that anyone who doesn't 

make money is an idiot and no one will be given anythmg [for free] ... the situation now is 

much worse than it was under cornmunism. That is something 1 am capable of saying 

competently today, with documentation." 

In rny interview with Mejla Hlavsa, yet another set  of mixed emotions was 

conveyed. Hlavsa was pleased that he was no longer persecuted for playing music, though 

he feels that "what happened t.o us in the 1970s and 1980s was not something that we really 

complained about ... There were a lot of unpleasant things, but that's the way it was ... we 

had a pretty good tirne." Whereas Hlavsa a d  the Plastics were unable to rnake a living 

playing music during the communist regime, the band rnernbers who have continued to 

play are now capable of doing exactly that. Y et Hlavsa critiques the fact that some clubs are 

not only unwiiling to pay bands a small sum of money for a performance, but some clubs 

charge performers to use their premises. He contrasted this with the situation in France, 

where he clairns some srnaIl clubs receive grants from the city in order to encourage 

performers to play. Since the revolution and much to his own surprise, Hlavsa has been 

tmnsfoned from a Thatcheri te into a socialist. He attempted to explain this change in his 

own thinking: "I've seen things that redly scare me. Solidarity does not exist at  al1 here. 

There are a few foundations which take really good m e  of things, but most of the country 

has totally degenerated. The rush for money, for fast money, has become the most 

important thing. So  I've realized that i'm a leftist ... I was really taken aback to realize 

this! " 

The genenl  message conveyed by both Hlavsa and Chadima is that the new 

political system has not met certain expectations they had. Unconsciously (or perhaps even 

consciously) they are invoking the p s t  regime as having provided a faidy cornfortable life 

for hem, even though they were prevented, sometimes in extreme ways, from playing their 



music freeiy for audiences. They do not see the new regime as providing the nch cultural 

possi bilities or the type of freedom they drearned about during communism. Indeed, they , 

dong with many other musicians, have corne to realize that music-making in a free market 

economy includes a host of dilficulties they never anticipated, which once again restricts 

many people from creating their music independently and freely. Time, which was once 

freely available, has now becorne a precious comrnodity for Czechs who need to make ends 

meet. Though musicians have no probiem finding and playing various kinds of venues, 

now available throughout the country, they must fint be able ta pay the fee required to 

book such venues. All kinds of Western instruments are widely available, but one pays 

very high prices for them. If one manages successfully to have time, and money for 

instruments and venues, then one is presented with the challenge of competing against the 

flood of other musics now available in the Czech Republic. Interestingly, and perhaps as a 

result of the new political and economic pressures, many of the underground rock 

musicians who went to extremes (e.g., jail) to play their music during the communist 

regime have now cornpletely abandoned this activityV6 

Deeper studies of the differences in music making between communisrn and 

capitalist regimes in the East Bloc are necessary and timely. Seven years after the 

revolution, Czech musicians are beginning to realize that capitalism is not everything they 

had faniasized it to be. They are just beginning to analyze their present situation critically 

and draw padlels with their past, where just a couple of years ago, they simply wanted to 

forget their past. The time is ripe for documenting thoughts about their music making 

experiences and dnwing larger conclusions about the effects of certain sociopolitical 

systems on music, and the arts in gened. 

376 Hlavsa. interview with author. 



As yet, there has b e n  only a small amount of research on the independent musical 

activities of other East Bloc countries. Such studies are needed so that cornparisons can 

also be made between the independent music-making activities of the different counuies. 

Even now, many of the musicians who were actively participating in pûrallel musical 

structures in Czechoslovakia, have no idea what their counterparts were playing or  thinking 

in other East Bloc countries. Were other music undergrounds as organized as the 

Czechoslovak underground? If so, was it due to the efforts of single individuals or  small 

groups of individuals; were there any peopie equivalent to Jirous in these other countries? 

Wûs any initiative taken to learn about independent music streams in other East Bloc 

countries, or  was Western music the primary interest? Who were their musical influences 

and why? Does al1 this East Bloc rock music have anything in common and if so, what? T o  

what extent was rock music restncted in these other countries? How widespreûd were these 

other undergrounds, and how did their governments react to their activity? How was this 

different from the situation in Czechoslovakia? There are many, many such questions 

which need to be answered. 

Final Remarks 

Much like the Prague Spring of 1968, the winter of 198911990 was a euphonc 

time. Following the revolution, various independent musicians took over the Prague Castle 

for a Charter 77 celebration. This was the highlight of many of these musicians' careers 

377 Whiie then have beeu general smdiu of rock music made - Tony Mitchell (Czeçhoslovakia; 1992. 
19%). Jolanta Pekacz (Poland; 1992, 1994), Peter Wicke (East Germany; 1992,1993), Artemy Troitsky 
(USSR; 1987). Anna Szemere (Hungary; 1995). Timothy Ryback and Sabrina Ramet (East BIoc as a 
whole;1990, 1984) -- there is a great lack of detail about the marner in wbich independent m u s i d  
movements fimctioned in these separate countries. There is iittle or no information on the musical discourse 
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and many were visibly nervous. Playing in the castle was an event none could have ever 

imagined dunng the communist regime. This was a group used to playing in barns, 

cottages, garages, and seldom, if ever, in actud theaters. M a y  of these musicians had not 

seen each other for years. Some, who had gone into exile, were w m l y  welcorned by the 

fans they had left behind following their difficult decisions to leave. And now, after 20 

yeam of repression, they were playing in the nation's seat of power, for, among others, the 

new president, Viiclav Havel. This was a president who deconted his walls with posters of 

rock musicians, invited the Rolling Stones, Pink Floyd and other rock bands to play in 

Pmgue, and appointai Frank Zappa as special advisor on trade, culture and tourism to the 

Czech Republic. In short, this was one of their own kind, now the head of the country. 

Expectations were high for the first few months following the collapse of the 

communist regime. Now, any rock musician could play concerts and not be persecuted for 

the act of playing. No one needed to fear a jail term for such activity; everyone could make 

money at playi ng music, and freel y make recordings. Anyone w ho wanted to could becorne 

a professional rock musician. Or so thought the underground musicians whose political 

heroes were Regan and Thatcher. They discovered soon enough that capitalism held its 

own social and p l i  tical challenges. 

Many of these individuals are beginning to realize that king heard as an 

independent musician is not difficult only under a communist dictatorship. Independent 

musicians are a tnnscultunl phenornenon and exist in capitalist regimes as well. 

Independence for some of these musicians is a choice, and for others, i t  is as  a result of not 

having the right sound, and thus not king signed by a record label. These corporations in 

many ways resemble the communist agencies that sought the right sound in order to grant 

musicians licences at the requalification exams. In the communist era, of course, political 

viewpoint was more important than sound. The obvious difference between the Western 



capitdist states and the East Block communist states is that in a capitalis t system, IF s/he 

has the know-how and the money, an independent musician is free to create her/his own 

record label, and does not nsk imprisonment for this action. Underground, independent, 

alternative musicians are thus not only the material of East BLOC communist regimes. 

Indeed, independence is possibly less a function of political systems than personal integrity 

-- what Havel calls 'Living in Truth'. 

This mantra, 'living in truth' has meant everything to the world of independent 

music making in Czechoslovakia but 1 cannot help but think that, had it not ken for the 

circumstance of living in a dictatorship, these words may not have made such an impact on 

the world at large. Perhaps in a less repressive situation, Jirous' work with the PPU, for 

instance, would not have ken  highiighted in history. 1 think that this was just a regular 

band, conscientiously trying to make the best of the difficult histoncal circumstances in 

which it was placed. In any other than a totaliianan regirne, there would have been no 

reason for them to becorne famous. Jirous, however, greatly publicized them and the 

political situation created a set of circumstances which led to their fame. Without either 

Jirous or their position in a totalitarian state, the PPU and the Czechoslovak musical 

underground probably would never have gained the fame they have received. 



Glossarv 

Anti-Charter -- A petition circulated by the Czechoslovak govemrnent in response to the 
Charter î'i petition. Most anti-charter signatories had never read the Charter 77 petition and 
signed the anticharter in order to protect their personal oleers. 

Authoritarian Communism -- A tenn often used to refer to the former East Bloc 
regimes from the outside. Describes a systern as  authoti tarian in order to emphasize that i t 
is theoreiicaily and practically distinct from democratic regimes. 

Charter 77 -- This was the best-known dissident organization in Czechoslovakia, 
founded in 1977 to fight for human rights in the countq. The organjzation began with a 
petition to the CzechosIovak government, demanding that it abide by the guidelines of the 
Helsinki Human Rights Convention, which Czechoslovak officiais had signed. 

Grey Zone -- Activity laiated at some point between the officiai and the unofficial. 

Magnizdat -- Originally a Russian word describing unauthorized, independently 
recorded music circulated secretly. Genedly used in comection to independent music 
activities of East Bloc countries. 

Merry Ghetto - Term coined by Ivan Jirous (artistic director of the Plastic People) to 
designate the Czech culhm1 underground. 'Underground' and 'Merry Ghetto' are used 
in terc hangeabi y. 

Normalization -- In this text, this refers to the objective of changing Czechoslovak 
society back to the pre- 1%8 stanis quo. Otto Ulc writes that it should more appropriately 
be called 'abnormalization' ('Social Deviance in Czechoslovakia'). 

PartyState - State and party apparatus that is unique to communism. One of the unique 
fatum is the fusion of the Communist Party with the State itself. 

Plastic People of the Universe (Plastic People, Plastics, PPU) -- Band which 
formed in 196û and disbanded in 1987. They are considered to be the "grandaddies of the 
underground" (to quote Paul Wilson) in addition to winning the most international farne. 
Their style infomed that of many other underground rock bands in Czechoslovakia. 

Prague Spring -- Refers to the penod of reform communism in  the former 
Czechoslovakia, which cdminated in a nurnber of democntic reforms within the 
Communist Party, a general feeling of opemess, relaxation of censorship and prospects for 
new political pssibiiities withir. society. The Prague Spring was ultimately crushed by a 
Warsaw Pact invasion in August 1968, and a twenty-year period of comrnunist 
'normalization' ensued. 



Prague Underground -- This is my term to describe the underground organized by Ivan 
Jirous. 1 label it the 'Prague' underground not because underground concerts frequently 
took place in Prague (in fact much of the musical activity took place in small villages of 
Northern Bohemia), but because the main actors were based in Prague. 

Reform Communism -- Number of attempts throughout Central and Eastern Europe to 
refonn authontarian communist regimes dong more dernomatic and more economically 
open lines. For example: Alexander DubPek's Prague Spring; Jan03 Kadaris New 
Economic Mechanism and; Gorbachov's Perestroika. 

Samizdat -- Originally a Russian word for self-publication. Unauthorized, typewritten 
works, circulated underground to avoid the legal censorship of a repressive regime. The 
term also refers to a system of publishing and circulating, and is widely applied to al1 such 
activity in the East Bloc. 

StB -- Statni Bezpehiost - the Czechoslovak secret police. 

VONS -- The Cornmittee for the Defense of the Unjustly Persecuted'. The members of 
VONS were dl Charter 77 signatories and theit major purpose was to provide material and 
lega1 support, which included issuing regular information on specific cases of injustice 
such as arrests, searches, trials, beatings, etc. 
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A~bendix 1: Listing of Samizdat Music Magazines 

The following is a list of samizdat magazines which include at least one article about -- 
aimost exclusively, jazz, folk and rock - music. This represents a total of 53 out of the 

150 known samizdat magazines. The ones indicated with a star were on the border of 

unofficialdom, in the s d l e d  grey zone. 

1. Attack 
3. Baf 
5. 43/10/88 
7 .  DtGFedrt 
9. Ertempore 
11. Hadr 
13. Independent 
15. Jazz Stop 
17. Lidovtf Noviny 
19. Mikro_fon 
21. Portjr 
23. Punk Maglajs 
35. Revue 88 
27. Sklepn 1% 

29. To 
31. Voknoviny 
33. Zagor 
3 5. Injligrantni 
37. Severomoravska' Pasivita 
39. TKM 
41. Slova 
43. Pevn6 Hr& 

2. AZ 
4. Bulletin 
6. Dmhd Strunu 
8. Elektrobus 
10. Folkové Navinny 
12. Hosr 
14. In formuce (in rock) t 

16. Jednou Nohou (later Revolver Revue) 
18. Mùsurkovske' Podzernné 
20. Os lr' USr' 
22. ProtejSi Podnik 
24. Schrott Muguzik 
26. Sado-Maso 
B. Srack 
30. Vokno 
32. Za 2 Piva 
34. z(i>adoCreskej Priser 
36. Sot 
38. .hp l i~  
40. Kalu@ Snope 
42. Navé Noviny 

These following magazines, although official, were on the margins of unofficialdom, and 

were dso an important source of information. 

44. Jazz Bulletin @zmvS. sekce) * 45.Kruh * 
46. Olenrke' ln  formace S M  * 47. Jon& * 
48. Rock 88 3 49. Rocknoviny 1: 

M .  Spirala 87 1: 51. Rockfest * 
52. Profily Rock- Festu x 53. VlaSsky sPalîZek * 



Amendix - 2: Dianram of Classes of Rock Musicians 

OFFICïAL CLASSES: 

1st Class 

P r o f ~ d o n d ~  . 2nd Class 

Semi-Professional 

Illegal 

CHADIMA'S CLASSES: 

Vladni (State) 

Prodejn6 (Those Who Sel1 Themselves) 
Ofilclal 

Podvodnki (Crooks) 

Slus'ni (Decent Ones) 
1" 

Cekatelé (Those Who Wait) 

NGkodné (Unharmful) 

UnntlciaI Nerivis16 (~ndependenf) < Alternat ive 

Underground 




